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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
During 1981, SPADS was expanded to include program support for the 
Projects Directorate. These programs store and maintain drawings, parts 
Inventories, mall correspondence, processing documents, and conference regis-
tration data. Secretarial support Is also provided through Prime's Office 
Automation System. 
This document is Intended to provide the operating procedures re-
quired for a user to access the Projects' Directorate programs, to retrieve 
data based on various query parameters, and to maintain the associated data 
files. Input, Update, Delete, Search, and Report operations wll I be de-
scribed and Illustrated for each of the Projects' Directorate programs. The 
fol lowing sections are designed to demonstrate the menu driven, user friendly 
methods by which a user is to operate with either a PT65 or a DATAGRAPHIX-
132 terminal. A PT65 is a Prime terminal special ized for use in word pro-
cessing. A Datagraphix-132 has a 132 character screen and wi I I accommodate 
wider reports on the terminal screen. Please note that a PT65 must be DOWN-
LINE LOADED before entering any program written INFO. These programs are: 
Mall Log Correspondence, Mechanical Drawings, Electrical Drawings, ACEE 
Conference Registration, LSAST Conference Registration, and ERBE Conference 
Registration. 
1.1 SECTION DESCRIPTIONS 
The purpose of this section is to give a brief description of each 
of the following sections of this document. 
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VOLUME I I I SECTION DESCRIPTIONS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
2. BAS IC OPERATIONS 
3. SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
4. OFFICE AUTOMATION 
5. TELEMAIL.NETWORK 
6. MAIL LOG CORRESPONDENCE 
7. MECHANICAL DRAWINGS 
8. ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS 
9. FIPPS PROCESSING 
10. ACEE CONFERENCE REG. 
11. LSAST CONFERENCE REG. 
12. ERBE CONFERENCE REG. 
Projects' Directorate data base appli-
cation programs and associated oper-
ating procedures for the Office Auto-
mation system. 
Login, program entry, Input screens and 
forms, update screens and forms, error 
messages, and logout procedures. 
Spooling and emergency / recovery pro-
cedures, archive and quickie operations. 
OAS entry menu from the Main Selection 
menu. 
Entry and exit procedures, document 
transfer operations. 
AI I operating procedures for Projects' 
dally Mall Log Correspondence and Con-
figuration Change Requests (CCR's). 
AI I operating procedures for the Mechan-
Ical Drawings for UARS / ERBE projects 
which contain drawing information, speCi-
fications, and a complete parts Inven-
tory. 
AI I operating procedures for the Elec-
trical Drawings for the UARS / ERBE pro-
ject which contain drawing Information 
and a complete parts Inventory. 
AI I operating procedures for the FIPPS / 
Processing documents for the HALOE and 
ERBE projects. 
AI I operating procedures for the Com-
posite Structure Conference registration 
for the ACEE project. 
AI I operating procedures for the Large 
Space Antenna Systems Technology Con-
ference Registration for the LSAST pro-
ject. 
AI I operating procedures for the Earth 
Radiant Budget Experiment Conference 
Registration and LOGO order accounting 
for the ERBE project. 
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2.0 BASIC OPERATING PROCEDURES 
The purpose of this section Is to provide a description of the ter-
mlnal actions the user must perform In order to login to the Prime 750 com-
puter system, select a progra~ from one of the Projects' Directorate menus, 
and then exit from the system. Note that al I user actions are terminated 
with a carriage return which is designated by the key marked RETURN on the 
terminal keyboard. Input screens and forms, update screens and forms, and 
error messages wi I I also be discussed. 
2.1 LOGIN 
User actions for logging In to the system are displayed below. The 
XXX represents the user's initials, N Is the terminal line number, HR, MN, 
and SC are the time the user entered the system in hours, minutes, and se-
conds, and MM, DO, and YY are the month, day, and year. See the example be-
low: 
OK, LOGIN PLEASE 
LOGIN XXX 
Password? 
XXX (USER N) LOGGED IN DAY, DO MM YY HR:MN:SC 
Welcome to PRIMOS version REV#. 
Last login Day, DO MM YY HR:MN:SC 
HI! , 
ENTER PASSWORD > 
Note that for security reasons the passwords are not visible on the 
terminal screen. If no password has been aSSigned, simply hit the carriage 
return to continue. An Incorrect first password wi I I result in the fol lowing 
error message: 'Invalid user id or password, please try again.' 
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An Incorrect second password will result In an ** ERROR ** message with up 
to three retries. On the third Incorrect attempt, the system wll I automati-
cally log the user off the system. If the login and password procedures are 
performed correctly, the user will see a display of the system news on the 
terminal screen. The system news Is a short description of any special 
events affecting operations of the computer system. See the example below. 
SYSTEM NEWS 
=========== 
*************************************************** 
* PR1ME MONTHLY PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE * 
* NOW SCHEDULED FOR THE FIRST * 
* MONDAY OF EACH MONTH ••• 7 TO 9 AM (EST) * 
*************************************************** 
2.2 PROGRAM ENTRY 
After login has been completed, the user must specify the program 
desired from the appropriate menu. The fol lowing sections Illustrate the two 
menus currently supported for the Projects' Directorate. 
2.2.1 ETI 
ETI Is a government contractor for the ProJects' Directorate, and is 
In charge of the tracking and distribution of al I mail correspondence for all 
of the projects, and provides other services as wei I. The main selection 
menu designated for ETI appears as fol lows: 
The fol lowing Is a list of programs for the Projects Directorate 
*************************************************************** ••••••• 
(0) Logout 
(1) Correspondence & CCR Mail System 
(2) Mechanical Drawings & Parts File 
(3) Electrical Drawings & Parts File 
(4) Fipps & Processing Documents 
(5) Old Mail Log Fi les 
(6) ACEE Conference Registration 
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Enter Option Number> 
2.2.2 PROJECTS DIRECTORATE 
The Projects Directorate is currently made up of users from the 
ERBE, STFEO, STEP, and other projects, as wei I as the office of the Director 
of Projects. The main selection menu designated for this group appears as 
follows: 
The fol lowing Is a list of programs for the Projects Directorate 
********************************************************************** 
(0) Logout 
(1) Office Automation System 
(3) ERBE Conference Registration 
(4) LSAST Conference Registration 
(8) TeleMal1 Network 
(9) Program Development 
Enter Option Number> 
2.3 PROGRAM EXIT 
To leave a program, the user must enter a zero as shown on the menu. 
Note that In most cases a carriage return is interpreted as a zero entry. 
Exit from a menu returns the user to the previous rr~nu unti I the exit menu 
Is reached. The user may then display the spool queue, display al I users 
currently on the system, send or receive a message, return to the 
main selection menu, or logout. These options are covered in further detail 
in section 2.8 of this document. 
2.4 ENTRANCE TO PRIVILEGED AREAS 
Due to the restricted use of certain terminals and files, it has 
been found that the use of password security for entry Into various program 
options Is not necessary. However, the FIPPS file does provide internal 
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security checks on user 10'5 for the Input, Update and Archive routines. 
2.5 INPUT OPERATIONS 
The purpose of this section Is to describe the procedures used for 
Inputting records Into the data base. 
2.5.1 INFO INPUT SCREENS 
The fol lowing programs use INFO input screens for their Input mode 
of operation: Mail Log Correspondence, Mechanical Drawings, Electrical Draw-
ings, and ACEE, LSAST, and ERBE Conference Registration. As the data Is 
entered for each field, a carriage return will place the cursor in position 
to enter data into the next field. If several records are being input and 
the data for a particular field Is Identical to the data for that same field 
in the record that was input previously, pressing the tab key at that field 
position wll I enter the same data for that field and then position the cursor 
at the next field on the input screen. The tab key is also useful in skip-
ping a field that Is to remain blank and positioning the cursor to the next 
field. If al I the desired fields have been fil led and the user wishes to 
exit from the record without using the return or tab key at each field, the 
user may press the COMMAND or CONTROL key and 'A' simultaneously. When this 
Is done, or when the user Is completely finished inputting data for that 
record, the fol lowing message wil I appear on the terminal screen: 
IS THIS RECORD ACCEPTABLE <Y,N,Q,L OR E) > 
where the Y stands for YES, the N stands for NO, the Q stands for QUIT, the 
L stands for LAST and the E stands for EXIT. If a 'V' response Is selected, 
the record wll I be added to the data base and an empty input screen will be 
displayed for additional Input. If an 'N' response Is selected, the cursor 
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wi II be positioned at the first field in the record and the user may tab to 
the Incorrect field for re-Input. If a 'Q' response Is selected, the record 
wi II not be added to the data base and an empty Input screen wll I be dis-
played for additional Input. If an 'l' response Is selected, the record wll I 
be added to the data base and the user Is exited from the Input screen. If 
an 'E' response is selected, the record wi I I not be added to the data base, 
and the user Is exited from the Input screen. 
2.5.2 FORTRAN INPUT FORMS 
The FIPPS program uses a FORTRAN input form In Its input mode of 
operation. FIPPS represents Fabrication Inspection Process Procedures. 
AI I data field entries must be placed between exclamation points, one line 
(or one field) at a time. For example: 
#3) AUTHOR 
I 
When al I the data has been entered for a record, the entire record wll I be 
displayed along with the prompt 'RECORD CORRECT (COR OR REV) >'. If the 
user responds with 'COR' the record wll I be added to the data base. If the 
'REV' response Is selected the system wil I prompt for the number of fields, 
and which fields, that are to be corrected. 
2.6 UPDATE OPERATIONS 
The purpose of this section Is to describe the procedures used to 
update or revise a record within the data base. 
2.6.1 INFO UPDATE SCREENS 
AI I INFO update screens are Identical to their corresponding Input 
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screens. The user must press the tab key to position the cursor to the 
field that is to be updated. A return wil I enter the new value for that 
field and will position the cursor tc the next field. When updating has 
been completed and either ir.e tab key is pressed through al I the fields 
present on the update screen, or the COMMAND or CONTROL key and 'A' are 
pressed simultaneously, the fol lowing message wll I be displayed at the ter-
mlnal screen: 'IS THIS RECORD ACCEPTABLE (Y,N,Q,L OR E) >' In which Y, N, Q, 
L, and E represent the same options that are discussed in section 2.5.1 of 
this document. 
2.6.2 FORTRAN UPDATE FORMS 
FORTRAN update forms are generated similarly to the FORTRN input 
forms. Data Is entered between exclamation points one I ine (or one field) 
at a tine. For further details refer to section 2.5.2 of this document. 
2.7 ERROR MESSAGES 
Some data field values are checked internally for accuracy. If an 
incorrect value is entered, an error message is displayed at the terminal 
screen, and the user is required to reenter the value. 
2.8 SYSTEM EXIT / LOGOUT 
The exit menu that is generated when any program has been exited 
appears as fol lows: 
====:====================:=========:==~===============:==================== 
(0) LOGOUT 
(9) DISPLAY SPOOL QUEUE (69) SEND MESSAGE TO USER 
(19) DISPLAY ALL USERS (79) ANSWER MESSAGE FROM USER 
(99) RETURN TO SPADS MAIN MENU 
:=======:========================:~=:=====================:================ 
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ENTER OPTION> 
Option 0 performs a system logout. An example of logout fol lows: 
xxx (N) LOGGED OUT MMDDYY HR:MN:SC 
Where XXX, N, MM, DO, YY, HR, MN, and SC are the same as In Section 2.1. 
Option 9 provides a list of printouts In the spool queue: 
ENTER OPTION> 9 
[SPOOL rev 19.1.0J 
user prt time name size opts/I form defer at: PRO 
------ ---------------- ------ ------ --------------
CGH 001* 8:39 BASIC 3 
CGH 002* 8:39 HIST 6 F 2 COMP A 
DKH 003 8:42 BOOK 27 F 
* means file being printed. 
Option 19 provides a list of users currently on the system: 
ENTER OPTION> 19 
User No Line Dev ices 
SYSTEM 1 as r <COMDE V> 
CGH 2 o <SPODEV> 
CLl 6 4 <PRJDEV> <OASDEV> 
CH1 9 7 <PRJOEV> <OASOEV> 
PMK 10 10 <SPOOEV> <OASOEV> 
DKH 12 12 <USRDEV> 
GMG 17 17 <SPOOEV> <OASOEV> 
FS2 28 32 <SPOOEV> <OASOEV> 
Option 69 al lows the user to send a multiple line message to an-
other user currently logged into the system. This option may also be In-
voked by option 11 on the OAS main menu (see section 4.0 of this document). 
A list of currently available users wil I be displayed on the terminal 
screen along with a list of available commands. The appropriate user 10 
must then be entered. The system wll I then 'cal I' the desired user, who 
must answer the cal I before the message may be sent. If the user does not 
answer his 'ring', an opportunity wll I be given to cal I again or exit the 
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routine. At the prompt 'SEND>', type the message. Multiple lines may be 
entered. To end the message, press ts the 'CMND' or 'CONTROL' key and the 
'E' key simultaneously, and then enter a carriage return. This must 
be the first character entered at the 'SEND>' prompt. To exit the 
routine, press the 'CMND' key or the 'CONTROL' key and the 'P' key slmul-
taneously, and enter option 4 on the menu. See the fol lowing example. 
ENTER OPTION> 69 
••••••••••••••••• • ACT I VE USER L I 5T •••••••••••••••••• 
CGH 
SL1 
CH1 
DPB 
GMG 
CLl 
AVAILABLE COMMANDS 
1. CALL 
2. ANSWER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
CMO>l 
WHO DO YOU WISH TO CALL 
* GMG 
ONE MOMENT PLEASE .•• 
* PHONE IS RINGING ••• 
* 
DKH 
PM< 
PH1 
YOUR PARTY IS NOT RECEIVING CALLS AT THIS TIME 
AVAILABLE COMMANDS 
1. CALL 
2. ANSWER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
CMI»3 
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• •••••••••••••••• • ACT I VE USER LiST •••••••••••••••••• 
CGH 
Sll 
CH1 
ABR 
GMG 
CLl 
AVA I lABlE COMI"IANDS 
1. CALL 
2. ANSWER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
CM»l 
WHO DO YOU WISH TO CALL 
* CGG 
ONE MOMENT PLEASE ... 
* PARTY NOT lOGGED IN I 
AVAILABLE COMMANDS 
1. CALL 
2. ANS~JER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
CM»l 
WHO DO YOU WISH TO CALL 
* CGH 
ONE MOMENT PLEASE .•• 
* PHONE IS RINGING ••• 
* 
DKH 
Pt.f< 
FS2 
YOUR PARTY IS NOT RESPONDING ••• CONTINUE WAITINGCY/N) 
Y 
* WAITING •.. 
* 
TYPE CNTL -P- TO HANGUP PHONE 
* TYPE CNTl -E- TO END MESSAGE 
SEND>THIS IS A TEST MESSAGE 
SEND>THIS IS THE LAST liNE OF THE MESSAGE 
SEND>C* CNTL E * return *) 
* DATA SENT •••• WAITING FOR RESPONSE 
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*************************************************************************** 
THANK YOU FOR MESSAGE. GOODBYE. 
*************************************************************************** 
TYPE CNTL -P- TO HANGUP PHONE 
* TYPE CNTL -E- TO END MESSAGE 
SEND>(* CNTL E * return *) 
* LINE DISCONNECTED 
* 
AVAILABLE COMMANDS 
1. CALL 
2. ANSWER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
CM» 4 
Option 79 al lows the user to receive a multiple line message from 
another user currently logged into the system. This option is also invoked 
by option 12 on the OAS main menu (see section 4.0 of this document). 
When a user receives 1he following message: 
'*** XXX (user #) AT HH:MM 
I NCat-11 NG CALL TYPE PHONE !' 
where XXX Is a user 10 and HH:MM IS the time in hours and minutes, thiS 
indicates that the user, after exiting his current program, should type '79' 
at the Exit menu. A list of the currently available users wi I I be displayed 
on the terminal screen, along with a I ist of avai lable commands. Next, 
'PLEASE HOLD INCOMING CALL' wil I be displayed. A longer message may 
take several minutes to be typed In by the sender. After the message has 
been sent, the prompt 'SEND>' wil I appear, at which a reply may be sent. 
This operation is described under option 69 In the previous paragraph. See 
the fol lowing example. 
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ENTER OPTION> 79 
••••••••••••••••• • ACT I VE USER LiST ••.••••••••••••••• 
CGH DCM DKH 
SLl GMG PMK 
CH1 CLl FS2 
AVA I LABLE CQMlJ1ANDS 
1. CALL 
2. ANSWER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
CMJ>2 
* 
PLEASE HOLD ••• INCOMING CALL 
*************************************************************************** 
THIS IS A TEST MESSAGE 
THIS IS THE LAST LINE OF THE MESSAGE 
*************************************************************************** 
TYPE CNTL -E- TO END MESSAGE 
* TYPE CNTL -P- TO HANGUP PHONE 
SEND>THANK YOU FOR MESSAGE. GOODBYE. 
SEND>(* CNTL E * return *) 
DATA SENT .•• WAITING FOR RESPONSE 
* LINE DISCONNECTED 
* 
AVAILABLE COMMANDS 
1. CALL 
2. ANSWER 
3. ACTIVE USERS 
4. DISCONNECT 
CMD> 4 
Option 99 wil I restart the appropriate main selection menu. 
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3.0 SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
This section wll I discuss special operating procedures which Include 
spooling and emergency / recovery procedures. 
3.1 PRINTOUT SPOOLING 
All of the ava I I ab Ie programs display a ser ies of questions upon re-
quest to get a hard copy of a listing or report by the user. This printing 
process Is ca I led spoo II ng • Note that the system printer located in the 
Scout Project computer room Is approximately 25 times faster than any of the 
Letter Qual ity Printers, LQP's on the system. The printer located at ETI 
Is printer H, a Prlntronix I ine printer which is half the speed of the Scout 
system pr Inter. 
The only LQP designated to have long computer paper is LQP A, 10-
cated In the Scout Project Office. Due to its slow speed, this LQP should 
spool a large printout or a large number of copies only In the case of an 
emergency. 
To spool a printout, the user first responds to the location and 
type of printer to which the desired output Is to be spooled. A zero entry 
is used to cancel the output desired. The user must then enter the number 
of copies desired, the maximum of which Is five (5). A zero entry for the 
number of copies wll I also cancel the output desired. Below are the spool-
ing menus currently available for ETI and Projects' Directorate. 
OUTPUl TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 
/ LARC, NASA 
/ DALLAS, TX 
/ LARC, NASA 
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Option 1 generates the menu for the Scout Project office printer 
options: 
OUTPUT TO 
0) START OVER 
1) LQP A - COMPUTER PAPER 
2) LQP B - SI~GLE SHEET 
3) LQP G - DUAL SHEET 
4) SCOUT SYSTEM PRINTER 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 
Option 2 generates the menu for the Vought Corporation office 
printer options: 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) START OVER 
1) LQP S - SINGLE SHEET 
2) LQP T - CQt4PUTER PAPER 
3) DALLAS SYSTEM PRINTER / W 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 
Option 3 generates the menu for the Projects Directorate printer 
options: 
OUTPUT TO 
0) START OVER 
1) LQP C - SINGLE 
2) LQP 0 - SINGLE 
3) LQP E - SINGLE 
4) LQP F - SINGLE 
5) ETI SYS1EM 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
PRI f'..TER / H 
The zero option on the Scout printer, the Dal las printer, and 
the Projects' Directorate printer menus wll I restart the main spool menu. 
After the desired printer option has been selected, a prompt for 
entering ihe number of copies appears as fol lows: 
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ENTER NUMBER OF COP I ES > 0 
(MAX. OF 5) 
(0 TO ABORT> 
A 'NO OUTPUT SPOOLED 111111' message appears on the terminal 
screen on a zero entry for number of copies or at the main spool menu. 
The zero (0) option on both the Scout and the Projects' Directorate 
printer menus wil I restart the main spool ing menu. 
After the desired printer has been chosen, a prompt for entering 
the number of copies appears as fol lows: 
ENTER NUMBER OF COPIES> 0 
(MAX. OF 5) 
(0 TO ABORT) 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED IIIII 
OAS spooling is a different function from the Projects' Directorate 
application programs and IS briefly discussed in Volume I, Section 4.0 of 
this document. 
3.2 EMERGENCY / RECOVERY 
The fol lowir.g procedures have been designed to al low the user to 
recover, should an error occur, and to continue normal operations. 
3.2.1 SOFTWARE / OPERATOR ERRORS FOR PROGRAMS 
If an errror occurs and sends the user out of any of the fol lowing 
programs: Mail Log Correspondence, Mechanical Drawings, Electrical Drawings, 
ACEE Conference Registration, or LSAST Conference Registration, the user wil I 
be ir the Prirre 750 operating system, and the fol lowing message wil I be dis-
played: 'ENTER COMMAND >'. The user should type 'Q STOP' and press RETURN In 
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order to cleanly exit. 
If a user experiences an error In the FIPPS fl Ie, the fol lowing 
message wi I I be displayed: 'ERROR: CALL / SPADS'. The user should then type 
'C ALL' and press RETURN. This step Is very Important to the recovery 
procedure since it closes al I open files the user was using. The user should 
then type 'SPADS' and RETURN to restart the main selection menu. 
Users operating a PT65 must not enter an INFO program area, al I 
programs except FIPPS, un I ess the PT65 has been down II ne loaded. I f the 
user has turned the power off of the terminal, If the system has been shut 
down, or if the terminal has lost power due to a power surge or electrical 
'gl itch' experienced by the building, the terminal must be downline loaded. 
3.2.2 FILE IN USE 
AI I programs al low only one user at a time within a data file area. 
When a user attempts to select a program that another user has accessed, a 
'File in Use' message wi II be displayed on the terminal screen. If the user 
has selected the Mail Log Correspondence file, the Mechanical Drawings file, 
the Electrical Drawings file, the ACEE Conference Registration file, or the 
LSAST Conference Registration file, the prompt 'ENTER USER NAME >' wll I be 
displayed on the terminal screen. The user should type 'STOP' and RETURN. 
This wll I be fol lowed by the Exit menu described in section 2.8 of this 
document. 
If the user has selected the FIPPS file and the file Is In use, the 
user is not required to enter anything, but wil I be returned directly to the 
Exit menu described in section 2.8 of this document. 
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3.3 EMERGENCY / RECOVERY FOR OAS 
The fol lowing procedures have been found to help the user to recover 
In CAS should an error occur. OAS generally traps most operator errors and 
provides Internal recovery automatically. This section is designed to dem-
onstrate those procedures which are not taught in Pri~e's OAS training class. 
3.3.1 SOFTWARE / OPERATOR ERRORS 
If an error occurs which totally locks up a PT65 keyboard or blanks 
out a document on a terminal screen, the user should try the fol lowing steps: 
(1) Wh, Ie holding down the COMMAND key, hit the P key 3 tlrres. 
OAS should respond with a message at the bottom of the screen. 
If not, proceed to step 2. 
(2) Turn the terminal power off, and then back on. !-lIt the RETURN 
key and then repeat step 1. 
Th i s procedure shou I d produce the fo I low I r'g message at the bottonl 
of the screen: 'CE) TO EXIT RETURN TO OAS MENU'. The user should always 
respond with the E option fol lowed by 'C ALL', and then 'SPADS'. Note that 
the PT65 terminal must be downl ine loaded before any program or OAS IS 
entered. 
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4.0 OFFICE AUTOMATION SYSTEM 
OAS Is option number 4 on the SPADS Master Menu. When this option 
is taken, the fol lowing Menu Is displayed on the terminal. 
========================================= 
WELCOME TO THE OFFICE AUTOMATION SYSTEM 
========================================= 
(0) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Logout 
OAS 
ATM 
Down line 
Down II ne 
Menu 
Menu 
Menu 
Load PT65 
Load PT65, 
(5) Check USER Status 
ONLY 
Then OAS Menu 
(6) Check SPOOL QUEUE Status 
(7) Cancel SPOOLED Output File 
(8) 'PUSH' BLANK page to LQP 
( 9) 
( 10) 
( 11) 
( 12) 
Display SYSTEM 
Display OAS 
Send Message 
Answer Message 
News 
News 
to User 
from User 
(55) OAS Administrator Functions 
(77) Telemall Network 
(99) Return to SPADS MAIN Menu 
Enter Option: 
Option 0 generates the logout menu, which displays al I line 
numbers on which the user is logged in with the same User 10, along with the 
line number on which the user Is currently logged In. The user must then 
enter the line number that Is to be logged out: either that for the current 
terminal, or for another terminal. This procedure Is very useful In cases 
such as a locked keyboard on a PT65 terminal which needs to be force logged 
out. Rather than cal ling the system administrator, the user may login to 
another terminal, access the logout menu, and logout the problem terminal. 
See the example below: 
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Enter Option: 
User 
CGH 
CGH 
o 
No Line Devices 
2 0 <OASDEV><COMDEV><USRDEV> 
11 11 <SPODEV><USRDEV> 
You are currently logged In on User Line Number 2 
Enter user line number to be logged out: 16 
Can't log user 16 out. 
(Back to OAS menu) 
Enter Option: 
User 
CGH 
CGH 
o 
No Li ne Dev Ices 
2 0 <OASDEV><COMDEV><USRDEV> 
11 11 <SPODE V> <USRDE V> 
You are currently logged in on User Line Number 2 
Enter user line number to be logged out: ** return ** 
*************** No Logout Performed 
(Back to Oas menu) 
Enter Option: 
User 
CGH 
CGH 
o 
No Line Devices 
2 0 <OASDEV><COMDEV><USRDEV> 
11 11 <SPODEV><USRDEV> 
You are currently logged In on User Line Number 2 
Enter user line number to be logged out: 11 
*************** Requested User Line Number Logged Out 
(Back to OAS menu) 
Enter Option: 0 
User No Line Dev ices 
CGH 2 0 <OASDEV><COMDEV><USRDEV> 
You are currently logged in on User Line Number 2 
Enter user line number to be logged out: 2 
CGH (user 2) logged out Friday, 20 Jul 84 10:34:48. 
Time used: 02h 32m connect, 07m 04s CPU, 01m 34s 1/0 
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If the PT65 has already been 'DOWNLINE LOADED', then Option 1 wil I 
take the user directly Into the OAS Main Menu. A special note on Option 1: 
If the PT65 terminal has lost its 'LOAD', the OAS system will ask for the 
terminal type (pt65, pt45, pt45AA, pt25, pst100, fox, owl, tty) ID code. DO 
NOT enter pt65 because of possible recovery problems. Recovery steps are as 
fol lows: (a) enter terminal type 'tty', (b) enter user ID and password 
as usual, (c) when OAS asks 'Enter Option: >' exit with a 9, (d) the 
above menu should again be displayed and Option 4 should be performed to 
reinitiallze the DOWNLINE LOADING process. 
Option 2 provides entry into the Advanced Text Management (ATM) 
Module for proofreading and dictionary maintenance. 
Options 3 and 4 wil I DOWNLINE LOAD the PT65, which IS required in 
order to operate with OAS. Option 3 WI I I perform the DOWNLINE LOAD only, 
while Option 4 wil I DOWNLINE LOAD the terminal and then display the OAS Main 
Menu. If the PT65 has not been 'DOWNLINE LOADED', or if the previous 'LOAD' 
is not known then Option 3 or Option 4 should be selected. A clicking sound 
wil I be made as the terminal is loaded; this process wil I last about 15 se-
conds to 2 minutes depending upon the operating speed of the terminal. 
Option 5 is used to display at the terminal screen all the users 
currently logged Into the system. 
Option 6 can be used to view the spool queue for the current 
status of any output documents to any printers. 
Option 7 can be used to cancel an output spooled to any printer. 
It wll I display the spool queue as in Option 6 fol lowed by the instructions 
for cancel ling the output. It should be noted that a document which has al-
ready started printing or which was spooled by another user cannot be can-
cel led. Cancel ling is performed by entering the document's PRT number which 
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Is displayed in the spool queue listing. 
Option 8 Is used to perform the spooling of a blank page to any 
letter qual ity printer. This Is usually done In order to 'push' a previous-
ly spooled document out on a specified printer. Option 8 wll I display the 
spool queue as In Option 6 fol lowed by 
'push'. Designation of the printer 
print menu. 
the instructions for performing the 
Is done by LQP letter as in the OAS 
Option 9 displays the SYSTEM NEWS at the terminal screen, which is 
normally viewed at login time. 
Option 10 displays the OAS NEWS at the terminal screen which dis-
plays al I printers currently supported by the system. This same news mes-
sage may be invoked by Option 6 on the OAS Main Menu. 
Option 11 al lows the user to send a message to another user cur-
rently logged into the systenl. A list of available recipients is displayed 
on the terminal screen. Refer to section 2.8 of this document for further 
instructions and examples of this option. 
Option 12 al lows the user to answer a message that was sent from 
another user using Option 11. RefGr 10 section 2.8 of this docunent for 
further instructions and examples of this option. 
Option 55 provides entry rnto the OAS System Administrator Module 
for major OAS file maintenance. This privileged option requires a password 
and Is to be used only by the OAS System Administrator. 
Option 77 provIdes entry into the Telemail / Telenet Network in 
which one may send or receive documents from other participating facilities. 
Detailed instructions and procedures related to Telemail can be found in 
section 5.0 of this document. 
Option 99 is used to restart or relnitial Ize the user as if Just 
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logged Into SPADS. 
Further operation within OAS Is not a subject of this document 
and is addressed in PR1ME's OAS Manuals which accompany their training class. 
Those manuals Include: DOC6754-040P OAS Advanced Text Managenent Guide, 
DOC6755-040P OAS Management COmmunications and Support, and DOC6756-040P 
OAS Word Processing Guide (PT65). 
Emergency exit from OAS wi I I result in the displaying of the 
fol lowing message: 'ERROR: CALL / SPADS >'. Typing 'C ALL' closes al I 
files left open by the il legal exit from the OAS system. Typing 'SPADS' wi I I 
then restart the SPADS main entry menu. Typing an 'LO' wll I perform a user 
logout. 
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5.0 TELEMAIL NETWORK 
The purpose of this section Is to describe and Illustrate the basic 
procedures in operating with the Telemall / Telenet Network, which is invoked 
by selecting the Telemail option (option 77) on the OAS main menu. 
5.1 TELEMAIL GENERAL ENTRY 
When the Telemail option Is selected from the OAS menu, the date and 
time wil I be displayed at the terminal screen along with a list of al I the 
files located within the user's directory and the fol lowing message: 
'Before proceeding record the como file name closest to the above date and 
time.' The user is now at PRIMOS level, and should record the COMO file name 
that matches the date and time. For example, if the date and time 
are '6 July 84 13:03:56 Friday', then the COMO file wi I I appear as 
'COM0840706.130356'. 
The user wil I then type 'OIALOUT'. The fol lowing prompt wi I I be 
displayed: 'Enter baud rate of host port, at which the user should enter 
'1200' • The fol lowing wi I I then be displayed: 'Enter line number 
53 
Term I na I mode . • . ' 
The user wll I then press RETURN to connect to the MICOM switching system and 
a MICOM message wll I appear as fol lows: 
NASA LANGLEY CENTRAL C~1PUTERS/MICOM 
ENTER RESOURCE 
The user should then type 'TELENET' without heSitation. The word 'GO' wi I I 
appear cn the terminal screen and the user wll I then press RETURN twice. 
Next, 'TERMINAL =, WI I I be displayed, and the user wil I press RETURN. The 
symbol '@' wil I then appear and the user wll I type 'TELEMAIL'. At the prompt 
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'USER NAME' the user should enter the appropriate user 10. At the next 
prompt, 'PASSWORD', enter the appropriate password. Note that the password 
will not be visible on the terminal screen as it is entered. Telemail will 
respond with the fol lowing messages: 
Welcome to GTE Telenet's TELEMAIL servicel 
TELEMAll is a servicemark of GTE Telenet Communication Corporation. 
Copyright 1984 
Your last access was Friday, May 4, 1984 3:06 PM EDT 
Today is Friday, July 6, 1984 9:07 AM EDT 
CHECK these bulletin boards: 
TELEMAIL 
NASA 
No new mall. 
Command? 
5.2 TELEMAIL EXIT 
To exit the Telemail Network, type 'BYE', and Telemail wil I respond 
with the fol lowing messages: 
This rrall session is ncw con'plete. 
TELEMAIL DISCONNECTED 
To disconnect from MICOM, press the COMMAND key and the 'C' key simultaneous-
Iy. 
The user wil I then be returned to the DIALOUT program and the follow-
ing wll I be displayed: 
COMMANDS: TERMINAL MODE, SEND FILE, RECEIVE FILE, QUIT, DISCONNECT 
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The user wil I then type 'Q' for QUIT, and wi I I then be returned to PRIMOS 
level. The message 'Exiting dlalout program ••• ' wil I be displayed. Next, 
the PRIMOS prompt 'OPTION: OAS/SPADS/LO' wll I be displayed. If the user 
enters 'OAS', the OAS menu wil I be displayed. If 'SPADS' Is entered, the 
SPADS main menu wil I be displayed, and if 'LO' is entered, a system logout 
wil I be performed. 
5.3 CLEANUP OF PRIMOS FILES 
This procedure is performed at the PRIMOS level which can be reached 
by one of two methods: entry from the OAS Menu as described in section 5.1 
of this document, or entry by exiting from a Telemail session as described in 
section 5.2 of this document. At the PRIMOS prompt 'OPTION: OAS/SPADS/LO' 
the user wi I I enter 'CLEANUP'. The PRIMOS system wi I I then display each file 
within the user's directory area as a prompt. A 'V' response wil I indicate 
that the file is to be deleted, whereas a response of 'N' wi I I indicate that 
the file is not to be deleted. Note that any files beginning with a 'T$' 
should be deleted. In order to verify those files that have been selected 
for deletion, the user responds with a 'V' or an 'N' for each file again. A 
message wil I then be displayed for each file as it is deleted, such as: 
'T$OOOl' deleted. 
'J00066.EXPORT' deleted. 
5.4 SENDING A DOCUMENT 
The document to be transported must first be created within OAS. 
Note that Telemail requires that the last I ine be blank with a '.' in the 
first column. This indicates that the text portion of the Telemall document 
has been completed. Use the OAS Word Processing rrenu export option to trans-
port the OAS document to PRIMOS level. Then exit OAS and enter the Telemall 
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Network as described in section 5.1 of this document. At PRIMOS level, write 
down the name of the desired transfer docun~nt, for example: 'H00066.EXPORT'. 
When the user COMPOSEs a Telemall document, the fol lowing must be entered: 
TO: 
CC: 
SUBJECT: 
TEXT: Press COMMAND AND C simultaneously. 
The fol lowing wil I then be displayed: 
COMMANDS: TERMINAL MODE, SEND FILE, RECEIVE FILE, QUIT, DISCONNECT 
Next, type'S'. The prompt 'GIVE THE NAME OF THE FILE TO BE SENT' wil I be 
displayed, and the user now enters the name of the transfer document. Note 
that the document name wil I not be visible on the terminal screen as it is 
being entered. The OAS document wil I then be put in as the text of the 
Telemall document. For further information on the COMPOSE command, refer to 
the Telemail booklets: 'Introduction To Telemail " Parts and 2 - 'Basic 
User Training' and 'Advanced User Training'. 
After sending a Telemall document, the user wll I be returned to 
PRIMOS level and may type either 'OAS', 'SPADS', or 'LO'. At this time, 
the user may wish to perform a cleanup of the PRIMOS level directory files 
as described In section 5.3 of this document. 
5.5 RECEIVING A DOCUMENT 
Enter telemall using the same procedures as described In section 5.1 
of this document, and read the Incoming documents as described In 'Introduc-
tlon To Telemall Part l' - Basic User Training. Further read options are 
discussed In 'Introduction to Telemall Part 2' - Advanced User Training. 
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Exit Telemail as described in section 5.2 of this document. At the PRIMOS 
level prompt 'OPTION: OAS/SPADS/LO' type 'OAS'. Enter OAS and select the 
OAS Word Processing menu Import option. Import the previously recorded COMO 
file which contains the incoming Telemall document. In the exawple, the 
PRIMOS filename was COM0840521.130356. Enter the OAS Word Processing menu 
edit option to delete the extraneous material and edit as desired. 
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6.0 MAIL LOG CORRESPONDENCE FILE 
The Mall Log Correspondence file program tracks the mall correspon-
dence for the Projects Directorate. Data Is stored in two files In this 
area: the Configuration Change Request (CCR) file and the Correspondence 
file. A Project lookup table is also contained in this data base area. 
Information Is stored in the fields listed below. 
Field names for the CCR file 
PROJECT CODE 
INITIATOR 
DISPOSITION 
CCR NUMBER 
DOCUMENT AFFECTED 
DESCRIPTION 
INPUT DATE 
DATE ISSUED 
CURRENT STATUS 
REMARKS 
It should be noted that the Input Date is entered for each record automatl-
cally by the system, and therefore that particular field name wil I not be 
visible on the input screen. 
Field names for the Correspondence fi Ie 
PROJECT COOE 
AUTHOR 
FILE FOLDER 
SEQUENCE NUMBER 
DOCUMENT DATE 
REFERENCE NUMBER 
DOCUMENT FILE 
SOURCE 
FILE CODE 
DESCRIPTION 
INPUT DATE 
It should be noted that both the Sequence Number and the Input Date are In-
put for each record automatically by the system. Therefore, these fields 
do not appear on the Input screen for the Correspondence file. The Sequence 
number is used in the Update and Delete routines, and Is visible on the 
output resulting from the Search and Report routines. 
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The Input Date field in both files is used for performing a search on 
al I records that were Input on a certain date. 
The Mall Log Correspondence File main menu contains five (5) options: 
Input, Update, Delete, Search and Report, and appears as fol lows: 
MAIL LOG TRACKING MAIN MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1 • I nput Menu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete Menu 
4. Search Menu 
5. Report Menu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Each of these options wil I be discussed in detail in the fol lowing 
sections. 
6. 1 I NPUT OPT I ON 
When the Input option Is selected from the main menu, the Mail Log 
Correspondence fl Ie Input menu appears as fol lows: 
MAIL LOG TRACKING INPUT MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. I nput to the CCR F II e 
2. Input to the Correspondence File 
3. Input to the Projects Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Option 1 al lows the user to Input records Into the COnfiguration 
Change Request (CCR) file data base. The Input screen for the CCR file area 
area appears as fol lows: 
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PROJECT > .• 
........ 
DISPOSITION 
DESCRIPTION 
REMARKS 
PROJECTS DIRECTORATE CCR INFORMATION 
1. LDEF CCR NUMBER > ..•..•••••..••.. < DATE ISSUED : 
2. OOP MM/DD/YY> •••••.•••. 
3. ACEE INITIATOR > •.••••••••••••••.••• < 
4. TRW 
5. ERBE DOC. AFFECTED > •.••.•••.•••••••••.• < 
6. ALSO 
7. UARS CURRENT STATUS > •••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
Option 2 al lows the user to input records into the Correspondence 
file data base. The input screen for the Correspondence file area appears 
as fo I lows: 
PROJECTS DIRECTORATE CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION 
DOCUMENT DATE (MM/DD/YY) > •.••.••.•• SOURCE > 
PROJECT> •• 1. LDEF AUTHOR > 
2. OOP 
3. ACEE REFERENCE NUMBER> .•••..•..••.•...•.•. 
4. TRW 
5. ERBE FILE COOE > 
6. ALSO 
7. UARS FILE FOLDER> •••• 1 ....... . 
8. STFE 
DESCRIPTION: DOCUMENT FILE> ••.••.•••••• 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
When Input has been completed, the user wil I be returned to the 
Mail Log Correspondence file Input menu. 
Option 3 al lows the user to add records to the project lookup 
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table use~ in the Mail Log Correspondence file. A listing of the records 
currently In the lookup table wll I be displayed within the input routine. 
When Input has been completed, the user wll I be returned to the Mail Log 
Correspondence file Input menu. See the fol lowing example: 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM INPUTS TO THE PROJECT LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT PROJECT LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
===========~====================~============================== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
CooE> 9 
CooE PROJECT 
1 LDEF 
2 ODP 
3 ACEE 
4 TRW 
5 ERBE 
6 ALSO 
7 UARS 
8 STFE 
PROJECT> LSAST 
10 
CooE> ** return ** 
1 RECORD(S) ADDED 
THE PROJECT LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWI~G RECORDS 
~==~=======~==~=============~===~~=~=================~===== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
CooE PROJECT 
1 LDE.F 
2 OOP 
3 ACEE 
4 TRW 
5 ERBE 
6 ALSO 
7 UARS 
8 STFE 
9 LSAST 
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6.2 UPDA1~ OPTION 
When the Update option Is selected from the main menu, the Mail 
Log Correspondence file Update menu appears as fol lows: 
MAIL LOG TRACKING UPDATE MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
===;=:====~:==================== 
1. Revise Record in the CCR File 
2. Revise Record In the Correspondence File 
3. Revise Record In the Projects Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Option 1 al lows the user to revise records In the Configuration 
Change Request (CCR) data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, 
the user must enter the appropriate CCR number. If the desired record Is 
found, It wll I be displayed In an update screen similar tc the input screen 
illustrated In section 6.1 of this document. If no records are found con-
tainlng the entered CCR number, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' wil I be displayed. The 
user must then enter another CCR number or enter a carriage return to return 
to the Update menu. If multiple records are found having the same CCR nUfTlber 
only the first record found wil I be displayed on tre update screen. To re-
trieve the subsequent records, type an n=n at the prompt 'CCR-NUMBER?>'. 
When update has been completed, the user wil I be returned to the Mall Log 
Correspondence Update menu. Refer to the fol lowing example illusiratlng the 
exit path. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS REVISIONS TO THE CCR FILE BY ENTERING 
THE CCR NUMBER OF THE RECORD YOU WANT TO BE CHANGED. 
CCR-NUMBER?>678-83-002 
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ITEM NOT FOUND 
CCR-NUMBER?> ** return ** 
Option 2 al lows the user to revise records within the Correspondence 
file data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter 
the appropriate record sequence number. This sequence number Is displayed in 
any of the search routines provided In the Search menu. If the desired 
record is found it wil I be dlslayed In an update screen similar to the input 
screen illustrated in section 6.1 of this document. If multiple records are 
found having the same sequence number, only the first record found wi I I be 
displayed ir the update screen. To retrieve the subsequent records, type 
an "=" at the prompt, 'SEQ-NUMBER?>'. I f no records are found hav i ng the 
entered sequence number, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' wil I be displayed and the user must 
enter another sequence number, or enter a carriage return in order to ret~rn 
to the Update menu. When updating has been completed, the Correspondence 
file wil I be sorted, which may sometimes be slow, and then the user wil I be 
automatically returned to the Mall Log Correspondence file Update menu. 
Refer to the fol lowlrg example for the exit path. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS REVISIONS TO THE CORRESPONDENCE FILE BY 
ENTERING THE SEQ-NO OF THE RECORD YOU WANT TO BE CHANGED. 
ENTER PROJECT CODE NO. > 5 
1 LDEF 
2 OOP 
3 ACEE 
4 TRW 
5 ERBE 
6 ALSO 
7 UARS 
8 STFE 
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SEQ-NO?> 120 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
SEQ-NO?> ** return ** 
PLEASE STAND By •.•• SYSTEM HOUSEKEEPING IN PROGRESS 
THIS IS A SLOW SORTING PROCESS!!!! 
Option 3 al lows the user to update records within the project 
lookup table. A listing of the records currently contained In the table Is 
displayed wIthin the update routine. When updating has been completed, 
the user wil I be returned to the Mall Log Correspondence file Update menu. 
See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM UPDATES RECORDS IN THE PROJECT LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT PROJECT LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
$RECNO CODE PROJECT 
1 1 LDE.F 
2 2 ODP 
3 3 ACEE 
4 4 TRW 
5 "- ERBE .J 
6 6 ALSO 
7 7 UARS 
8 8 STFE 
RECNO?> 8 
8 
CODE ::: 8 
PROJECT =STFE 
COOE> 8 
PROJECT> STOP 
RECNO?> ** return ** 
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THE PROJECT LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWI~G RECORDS 
~=======:========~~======================================== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
6.3 
COOE PROJECT 
1 LDEF 
2 OOP 
3 ACEE 
4 TRW 
5 ERBE 
6 ALSO 
7 UARS 
8 STOP 
DELETE. CPTION 
When the Delete option is selected from the main menu, the Mail 
Log Correspondence fi Ie Delete menu appears BS fol lows: 
MA I L LOG 1 RP,(;K I NG DE LET ION MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' D I RECTORA TE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Delete Record In the CCR File 
2. Delete Record in the Correspondence File 
3. Delete Record Ir the Projects Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Option 1 al lows the user to delete a recorC from the (;CR fl Ie data 
base. The desired record must be retrieved by entering the appropriate 
CCR number. If the desired record is not found, a message stating so will 
be displayed, and the user wil I be returned to the Delete rrenu. If a record 
is found corresponcing to the CCR nu~ber entered, it WI I I be displayed on the 
terminal screen along \1ith a prompt for the user to indicate whether that 
record Is to be deleted. If the user enters a 'Y' response, the system wil I 
internally purge the record, and the user wil I be returned to the Delete 
menu. If the user responds with 'N', the record wi II remain unchanged, and 
the user wil I be returned to the Delete rrenu. See the fol lowing examples. 
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SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RfTURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS FOR THE DELETION OF A RECORD FROM THE 
CCR FILE BY ENTERING THE CCR-NUMBER FOR THE DESIRED RECORD 
ENTER CCR NUMBER > 52 
********** ERROR *********** CCR NUMBER 52 NOT FOUND 
TRY AGAIN IF YOUR ERROR --------- NOTIFY ANALYST OTHERWISE 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS FOR THE DELETION OF A RECORD FR~ THE 
CCR FILE BY ENTERING THE CCR-NUMBER FOR THE DESIRED RECORD 
ENTER CCR NUMBER > 6021 
5 
CODE = 5 
CCR-NUMBER =6021 
DATE-ISSUED = 6/10/1981 
INITIATOR =GSFC/KOWALSKI 
DOC-AFFECTED =IDD 
CURRENT-STATUS =APPROVED 
DISPOSTION-1 =LARC APPROVED 08/21/81 
DISPOSTION-2 =GSFC APPROVED 10/01/81 
DISPOS110N-3 = 
DESCRIPTION-l =EMI CS-06 TEST 
DESCRIPTION-2 = 
REMARKS-l = IMPLEMENTED BY REVISION I 
RH1ARKS-2 = 
INPUT-DATE = 
FILLER = 
IS THI5 THE CORRECT RECORD TO BE DELETED (Y OR N) > Y 
Option 2 al lows the user to delete a record from the Correspondence 
file data base. The desired record must be retrieved by entering the appro-
prlate Sequence number, notated as SEQ-NO >. If no records are found, a 
a message stating so will be displayed on the terminal screen, and the user 
wil I be returned to the Delete menu. If the desired record is found, it 
wil I be displayed on the terminal screen along with a prompt for the user to 
indicate whether that record is to be deleted. If the user responds with 
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'Y', the system wll I Internally purge the record, and the user wil I be re-
turned to the Delete menu. If the user responds with 'N', the record wll I 
remain unchanged, and the user wll I be returned to the Delete menu. See the 
fo I lowi ng examp les. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS FOR THE DELETION OF A CORRESPONDENCE FILE 
RECORD BY ENTERING THE SEQ-NO OF THE RECORD YOU WANT TO DELETE 
ENTER SEQ-NO > 4 
************ ERROR ************ SEQ-NO 4 NOT FOUND ! 1 
TRY AGAIN IF YOUR ERROR ------ f\.OTIFY ANALYST OTHERWISE 
S~LECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS FOR THE DELETION OF A CORRESPONDENCE FILE 
RECORD BY ENTERING THE SEQ-NO OF THE RECORD YOU WANT TO DELET~ 
ENTER SEQ-NO > 9837 
11 
CODE = 5 
DOC-DATE = 1/ 3/1984 
SOURCE =OAO 
AUTHOR =TAYLOR 
REFERENCE-NUMBER=ERBE-MO-84-01 
FILE-CODE =151040 
FILE-FOLDER =16387 
DCCUMENT-FILE = 
DESCRIPTION-1 =NASl-16387, TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORl 
DESCRIPTION-2 = 
DESCRIPTIOI\-3 = 
SEQ-NO = 9837 
INPUT-DATE = 1/26/1984 
FILLER = 
IS THIS THE CORRECT RECORD TO BE DELETED (Y OR N) > Y 
Option 3 al lows the user to delete a record from the Project Lookup 
table contained in the Mail Log data base area. A I isting of the rec.ords 
currently contained in the lookup table Is provided within the delete rou-
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tine. The user must enter the record nurrber of the record that Is to be 
deleted, or a carriage return if no records are to be deleted. A new Ilst-
ing of the records In the lookup table will then be displayed, and the user 
wi I I be returned to the Delete menu. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM DELETES A RECORD IN THE PROJECT LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT PROJECT LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
===============================::~=:=========================== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
CODE PROJECT 
1 LDEF 
2 COP 
3 ACEE 
4 TRW 
5 ERBE 
6 ALSO 
7 UARS 
8 STFE 
9 LSAST 
ENTER CODE TO BE DELETED > 9 
CODE 9 FOR PROJECT LSAST NOW BEING DELETED 
THE PROJECT LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=======:======~===================~=====~==============~==~ 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
6.4 
CODE PROJECT 
1 LDEF 
2 ODP 
3 ACEE 
4 TRW 
5 ERBE 
6 ALSO 
7 UARS 
8 STFE 
SEARCH OPTION 
When the Search option is selected from the main menu, the Mail Log 
Correspondence file Search rrenu appears as fol lows: 
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~AIL LOG TRACKING SEARCH / QUERY MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. CCR File Search and Retrieve Menu 
Search and Retrieve Menu 2. Correspondence File 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
When option 1 Is selected. the CCR file Search menu Is Invoked. 
When option 2 Is selected. the Correspondence file Search menu Is Invoked. 
Both of these menus and their options are discussed in detail in the follow-
Ing sections. 
6.4.1 CCR SEARCH 
The CCR Search menu appears as fol lows: 
CCR SEARCH / QUERY MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
=============:================== 
1. CCR Number Search 
2. Date Issued Search 
3. Initiator Search 
4. Document Affected Search 
5. Current Status Search 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
AI I five (5) options generate a specially formatted report comprised 
of records meeting various search criteria. The reports are displayed at the 
terminal screen with the option for spool ing the output to the printer. The 
format of each report has been changed somewhat for the purpose of illus-
tration r~ this section. The reports would appear much wider on the terminal 
screen and on printer output when run from the program. See Appendix A-l 
for an example of the CCR search report output format. 
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AI I searches al low the user to search from a single project or from 
a I I projects. 
Option 1 performs the CCR number search, which Is a partial search. 
Entering the number '61' would retrieve CCR numbers I ike '6110' and '2361 '. 
The retrieved records are displayed at the terminal screen, and then may be 
spooled for printer output. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE CCR NUMBER QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
============:=:=============~==================== 
1) LDEF 
2) ODP 
3) ACEE 
( 4) TRW 
( 5) ERBE 
( 6) ALSO 
( 7) UARS 
( 8) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > ** return ** 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 411 RECORDS FROM THE CCR FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER CCR NUMBER TO BE SEARCHED ON > 6021 
CCR NUMBER SEARCH FOR 6021 FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED .••• PLEASE STAND BY ••. 
10/9/84 
ERBE PROJECT CCR FILE CCR NUMBER :: 602 
PAGE 1 
CCR NUMBER DATE ISSUED INITIATOR DOCUMENT AFFECTED 
6021 
CURRENT STATUS 
APPROVED 
6/10/1981 GSFC/KOWALSKI 
DISPOSITION 
LARC APPROVED 08/21/81 
GSFC APPROVED 10/01/81 
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IDD 
DESCR I PT ION E,.11 CS-06 TEST 
REMARKS IMPLEMENTED BY REVISION 
Option 2 performs the Date Issued search. This routine searches 
on one date only rather than a range of dates. The user must enter the 
desired date In the format MM/DD/YY. See the following example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE DATE ISSUED QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
================================================= 
( 1 ) LDEF 
( 2 ) OOP 
( 3 ) ACEE 
( 4 ) TRW 
( 5 ) ERBE 
( 6 ) ALSO 
( 7 ) UARS 
( 8 ) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - a - FOR ALL) > ** return ** 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 411 RECORDS FROM THE CCR FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER DATE ISSUED TO BE SEARCHED ON > 5/3/83 
DATE ISSUED SEARCH FOR 5/ 3/83 FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED PLEASE STAND BY .. 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
TRW PROJECT CCR FILE : DATE ISSUED .. 1983 5 3 
CCR NUMBER 
ECR 366 
CURRENT STATUS 
APPROVED 
DATE ISSUED INITIPTOR 
5/ 3/1983 TRW/VARIANO 
DISPOSITION 
TRW APPROVED 05/04/83 
LARC APPROVED 07/13/83 
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DOCUMENT AFFE.CTED 
301 & SUBS 
DESCRIPTION COVER INSTALLATION, ERBE NS CONTAMINATION - INSTALL PIN BELOW 
SURFACE AND BOND TO PREVENT BACKING OUT DURING VIBRATION 
REMARKS CLASS I - LARC APPROVAL REQUIRED 
Option 3 perfor~s the Initiator search, which Is also a partial 
search. A search on 'G' would retrieve 'GSRC' and 'RIGGINGS' In the In-
Itlator data field. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
lHIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE CCR INITIATOR QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
======~=:=====:================================== 
) LDEF 
2) ODP 
3) ACEE 
4) TRW 
( 5) ERBE 
( 6) ALSO 
( 7) UARS 
( 8) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT ; TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > ** return ** 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 411 RECORDS FROM THE CCR FILE FOR QU~RY 
ENTER INITIATOR TO BE SEARCHED ON > B 
INITIATOR SEARCH FOR B FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED ••• PLEASE STAND BY 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
ERBE PROJECT CCR FILE : INITIATOR:: B 
CCR NUMBER DATE ISSUED INITIATOR DOCUMENT AFFECTED 
6029 1/15/1982 GSFC/BEBRIS IDD 
CURRENT STATUS DISPOSITION 
APPROVED LARC APPROVED 03/08/82 
GSFC APPROVED W/MODS 04/05/82 
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DESCRIPTION DELETE HALOE INSTRUMENT FROM ERBS 
REMARKS INCORPORATED IN ERBS CONTRACT BY MOD. 33 
Option 4 performs the Document "ffected search, which operates 
similarly to the Initiator search in option 3. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECl OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (R~TURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE DOCUMENT AFFECTED QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
================================================= 
) LDEF 
2) OOP 
3) ACEE 
4) TRW 
5) ERBE 
6) ALSO 
7) UARS 
8) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO bE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > ** return ** 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 411 RECORDS FRQ'JI THE CCR FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER DOCUMENT AFFECTED TO BE SEARCHED ON > 27 
DOCUMENT AFFECTED SEARCH FOR 27 FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMANAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED ••.• PLEASE STAND BY •.. 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
TRW PROJECT CCR FILE : DOCUMENT AFFECTED :: 27 
CCR NU~1BER DATE ISSUED INITIATOR 
ECR 227 6/23/1982 TRW/CARMAN 
CURRENT STATUS DISPOSITION 
APPROVED TRW APPROVED 08/31/82 
LARC APPROVED 12/01/82 
DOCUMENT AFFECTED 
X427507 & X427506 
DESCRIPTION APERTURE, MFOV-REF ACR; APERTURE, WFOV-REF ACR (DESIGN & FAB 
FIELD STOPS TO CONVERT TO TIROS FIELDS OF VIEW) 
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REMARKS : CLASS I - LARC APPROVAL RE~UIRED 
Option 5 performs the Current Status search. This search is also 
a partial search, and operates similarly to the Initiator search in option 
3. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS S~ARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE CURRENT STATUS QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
=::=====~:=:====:================================ 
1) LDEF 
2) OOP 
3) ACEE 
4) TRW 
5) ERBE 
6) ALSO 
7) UARS 
8) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > ** return ** 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 411 RECORDS FROM THE CCR FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER CURRENT STATUS TO BE SEARCHED ON > ~ITH 
CURRENT STATUS S~ARCH FOR ~IITH FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED PLEASE STAND BY ••. 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
ERBE PROJECT CCR FILE : CURRENT STATUS :: A7 
CCR NUMBER DATE ISSUED INITIATOR DOCUMENT AFFECTED 
7178 3/ 5/1982 LARC/~/ILLIAMS 
CURRENT STATUS DISPOSITION 
WITHDRAWN LARC APPROVED 03/08/82 
TIROS ACTION PENDING 
DESCRIPTION ATTI1UDE DETERMINATION COORDINATE SYSTEM 
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UIIS 
REMARKS 
When each search has been completed and the user has responded with 
a 'Y' or an 'N' to Indicate whether printer output Is desired, the user wll I 
be returned to the CCR Search menu. 
6.4.2 CORRESPONDENCE SEARCH 
The Correspondence Search menu appears as fol lows: 
CORRESPONDENCE SEARCH / QUERY MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Source 
Author 
Reference No. 
F lie Code 
Fi Ie Folder 
Document File 
Project Code # 
Docunlent Date 
Input Da1-e 
Description 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
SELECT OPT I ON BY ENTER I NG NUMBER (RETURN TO QU In> 
AI I search options generate specially formatted reports comprised 
of records which meet various search criteria. In each search, the user 
may search from a single project, or from cl I projects. The reports wil I 
be displayed at the terminal screen with the option for spool ing the output 
to the printer. The format of each report has been changed for the purpose 
of Illustration in this section. The reports would appear much wider on the 
terminal screen and on the printer output when run from the program. See 
Appendix B-1 for an example of the Correspondence Search report output for-
mat. 
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Option 1 performs the Source search, which Is a partial search. An 
entry of 'SA' would retrieve records containing both 'NASA' and 'SAPR' In 
the Source data field. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE CORRESPONDENCE SOURCE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT PROJECT5 AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
====================~============================ 
1) LDEF 
2) OOP 
3) ACEE 
4) TRW 
5) ERBE 
6) ALSO 
7) UARS 
8) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > ** return ** 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 4,394 RECORDS FROM THE CORRESPONDENCE FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER SOURCE TO BE SEARCHED ON > SA 
SOURCE SEARCH FOR SA FOUt\D RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED PLEASE STAND BY 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
PROJECTS CORRESPONDENCE FILE :: SOURCE:: SA 
INDEX 
PROJECT 
DOCDATE 
SOURCE 
AUTHOR 
REFERENCE NUMBER 
FILE CODE 
FILE FOLDER 
DOCUMENT FILE 
10193 
ERBE 
2/ 6/1984 
NASA HQS 
TC»ASELLO 
130000 
GSFC 
DESCRIPTION: LATEST UPDATE ON THE IN BAY CHECKOUT TIMELINES 
Option 2 performs the Author search, which operates similarly to 
the Source search in option 1. See the fol lowIng example. 
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SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE CORRESPONDENCE AUTHOR QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
:========================:==~===~================ 
( 1) LDEF 
( 2) ODP 
( 3) ACEE 
( 4) TRW 
( 5) ERBE 
( 6) ALSO 
( 7) UARS 
( 8) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > 5 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 754 RECORDS FROM THE CORRESPONDENCE FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER AUTHOR TO BE SEARCHED ON > TR 
AUTHOR SEARCH FOR TR FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED ..•. PLEASE STAND BY .•• 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
PROJECTS CORRESPONDENCE FILE :: AUTHOR .. TR 
INDEX 
PROJECT 
DOCDATE 
9975 
ERBE 
1/24/1984 
SOURCE 
AUTHOR 
REFERENCE NUMBER 
LARC 
BARKSTRQM 
FILE CODE 
FILE FOLDER 
DOCUMENT FILE 
011200 
15900 
DESCRIPTION: NASl-15900, ERBE SCIENCE TEAM ASSESSMENT OF ERBE INSTRUMENT 
PERFORMANCE 
Opt jon 3 perfornls the Reference Number search, wh i ch is a I so a par-
tial search. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE CORRESPONDENCE REFERENCE # QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
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THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE~ 
=======================================~========= 
( LDEF 
( 2) ODP 
( 3) ACEE 
( 4) TRW 
( 5) ERBE 
( 6) ALSO 
( 7) UARS 
( 8) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > 5 
PLEASE STAND By •••• PROJECT SELeCTION BEING MADE 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 754 RECORDS FROM THE CORRESPONDENCE FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER REFERENCE NUMBER TO BE SEARCHED ON > 7 
PLEASE STAND By •••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
REFERENCE NUMBER SEARCH FOR 7 FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •••• PLEASE STAND BY 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
PROJECTS CORRESPONDENCE FILE .• REFERENCE NUMBER :: 7 
INDEX 
PROJECT 
DOCOATE 
10175 
ERBE 
1/ 2/1984 
SOURCE 
AUTHOR 
REFERENCE NUMBER 
TRW 
QQ-17C-l0A 
FILE CODE 
FILE FOLDER 
DOCUMENT FILE 
110000 
15900 
15900-ET033 
DESCRIPTION: NASl-15900, PROCEDURE CHANGE ORDER B2 TO ERBE SCANNER 
INSTRUMENT ASSEMBLY FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURE 
Option 4 performs the Fi Ie Code search. This is also a partial search 
and operates similarly to the Reference Number search In option 3. See the 
fa I lowl n9 examp Ie. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE CORRESPONDENCE FILE CODE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
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THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
============~=~~=:=:=~=:=============:=======:=== 
( 1) LDEF 
( 2) ODP 
( 3) ACEE 
( 4) TRW 
( 5) ERBE 
( 6) ALSO 
( 7) UARS 
( 8) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > 5 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 754 RECORDS FROM THE CORRESPONDENCE FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER FILE CODE TO BE SEARCHED ON > 510 
FILE CODE SEARCH FOR 510 FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED PLEASE STAND BY 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
PROJECTS CORRESPONDENCE FILE .. FILE CODE :: 5 
INDEX SOURCE FILE CODE 
PROJECT AUTHOR FILE FOLDER 
DOCDATE REFERENCE NUMBER DOCUMENT FILE 
--_._---
---------------- --------------
9837 OAO 151040 
ERBE TAYLOR 16387 
1/ 3/1984 E RBE -MO-84-0 1 
DESCRIPTION: NASl-16387, TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT 
Option 5 performs the File Folder search, which is another partial 
search operating similarly to the Reference Number search in option 3. See 
the fol lowing exawple. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE CORRESPONDENCE FILE FOLDER QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
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THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
==============:=:~::~~:::~=~:==================== 
( 1) LDEF 
( 2) ODP 
( 3) ACEE 
( 4) TRW 
( 5) [RBE 
( 6) ALSO 
( 7) UARS 
( 8) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > 5 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 754 RECORDS FROM THE CORRESPONDENCE FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER FILE FOLDER TO BE SEARCHED ON > 63 
FILE FOLDER SEARCH FOR 63 FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED .•••• PLEASE STAND BY •.. 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
PROJECTS CORRESPONDENCE FILE :: FILE FOLDER :: 63 
INDEX SOURCE FILE CODE 
PROJECT AUTHOR FILE FOLDER 
DOCDATE REFERENCE NUMBER DOCUMENT FILE 
------- ---------------- ---------------
9837 OAO 151040 
ERBE TAYLOR 16387 
1/ 3/1984 ERBE-MO-84-01 
DESCRIPTION: NASl-16387, TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT 
Option 6 performs the Document FI Ie search. This routine operates 
similarly to the Reference Number search In option 3, and Is also a partial 
search. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 6 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE CORRESPONDENCE DOCUMENT FILE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
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THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
~================================================ 
( 1 ) LDEF 
( 2 ) ODP 
( 3 ) ACEE 
( 4 ) TRW 
( 5 ) ERBE 
( 6 ) ALSO 
( 7 ) UARS 
( 8 ) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - a - FOR ALL) > 5 
YOU hAVE SELECTED 754 RECORDS FROM THE CORRlSPONDENCE FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER DOCUMENT FILE TO BE SEARCHED ON > EE027 
DOCUMENT FILE SEARCH FOR EE027 FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •.•• PLEASE STAND BY 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
PROJECTS CORRESPONDENCE FILE .. DOCUMENT FILE :: EE027 
INDEX SOURCE FILE CODE 
PROJECT AUTHOR FILE FOLDER 
DOCDATE REFERENCE NUMBER DOCUMENT FILE 
------- ---------------- -------------
9802 TRW 110000 
ERBE HENDR I CKS 15900 
1/16/1984 ERBE-84-100.5-007 EE027 
DESCRIPTION: NAS1-15900, SCANNER FM1 PRE-ENVIRON~'ENTAL PERFORMANCE TEST 
REPORT 
Option 7 performs the Project Code # search. This search simply 
retrieves al I records for a single project. Se€ the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 7 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE CORRESPONDENCE PROJECT CODE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
================================================= 
( 1) LDEF 
( 2) ODP 
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3) ACEE 
4) TRW 
( 5) ERBE 
( 6) ALSO 
( 7) UARS 
( 8) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > 5 
PROJECT COOE SEARCH FOR 5 FOUND RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT ~OW BEING GENERATED PLEASE STAND BY 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
PROJECTS CORRESPONDENCE FILE . . PROJECT CODE :: 5 
INDEX 
PROJECT 
DOCDATE 
13982 
ERBE 
7/26/1983 
SOURCE 
AUTHOR 
REFERENCE NUMBER 
TRW 
VREM 
FILE CODE 
FILE FOLDER 
DOCUMENT FILE 
110000 
15900 
DESCRIPTION: NASl-15900, ERBE SCANNER FM1 AND NONSCANNER FM1 OPERATING 
HISTORY 
Option 8 performs the Document Date search. This routine al lows the 
user to search on a range of dates. If a single date search is desired, the 
user may enter the same date for the second valid date that was entered for 
the first valid date. The proper format for entering dates is MM/DD/YY. 
See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 8 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE DOCUMENT DATE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SlARCHING ARE: 
=~==:======:====================;===:============ 
( 1 ) LDEF 
( 2 ) OOP 
( 3 ) ACEE 
( 4 ) TRW 
( 5 ) ERBE 
( 6 ) ALSO 
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( 7) UARS 
( 8) S1fE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > 5 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 754 RECORDS FROM THE CORRESPONDENCE FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER FIRST VALID DOCUMENT DATE> 2/23/84 
ENTER SECOND VALID DOCUMENT DATE> 2/23/84 
DOCUMENT DATE SEARCH FOR 2/23/84 TO 2/23/84 FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED .•..• PLEASE STAND BY ,_, 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
PROJECTS CORRESPONDENCE FILE " DOCUMENT DATE :: 1984 223 & 1984 223 
INDEX 
PROJECT 
DOCDATE 
10421 
ERBE 
2/23/1984 
SOURCE 
AUTHOR 
REFERENCE NUMBER 
TRW 
FILE CODE 
FILE FOLDER 
DOCUMENT FILE 
099000 
15900 
DESCRIPTION: NASl-15900, INTEGRATING SPHERE TEMPERATURE ERRORS 
Option 9 performs the Input Date search, which searches on a single 
date only. The format for Inputting the date is MM/DD/YY. See the fol lowing 
examp Ie. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 9 
THIS SEARCH ROUllNE PERFORMS THE INPUT DATE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
========:=:==:===~==~~===============~=:~======== 
( 1 ) LDEF 
( 2 ) ODP 
( 3 ) ACEE 
( 4 ) TRW 
( 5 ) ERBE 
( 6 ) ALSO 
( 7 ) UARS 
( 8 ) S1fE 
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ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > 5 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 754 RECORDS FROM THE CORRESPONDENCE FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER INPUT DATE TO BE SEARCHED ON > 2/13/84 
INPUT DATE SEARCH FOR 2/13/84 FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERM I NAL OUTPUT NOW BE I NG GENERATED •••• PLEASE STAt{) BY 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
PROJECTS CORRESPONDENCE FILE :: INPUT DATE :: 1984 213 
INDEX 
PROJECT 
DOCDATE 
10188 
ERBE 
2/ 3/1984 
SOURCE 
AUTHOR 
REFERENCE NUMBER 
LARC 
EGAN 
FILE CODE 
FILE FOLDER 
DOCUMENT FILE 
155400 
DESCRIPTION: REPORT OF TRIP TO BASD, JANUARY 18-19, 1984, ERBS PRE-
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 
Option 10 performs the Description search, which is a partial search 
and operates similarly to the Author search In option 2. See the fol lowing 
example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 10 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE DESCRIPTION QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
THE CURRENT PROJECTS AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
==:======~========================::===~==~=~==== 
( 1) LDEF 
( 2) ODP 
( 3) ACEE 
( 4) TRW 
( 5) ERBE 
( 6) ALSO 
( 7) UARS 
( 8) STFE 
ENTER PROJECT # TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > 5 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 754 RECORDS FROM THE CORRESPONDENCE FILE FOR QUERY 
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EN1ER DESCRIPTION TO BE SEARCHED ON > ASSEMB 
DESCRIPTION SEARCH FOR ASSEMB FOUND RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •.••• PLEASE STAND BY 
10/ 9/84 PAGE 
PROJECTS CORRESPONDENCE FILE .. DESCRIPTION:: ASSEMB 
INDEX 
PROJECT 
DOCDATE 
10175 
ERBE 
1/ 2/1984 
SOURCE 
AUTHOR 
REFERENCE NUMBER 
TRW 
QQ-17C-10A 
FILE CODE 
FILE FOLDER 
DOCUMENT FILE 
110000 
15900 
15900-ET033 
DESCRIPTION: NAS1-15900, PROCEDURE CHANGE ORDER B2 TO ERBE SCANNER 
INSTRUMENT ASSEMBLY FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURE 
6.5 REPORT OPTION 
When the Report option is selected from the main menu, the Mall Log 
Correspondence fi Ie Report menu appears as fol lows: 
MAIL LOG TRACKING SPECIAL REPORT MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AV/I I LABLE OPT IONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
==========:==========~========== 
1. Da i I Y I nput Report 
2. Document Date Report 
3. Special CCR Reports 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Options 1 and 2 generate reports for the Correspondence fl Ie area only 
and may be spooled for printer output. Option 3 generates a menu for report 
options for the CCR file area only. 
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6.5.1 DAILY INPUT REPORT 
In option 1, the Dally Input Report, the user may retrieve records 
that were Input on a particular date by entering the appropriate Input date. 
If no records are found having the desired Input date, a message stating so 
wll I be displayed, and the user wll I be returned to the Report menu. If 
records are found, they may be spooled to the printer. In the fol lowing 
example a sample of the output has been included. Note that this does not 
appear on the terminal screen, and has been modified for the purpose of 
Illustration in this document. The report normally appears much wider 
when spooled to the printer. After the output has been spooled, the user Is 
returned to the Report menu. See Appendix B-2 for an example of the Corre-
spondence report output format. 
Example 1: Dally Input Report 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETuRN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS SPECIAL REPORT GIVES A DUMP OF THE DAILY CORRESPONDENCE INPUT 
ENTER INPUT DATE (MM/DD/YY) > 2/13/84 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE i LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 3 
OUTPUT TO 
0) 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
START OVER 
LQP C -
LQP D -
LQP E -
LQP F -
ETI 
SINGLE 
SINGLE 
SINGLE 
SINGLE 
SYSTEM 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 5 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
PRINTER / H 
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ENTER NUMBER OF COPIES> 1 
(MAX. OF 5) 
(0 TO ABORT) 
Sample Oui-put: 
PROJECT CORRESPONDENCE LOG FOR 1/23/1984 
==:=====~~=============:==============================~= 
INDEX 
PROJECT 
10185 
ODP 
SOURCE 
AUTHOR 
REFERENCE NUMBER 
NASA HQS 
EDELSON 
E-612-83-04 
FILE CODE 
FILE FOLDER 
DOCUMENT FILE 
120000 
HQS 
DESCRIPTION: GEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE (GEOS-6) 
POST LAUNCH REPORT 
6.5.2 DOCUMENT DATE REPORT 
Option 2 al lows the user to retrieve al I records that have a certain 
document date. If no records are found having the desired date, a message 
stating so wil I be displayed, and the user wll I be returned to the Report 
menu. I f some records are fou nd, the report may be spoo I ed for pr inter 
output, and the user wil I then be returned to the Report menu. In the 
fol lowing example, a sample of the output is included. Again, the output has 
been modified for illustration purposes. The report normally appears much 
wider when spooled to the prinier. See Appendix B-2 for an example of the 
Correspondence report output format. 
Example 2: Document Date Report 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS SPECIAL REPORT GIVES A DUMP OF ALL CORRESPONDENCE WITH A 
SET OF DOCUMENT DATES. OUTPUT IS AUTOMATICALLY SPOOLED 10 PRINTER. 
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ENTER FIRST VAL 10 DOCU~1ENT DAlE (MM/DD/YY) > 5/12/84 
ENTER LAST VALID DOCUMENT DATE (MM/DD/YY) > 5/12/84 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 3 
OUTPUT TO 
0) START OVER 
1) LQP C - SINGLE 
2) LQP 0 - SINGLE 
3) LQP E - SINGLE 
4) LQP F - SINGLE 
5) ETI SYSTEM 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 5 
ENTER NUMBER OF COPIES> 
(MAX. OF 5) 
(0 TO ABORT) 
Sample Output: 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
PRINTER / H 
PROJECT CORRESPONDENCE LOG FOR 5/12/1984 
===============================:=====~~=~===~::==:=== 
INDEX 
PROJECT 
12133 
OOP 
SOURCE 
AUTHOR 
REFERENCE NUMBER 
LARC 
DESCR I PT 10/\: ~lAJOR 0 I SC I PL I NES ~1ANPOWER .. FY 84 AS OF 5/12/84 
6.5.3 SPECIAL CCR REPORTS 
FILE CODE 
FILE FOLDER 
DOCUMENT FILE 
012500 
Option 3 generates a special menu of report options for the CCR file, 
which appears as fol lows: 
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THIS IS THE CCR FILE SPECIAL REPORT GENERATOR 
ENTER SELECTION BY NUMBER ONLY 
1. OPEN / HOLD RECORDS 
2. APPROVED / DISAPPROVED 
3. CANCELLED / WITHDRAWN 
4. SEARCH & PRINT ALL 
ENTER OPTION> 
See Appendix A-2 for an example of the special CCR report output 
format. 
6.5.3.1 OPEN OR HOLD RECORDS 
Option 1 generates a report of those records containing OPEN or HOLD 
in the Current Status data field. The report is first displayed at the 
terminal screen and then may be spooled for printer output. After indicating 
whether printer output is desired, the user wil I be returned to the Report 
menu. If no records are in the data base with OPEN or HOLD status, a message 
stating so wil I be displayed, and the user wil I be returned to the Report 
menu. AI I of the reports in this section have been modified for Illustration 
purposes. When run from the program, they appear wider on the terminal 
screen and on the printer output. The fol lowing is an example of the OPEN / 
HOLD RECORDS Report. 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
1 LDEF 
2 ODP 
3 ACEE 
4 TRW 
5 ERBE 
6 ALSO 
7 UARS 
8 STFE 
ENTER PROJECT NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL > 5 
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10/11/84 
ERBE 
CCR NUMBER 
7207B 
CURRENT STATUS 
OPEN 
PROJECT CCR FILE 
DATE ISSUED INITIATOR 
12/19/1983 LARC/EGAN 
DISPOSITION 
LARC APPROVED 02/28/84 
GSFC APPROVED 03/16/84 
TIROS APPROVED 03/13/84 
PAGE 
OPEN / HOLD RECORDS 
DOCUMENT AFFECTED 
UIIS 
DESCRIPTION REVISION OF SCANNER UNIQUE INTERFACE SPECIFICATION IIS-2295550, 
SECTION 4 
RH1ARKS SUPERSEDES n07A 
APPROVED - AWAITING l~lPLEMENTATION 
MORE? NO 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
6.5.3.2 APPROVED OR DISAPPROVED RECORDS 
Option 2 generates a report of al I records containing APPROVED or 
DISAPPROVED In the Current Status data field. If no such records exist In 
the data base, a message stating so wil I be displayed, and the user wi I I be 
returned to the Report menu. If records are found, the report wil I be dls-
played at the terminal screen and the user must indicate whether printer 
output Is desired. The user wil I then be returned to the Report rrenu. See 
the to I low I ng examp Ie. 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
1 LDEF 
2 OOP 
3 ACEE 
4 TRW 
5 ERBE 
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6 ALSO 
7 UARS 
8 STFE 
ENTER PROJECT NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL > 5 
10/11/84 PAGE 
ERBE PROJECT CCR FILE APPROVED / DISAPPROVED 
CCR NUMBER 
6017 
CURRENT STATUS 
APPROVED 
DATE ISSUED INITIATOR 
5/ 1/1981 GSFC/WORRALL 
DISPOSITION 
LARC APPROVfD OS/26/81 
GSFC APPROVED 06/12/81 
DESCRIPTION ATTITUDE DlTERMINAl ION COORDINATE SYSTEM 
REMARKS 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
6.5.3.3 CANCELLED OR WITHDRAWN RECORDS 
DOCUMENT AFFECTED 
sow 
Option 3 provides a report of those records having a status of 
CANCELLED or WITHDRAWN. If no such records are found in the data base, a 
message stating so wil I be displayed, and the user wil I be returned to the 
Report rr~nu. If records are found, the report wll I be displayed at the 
terminal screen. After indicating whether printer output is desired, the 
user will be returned to ihe Report menu. See the following example. 
ENTER OPTION> 3 
1 LDEF 
2 ODP 
3 ACEE 
4 TRW 
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5 ERBE 
6 ALSO 
7 UARS 
8 STfE 
ENTER PROJECT NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL > 5 
10/11/84 PAGE 
ERBE PROJECT CCR FILE : CANCELLED / WITHDRAWN 
CCR NUMBER DATE ISSUED INITIATOR 
6090 9/14/1983 GSFC/KOWALSKI 
CURRENT STATUS DISPOSITION 
CANCELLED GSFC APPROVED 09/14/83 
LARC ACTION PENDING 
TIROS ACTION PENDING 
DESCRIPTION ERBE-S HOUSEKEEPING SAMPLING RATE CHANGE 
REMARKS SUPERSEDED BY 6090A 
MORE? NO 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
6.5.3.4 SEARCH AND PRINT ALL 
DOCUMENT AFFECTED 
ERBE-S TOGC SOFTWARE 
Option 4 provides a listing of al I of the records In the CCR File 
data base. The report Is displayed at the terminal screen along with a 
prompt for the user to Indicate whether printer output Is desired. After 
entering a 'Y' or an 'N' for printer output, the user wll I be returned to 
the Report menu. See the fol lowing example. 
ENTER OPTION> 4 
1 LDEF 
2 OOP 
3 ACEE 
4 TRW 
5 ERBE 
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6 ALSO 
7 UARS 
8 STFE 
ENTER PROJECT NUMBER OR BLANK FOR ALL > 5 
10/11/84 
ERBE 
CCR NUMBER 
6017 
CURRENT STATUS 
APPROVED 
PROJECl CCR FILE : 
DATE ISSUED INITIATOR 
5/ 1/1981 GSFC/WORRALL 
DISPOSITION 
LARC APPROVED OS/26/81 
GSFC APPROVED 06/12/81 
DESCRIPTION ATTITUDE DETERMINATION COORDINATE SYSTEM 
REMARKS 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
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PAGE 
DOCUMENT AFFECTED 
SOW 
7.0 MECHANICAL DRAWING FILE 
The UARS Mechanical Drawing file contains the Upper Atmosphere 
Research Sate I lite Mechanical Drawings and their associated parts Inventories 
for the Projects' Directorate. This data base also contains a Specification 
file which stores each drawings' processes, and an SCC (Stress Corrosion 
Cracking) file which contains stress corrosion susceptibility data for each 
part. 
Data is stored In four data files In this area: the Drawing File, 
the Parts File, the Specifications Table, and the SCC File. The SCC File is 
related to the Drawing File by the Drawing Number field. Information is 
stored In the fields listed below. 
Field names for the Drawing File: 
LARC DRAWING NUMBER 
DRAWING TITLE 
REVISION 
TRW DRAWING NUMBER 
LARC UPDATE INDICATOR 
Field names for the Parts Fi Ie: 
PART NUMBER 
REQUIRED COUNT 
AMOUNT CODE 
DRAWl NG NUMBER 
HAVE COUNT 
CATEGORY 
MATERIAL OR SUPPLY SOURCE 
Field names for the Specifications Table: 
NEXT ASSEMBLY 
SIZE OF LARC DRAWING 
DESCRIPTION 
ITEM NUMBER 
CONDITION 
DRAW I NG NUMBER SPECIFICATION NUMBERS (MAXIMUM OF 8) 
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Field names for the SCC File: 
DRAW I NG NUMBER PART NUMBER 
I TE~1 NUMBER DESCR I PT ION NAME 
SCC SUSCEPT I BLE tJlATER I AL AL ALLOY STOCK <= .125 TH I CK 
ANNEALED SHORT TRANSVERSE GRAIN EXPOSED 
SURF ACE PROTECTED WI FA I LURE I S RELEASED PART < .03 LB 
FAIL SAFE ANALYSIS REQUIRED FAIL SAFE ANALYSIS COMPLETED 
FAILED PART CONTAINED RELEASED PART> .03 LB 
MULTIPLE LOAD PATH ANALYSIS REQUIRED MULTIPLE LOAD PATH ANALYSIS CC*1PLETED 
PART FRACTURE CRITICAL COMMENT 
QUANTITY 
The Mechanical Drawing file main menu appears as fol lows: 
UARS MECHANICAL DRAWING FILE MAIN MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
===========~==================== 
1. Input Menu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete r,,'enu 
4. Search Menu for Drawings I Parts 
5. Search Menu for SCC File 
6. Report Menu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Each of these options wil I be discussed in detail In the fol lowing 
sections. 
7.1 INPUT OPTION 
When the Input option Is selected from the main menu, the Mechanical 
Drawing file Input menu appears as fol lows: 
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UARS MECHANICAL DRAWING FILE INPUT MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Input to Drawing File 
2. Input to Category Lookup Table 
3. Input to SCC File 
4. Sort the Drawing Data Base 
SELECT OPllON BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT> > 
7.1.1 I NPUT TO DRAW I NG FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to Input into the Drawing File data base. 
The fol lowing options are available: 
1) DRAWING RECORD INPUT 
2) PARTS INVENTORY LIST 
3) SPECIFICATIONS TABLE 
When option 1 is selected, the Input screen for the Drawing File Is displayed 
for the Input of a new record. When Input has been completed, the input 
screen for the Specifications Table is then displayed. Input to this screen 
is not mandatory for Inputting to the Drawing Fi Ie. When Input has been 
completed for the Specifications Table, or when a carriage return has been 
entered, the Input screen for the Parts File Is automatically displayed. 
A part may be entered here, or a carriage return, which wll I return 1he user 
to the Input menu. 
When option 2 is selected, only the Parts File Input screen wll I be 
displayed. Option 3 wll I generate only the Specifications Table Input 
screen. 
The fol lowing are the Input screens used for this data base area: 
Mechanical Drawings File Drawing Input Screen: 
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DRAWING RECORD INPUT / REVISE SCREEN 
==========================~========= 
LARC DRAWING NUMBER > ••••••••• 
REVISION > •• NEXT ASSEMBLy> •••••.••••••• < 
DRAWl NG TITLE 
> ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
TRW DRAWING NUMBER > ••••.•• 
SIZE OF LARC DRAWING> .• 
LARC UPDATE INDICATOR (R OR BLANK) > 
Mechanical Drawings File Specification Input Screen: 
DRAWING NUMBER> •..... 
SPECIFICATION TABLE 
11111...... 'r5~........ , 
--------------------------------------1/ 
'21/ ....... 1/ 6 1/ ....... 1/ 
--------------------------------------1/ 
~ 3 ~ ....... ~ 7 1/ ....... ~ 
--------------------------------------~ 
, 4 ~ ••••••• ~ 8 ~ ••••••• ~ 
Mechanical Drawings FI Ie Parts Input Screen: 
PARTS RECORD INPUT / REVISE SCREEN 
================================== 
PART NUMBER > < FOR DRAWING NUMBER > .•••.• < 
OEseR I PT I ON > •••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••••••• < 
REQD COUNT > • HAVE COUNT> ITEM NO. > 
MATER I AL OR SUPPLY SOURCE > .•.•.•••.••.•..••.•..•••.•.••••••••..•..• < 
CATEGORY > 1) * 
2) INORGANIC 
3) POLYMERIC 
4) LUBRICANT 
5) PROCESS 
COND I T I ON > ••••••••••••••••••• < AMOUNT COOE > •••• < 
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7.1.2 INPUT TO CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
Option 2 al lows the user to Input records Into the category lookup 
table. A listing of the records In the current lookup table is displayed 
within the input routine. A return entered at the prompt 'CATEGORY>' wil I 
end the Input session. When Input has been completed, the user wi I I return 
to the Input menu. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM INPUTS TO THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=:~===:========================================================= 
$RECNO CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 1 * 2 2 INORGANIC 
3 3 POLYMERIC 
4 4 LUBRICANT 
5 5 PROCESS 
6 15 NONE 
7 
CATEGORY>6 
DESCRIPTION>CATALYST 
8 
CATEGORY> ** return «* 
1 RECORD(S) ADDED 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=====:=============================~;======================= 
$RECNO CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 1 * 
2 2 INORGANIC 
3 3 POLYMERIC 
4 4 LUBRICANT 
5 5 PROCESS 
6 6 CATALYST 
7 15 NONE 
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7.1 .3 INPUT TO SCC FILE 
Option 3 al lows the user to Input records into the SCC file. Due to 
existing hardware I imitations, no special Input screen has been developed for 
the SCC file. Input for this file operates similarly to the input routine 
for the category lookup table. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM INPUTS TO THE SCC FILE 
ENTER NOTHING FOR FIELD II ITEM-NO" TO END INPUT SESSION 
NOTE: FILLER1 & FILLER2 ARE UNUSED BLANK FIELDS 
BEGIN: 
3528 
ITEM-NO>57 
DRAW-NUMBER> 1 01 01 
PART-NUMBER> 999 
DESCRIPTION>NUTS AND BOLTS 
SUSCEPT>9 
ALSTOCK>4 
ANNEALED> 1 
STEXPOSED>2 
PROTECTED>N 
LOG I C-RELfASE>Y 
FAI LSAFE-REQD>8 
FAILSAFE-DONE>7 
PART-CONTAINED>Y 
RELEASED.03>2 
MLP-REQD>4 
MLP-DONE>5 
FRACTURE>N 
COMMENT> ** return ** 
HAVE-COUNT>21 
FILLER1> ** return ** 
QUANTITY>25 
FILLER2> ** return ** 
3529 
ITEM-NO> ** return ** 
1 RECORD(S) ADDED 
INPUT COMPLETED ••• RETURNING TO THE INPUT MENU 
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SORTING THE SCC FILE IS NOW RECOMMENDED 
When input has been completed, the user Is returned to the Input 
menu. 
7.1.4 SORT THE DRAWING DATA BASE 
Option 4 generates the sort routine for the Mechanical Drawing file. 
The user may sort the Drew I ng f I I e or the SCC f i I e by draw I ng number and item 
number. When the sort has been completed, the user wll I be returned to the 
main menu. S€e the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
~/ELCOME TO THE DRAW I NG FILE SORT ROUT I NE 
==============:===~=========================== 
(0) EXIT BAO< TO ~,AIN MENU 
(1) SORT ENTIRE DRAWING FILE DATA BASE 
(2) SORT SCC FILE 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 
PLEASE WAIT ••.• 
SORTING OF DRAWING & PARTS INVENTORY FILES 
ALL FINISHED •••••••••• NOW RETURNING TO MENU 
The fol lowing Illustrates sort option #2 - sorting the SCC file. 
EN1ER OPTION NUMBER> 2 
PLEASE WA IT •••• 
SORTING OF SCC FILE NOW BEGINNING 
ALL FINISHED •••••••••• NOW RETURNING TO MENU 
7.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the Update option Is selected from the main menu, the Mechan-
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ical Drawing fi Ie Update menu appears as fol lows: 
UARS MECHANICAL DRAWING FILE UPDATE MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
=================~============== 
1. Change / Rev ise Drawi ng 
2. Change / Revise Drawing Part 
3. Change / Revise Specification 
4. Change / Rev ise SCC F i Ie 
5. Change / Revise Category Lookup Table 
6. Sort Drawing Data Base 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
7.2. 1 UPDATE DRAWING RECORD 
Option 1 al lows the user to revise a record in the Drawing file data 
base by entering the drawing number of the record to be updated. If the 
desired record is found, it wil I be displayed in an update screen identical 
to the corresponding input screen illustrated in section 7.1.1 of this doc-
ument. If multiple records are found having the same drawing number, only 
the first record found WI I I be displayed ir the input / update screen. To 
retr ieve thE;. subsequent records, type an n=n at the prompt, 'DRAW-NO?>'. If 
the desired record is not found, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' WI I I be displayed, 
and the user must either enter another drawing number or a carriage return, 
in which case the user wil I be returned to the Update menu. Refer tc the 
fol lowing example for this exit path. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
1HIS PROGRA~ ALLOWS REVISIONS TO THE DRAWING FILE BY ENTERING 
THE DRAWING NUMBER OF THE RECORD THAT IS TO BE CHANGED. 
DRAW-NUMBER?> 817347 
ITEM NG 1 ~ OU ND 
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DRAW-NUMBER?> ** return ** 
7.2.2 UPDATE DRA~II NG PART 
Option 2 al lows the user to revise a record in the Parts fi Ie data 
base. The user must first enter the drawing number of the record that is 
to be updated. If no records are found having the specified drawing number, 
a message stating so wll I be displayed, and the user must enter another draw-
ing number or a carriage return, In which case the user wil I be returned to 
the Update menu. Next, the item number of the record to be updated is to be 
entered. If the desired record i~ found, it will be displayed in an update 
screen identical to the corresponding Input screen illustrated in section 
7.1.1 of this document. If more than one record is found having the same 
item number, cnly the first one found wil I be displayed on the input / update 
screen. To retrieve subsequent records type an n=n at the prompt 'ITEM-NO?>'. 
If no records are found having the specified drcwing number and Item number, 
'ITEM NOT FOUND' wil I be displayed, and the user must enter either a new 
item nurrber or a carriage return, in which case the user wil I be returned 
to the Update menu. See the fol lowing example which illustrates this exit 
path. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS REVISIONS TO THE PARTS FILE FOR ANY DRAWING 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER OF PART TO BE CHANGED> 817437 
ITEM-NO?> 0 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
ITEM-NO?> ** return ** 
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7.2.3 UPDA1E SPECIFIC,Al ION RECORD 
Option 3 al lows the user to revise a record from the Specification 
file by entering the appropriate drawing number of the record to be modified. 
If no records are found having the desired drawing number, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' 
wil I be displayed and the user must either enter a new drawing number or a 
carriage return in order to return to the Update rre~u. When the desired 
record is found it will be displayed in an update screen identical to the 
corresponc i ng i np ut screen i I I ustrated I n sect ion 7. 1 • 1 of th I S document. If 
multiple records are found having the same drawing number, only the first 
found wil I be displayed on the input / update screen. To retrieve the sub-
sequent records, type an "=" at the prompt 'DRAW-NUMBER?>'. When update has 
been completed the user wi I I be returned to the Update menu. See the fol low-
ing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS REVISIONS TO THE SPECIFICPTIO~ FILE BY E~TERING 
THE DRAWING NUMBER OF THE RECORD YOU WANT TO BE CHANGED. 
DRAW-NUMBER?> 817437 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
DRAW-NUMBER?> ** return ** 
7.2.4 UPDATE sec FILE RECORD 
Opti0n 4 al lows the user to update a record within the SCC file. 
Because no Input screen exists for this file, the update routine for this 
file displays every field in the record with a prompt for the new data 
field value. If a field is to remain unchanged a carriage return should be 
entered for that data field prompt. When update has been compleied, the user 
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wi I I be returned to the Update n~nu. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS REVI510N5 TO THE SCC FILE FOR ANY DRA~/ING 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER OF PART TO BE CHANGED> 10101 
DRAWING FOUND HAS 1 ITEM ( S) 
ENTER NOTHING FOR II ITEM-NO" WHEN UPDATE 15 COMPLETED 
ENTER RETURN FOR THOSE FIELDS THAT ARE TO REMAIN UNCHANGED 
ITEM-NO?>57 
ITEM-NO 
DRAW-NUMBER 
PART -NUMBER 
DESCRIPTION 
SUSCEPT 
ALSTOCK 
ANNEALED 
STEXPOSED 
PROTECTED 
LOGIC-RELEASE 
FAILSAFE-REQD 
FAILSAFE-DONE 
PART-CONTAINED 
RELEASED.03 
MLP-REQD 
MLP-DONE 
FRACTURE 
COMMENT 
HAVE-COUNT 
F I LLERl 
QUANTITY 
F I LLER2 
1 
=57 
=10101 
=999 
=NUTS AND BOLTS 
=9 
==4 
= 1 
==2 
==N 
=Y 
=8 
=7 
=Y 
=2 
=4 
=5 
=N 
== 
= 21 
= 
= 25 
= 
ITEM-NO> ** return ** 
DRAW-NUMBER> ** return ** 
PART-NUMBER> ** return ** 
DESCRIPTION> ** return ** 
SUSCEPT>8 
ALSTOOK> ** return ** 
ANNEALED> ** return ** 
STEXPOSED> ** return ** 
PROTECTED> ** return ** 
LOGIC-RELEASE> ** return ** 
FAILSAFE-REQD> ** return ** 
FAILSAFE-DONE> ** return ** 
PART-CONTAINED> ** return ** 
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RELEASED.03> ** return ** 
MLP-REQD> ** return ** 
MLP-DONE> ** return ** 
FRACTURE> ** return ** 
COMMENT> ** return ** 
HAVE-COUNT> ** return ** 
FILLER1> ** return ** 
QUANTITY> ** return ** 
FILLER2> ** return ** 
ITEM-NO?> ** return ** 
7.2.5 UPDATE RECORD IN CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
Option 5 al lows the user to update a record within the category 
lookup table. A listing of the records in the current lookup table is dis-
played within the update routine. To end the update session, the user must 
enter a carriage return at the prompt 'RECNO?>'. The user WI I I then be re-
turned to the Update menu. See the tol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS PROGRAM UPDATES RECORDS IN THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
;===;===;============~==================~==~~=~=====~==~~=====~= 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
RECNO?>6 
CATEGORY 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 * 
2 INORGANIC 
3 POLYMERIC 
4 LUBRICANT 
5 PROCESS 
15 NONE 
6 
=15 
DESCRIPTION =NONE 
CATEGORY> 15 
DESCRIPTION> ORGANIC 
RECNO?> ** return ** 
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THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
===========================================;================ 
$RECNO CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 1 * 2 2 INORGANIC 
3 3 POLYMERIC 
4 4 LUBRICANT 
5 5 PROCESS 
6 15 ORGANIC 
7.2.6 SORT THE DRAWING DATA BASE 
Option 6 performs the same sort routine that is described In detail 
in section 7.1.4 of this document. 
7.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the Delete option is selected from the main menu, the Mechan-
ical Drawing fi Ie Delete menu appears as fol lows: 
UARS MECHANICAL DRAWING FILE DELETION MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
1. Delete a Part 
2. Delete a Drawing 
3. Delete a Specification 
4. Delete a Part from SCC File 
5. Delete a Category in Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
7.3.1 DELETE A PART 
Option 1 al lows the user to delete a record from the Parts file data 
base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter the 
appropr I ate draw I ng number. I f no records are found hav i ng the des I red draw-
ing number, a message stating so wll I be displayed, and the user must enter 
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a new drawing number or a carriage return to return to the Delete menu. The 
user must next enter the appropriate item number of the desired record. If 
no records are found having the item number, an error message wil I be dls-
played and the user wil I be automatically returned to the Delete menu. When 
the desired record has been found, it wll I be I isted on the terminal screen 
along with a prompt for the user to Indicate whether the record Is to be de-
I eted • I f the user responds with ty" the record wi I I be i nterna I I Y purged 
Immediately, and the user wll I be returned to the Delete nenu. An 'N' re-
sponse wil I automatically return the user to the Delete menu. Refer to the 
following example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS A PART TO BE DELETED FROM A SPECIFIED DRAWING 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER> 211098 
**** ERROR **** NO SUCH DRAWING NUMBER AS 211098 IN THE FILE 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER> 817340 
ENTER ITEM NUMBER> 1 
11 
ITEM-NO = 1 
DRAW-NUMBER =817340 
PART-NUMBER =-1 
DESCRIPTION =BEARING 
MAT-SUPPLY =SEE APPX TOO 
AMOU NT-COO E = 
CATEGORY 4 
FILLER2 = 
HAVE-COUNT = 2 
F I LLER3 = 
COUNT = 2 
CONDITION = 
FILLER4 = 
DELETE PART (Y OR N) > Y 
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7.3.2 DELETE A DRAWING 
Option 2 al lows the user to delete a record from the Drawing fl Ie 
data base. In order to retrieve the desired record the user must enter the 
appropriate drawing number. If no records are found having the desired 
drawing number, an error message stating so wll I be displayed at the term-
Inal screen and the user wil I be returned to the Delete menu. When the 
desired record has been found, It wil I be displayed at the terminal screen 
along with a prompt for the user to Indicate whether the record Is to be 
deleted. A response of 'N' wll I automatically return the user to the 
Delete menu. If the user responds with 'Y', the record wil I be Internally 
purged, and the associated parts and specifications for that drawing number 
wll I also be deleted automatically. The user wll I then be returned to the 
Delete menu. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS FOR THE DELETION OF A RECORD FROM THE 
DRAWING FILE BY ENTERING THE NUMBER FOR THE DESIRED RECORD 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER> 817340 
5 
DRAW-NUMBER =817340 
REVISION = 
TITLE =BEARING, BALL DUPLEX - HALOE 
REFER-DRAWING =C425324 
FILLERt = 
SIZE =LA 
FILLER2 = 
UPDATE = 
FILLER3 = 
NEXT-ASSEMBLIES =425328 
IS THIS THE CORRECT RECORD TO BE DELETED (Y OR N) > Y 
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7.3.3 DELETE A SPECIFICATION RECORD 
Option 3 al lows the user to delete a record from the Specification 
file data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter 
the appropriate drawing number. If no records are found having the drawing 
number, an error message stating so wil I be displayed at the terminal 
screen and the user wil I be returned outoma1 leal Iy to the Delete menu. When 
the desired record has been found, it wil I be displayed at the terminal 
screen along with a prompt for the user to indicate whether the record IS to 
be deleted. A response of 'N' wil I return the user to the Delete menu. If 
the user responds with 'Y', the record wil I be internally purgec immediately, 
and the user wil I then be returned to the Delete menu. See the fol lowing 
example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
TH I S PROGRAM ALLOWS FOR THE DELET ION OF A RECORD FR()t.II THE 
SPECIFICATION FILE BY ENTERING THE DESIRED DRAWING NUMBER. 
Ef\TER DRA~/I NG NUMBER > 817340 
6 
DRAW-NUMBER =817340 
SPEC-l =PR 12-6 
SPEC-2 = 
SPEC-3 =PR 10-2 
SPEC-4 = 
SPEC-5 = 
SPEC-6 = 
SPEC-7 = 
SPEC-8 = 
FILLER = 
IS THIS THE CORRECT RECORD TO BE DELETED (Y OR N) > Y 
7.3.4 DELETE A PART FRCM THE sec FILE 
Option 4 al lows the user to delete a record from the SCC file data 
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base. The user must first enter the appropriate drawing number for the part 
that Is to be deleted. If no records are found having the desired drawing 
number, the user must enter a new drawing number, or type 'QUIT' to exit. 
Note that the only means of exiting this delete routine Is by typing 'QUIT' 
at the prompt for drawing number. Next, the prompt 'DELETE ALL PARTS (Y OR 
N)' wll I be displayed. If the user responds with 'Y', the prompt 
'OK TO DELETE ALL PARTS (Y OR N) >' wi I I then appear. A 'Y' response to this 
prompt wi I I cause al I records In the see file with the desired drawing number 
to be Internally purged immediately. The fol lowing message wll I appear: 
'PLEASE STAND BY •• PARTS BEING DELETED'. The user wil I then be prompted for 
a drawing number and must type 'QUIT' to exit. If a response of 'N' is 
entered for either the 'DELETE ALL PARTS (Y OR N) >' prompt or the 
'OK TO DELETE ALL PARTS (Y OR N) >' prompt, the user must then enter the item 
number of the single record that is to be deleted. If no records are found 
having the desired item number, the prompt for a drawing number wll I be dis-
played, and the user may start ever or type 'QUIT' to exit. When the proper 
record has been found, it wil I be displayed at the terminal screen, along 
with a prompt for the user to indicate whether the record is to be deleted. 
An 'N' response will return the user to the initial prompt in the program 
and the user must type 'QUIT' to exit. A response of 'Y' wi I I internally 
purge the record and then return the user to the Initial prompt In the 
program. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS PART(S) TO BE DELETED FROM A DRAWING IN THE see FILE 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > 10101 
DELETE ALL PARTS (Y OR N) > N 
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ENTER ITEM NUMBER> 57 
ITEM-NO =57 
DRAW-NUMBER =10101 
PART-NUMBER =999 
DESCRIPTION =NUTS AND BOLTS 
SLJSCEPT =8 
ALSTOCK =4 
ANNEALED =1 
STEXPOSED =2 
PROTECTED =N 
LOGIC-RELEASE =Y 
FAILSAFE-REQD =8 
FAILSAFE-DONE =7 
PART-CONTAINED =Y 
RELEASED.03 =2 
MLP-REQD =4 
MLP-DONE =5 
FRACTURE =N 
COMMENT = 
HAVE-COUNT = 21 
F I LLER1 = 
QUANTITY = 25 
F I LLER2 = 
DELETE PART (Y OR N) > Y 
*** PLEASE STAND BY *** RECORD BEING DELETED NOW. 
TH I S PROGRAM ALLOWS PART< S) TO BE DELETED FROM A DRAW I NG I N THE sec FILE 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER (TYPE QUIT TO EXIT) > QUIT 
7.3.5 DELETE A CATEGORY FROM THE LOOKUP TABLE 
Option 5 al lows the user to delete a record from the category 
lookup table. A I istlng of the records currently contained In the lookup 
table Is displayed within the delete routine. When deleting has been com-
pleted~the lJser willbe returned to the Delete menu. See the following 
example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS PROGRAM DELETES A RECORD IN THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
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THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
==========:=========~============~============================== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 * 
2 INORGANIC 
3 POLYMERIC 
4 LUBRICANT 
5 PROCESS 
6 CATALYST 
15 NONE 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE DELETED > 6 
CATEGORY 6 DESCRIPTION CATALYST NOW BEING DELETED 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
============================================================ 
$RECNO CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 1 * 2 2 INORGANIC 
3 3 POL Yt.1ERIC 
4 4 LUBRICANT 
5 5 PROCESS 
6 15 NONE 
7.4 SEARCH OPTIONS 
The Mechanical Drawing FI Ie main menu lists two (2) Search menus 
available for use: a search menu for drawings and parts, and a search 
menu for the SCC file. The main menu appears as fol lows: 
UARS MECHANICAL DRAWING FILE MAIN MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Input ~lenu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete Menu 
4. Search Menu for Drawings / Parts 
5. Search Menu for SCC F I Ie 
6. Report Menu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
The search options for each of these search menus are discussed 
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in detail in the fol lowing sections. 
7.4.1 SEARCH OPTIONS FOR DRAWINGS AND PARTS 
When the Search menu for Drawings and Parts is selected from the 
main menu, the fol lowing n~nu is displayed: 
UARS MECHANICAL DRAWING SEARCH / QUERY MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1. Parts List Part Number 
2. Parts List Description 
3. Parts List Material/Supply 
4. Parts List Category 
5. Drawings Title 
6. Drawings Next Assembly 
7. Drawings Revision 
8. Drawings Sizing 
9. Drawings Update 
10. Record Number Search 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
AI I search examples illustrated in this section use report formats 
that have been modified for use in thiS document. When run from the program. 
these reports appear much Wider or the terminal screen and in pr Inter output 
format. 
Options 1, 2, 3, and 4 are al I partial searches and operate very 
similarly. The user may first choose to search from a single or category 
or from al I categories. Options 1,2, and 3 require the entry of a search 
value, such as 'TEST' for the Description search. Since this is a partial 
search. searching on 'TEST' would retrieve those records containing both 
'TESTING PHASE' and 'ORDERS CONTESTED' in the description field. Option 4 
requires no further entries since it al lows the user to search on an entire 
category. The records which are retrieved are displayed at the terminal 
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s~reen In a specially formatted report which may be spooled for printer 
output. The fol lowing example Illustrates search option 3, the Material / 
Supply search. See Appendix C-2 for an example of the drawings with parts 
list report output format. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
1HIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE MATERIAL / SUPPLIER QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ON THE PARTS LIST OF THE UARS MECHANICAL DRAWING FILE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORIES AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
======================================================= 
1) * 
2) I NORGANI C 
3) POLYMERIC 
4) LUBRICANT 
5) PROCESS 
15) NONE 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > ** return ** 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 3,562 RECORDS FROM THE PARTS FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER MATERIAL / SUPPLIER TO BE SEARCHED ON > NYLON 
MATERIAL / SUPPLIER SEARCH FOR NYLON 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED 
12/12/84 
FOUND 5 RECORDS 
PLEASE STAND BY. 
PARTS INVENTORY LIST FOR LARC DRAWING LA 817341 
REVISION A 
TRW REFERENCED DRAWING: C425326 NEXT ASSEMBLIES: 425328 
PAGE 1 
TITLED MOTOR, 1.8 DEGREE STEPPING - BIAXIAL GIMBAL - HALOE 
PROCESSES: PR 5-33 PR 12-6 PR 10-2 PR 7-19 
ITEM PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
40 -1 (PR 5-33) CLAMP 
MATERIAL ('*' AT DETAIL DWG/SPEC LEVEL) CATEGORY REQD HAVE 
NYLON POLYMERIC 5 10 
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OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
Options 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are also partial searches which operate 
very similarly. Since these routines search the Drawing fl Ie, the user does 
not select a category to search from, as Is done in the searches for the 
Parts file. A search value Is entered, and those records found are displayed 
at the terminal screen in a specially formatted report which may be spooled 
for printer output. The fol lowing example illustrates search option 5, the 
Drawings Title search. See Appendix C-1 for an example of the drawings 
report output format. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE TITLE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ON THE DRAWING INFORMATION OF THE UARS MECHANICAL DRAWING FILE. 
ENTER TITLE TO BE SEARCHED ON > MENT 
TITLE SEARCH FOR MENT FOUND 13 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •... PLEASE STAND BY. 
12/12/84 
DRAWING REPORT - BRIEF 
========================= 
LARC NUMBER REV. TITLE 
TRW NUMBER L.R. NEXT ASSEMBLIES 
LD 817405 
425388 
LD 817408 
425391 
A(L) MIRROR MOUNT, ALIGNMENT 
R 425391 
A(L) MIRROR ASSY, ALIGNMENT 
R 425325 
PAGE 
LD 817437 
424053 
A CELL, GRADED SEAL GLASS TO SAPPHIRE, INSTRUMENT 
427769 
MORE? N 
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OUTPUT TO PRI NTER (y OR N) > N 
Option 10 allows the user tc search the data base area by record 
number. The user must first select either the Parts file, the Drawing file, 
or the Specifications file for the search, and then wll I enter the desired 
record number. If found, the record wll I be displayed on the terminal screen 
until the user enters a carriage return. The user may then select another 
file or enter a zero (0) to exit the program. If an Invalid record number 
Is entered, a 'NOT FOUND' message wll I be displayed on the terminal screen, 
and the user wil I be returned to the Search menu. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 10 
THIS ROUTINE ALLOWS THE USER TO SEARCH THE DATA BASE BY 
RECORD NUMBER. DRAWING NUMBERS MAY BE RECORDED HERE FOR 
CORRECTION OF MISMATCH ERRORS. NO OUTPUT WILL BE SPOOLED. 
PLEASE ENTER A ZERO (0) TO EXIT THE PROGRAM. 
WHICH FILE WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEARCH? 
(0) EXIT PROGRAM 
(1) DRAWING FILE 
(2) PARTS FILE 
(3) SPECIFICATION FILE 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
PLEASE ENTER THE RECORD NUMBER TO BE SEARCHED ON > 125 
125 
DRAW-NUMBER =817651 
REVISION =C(L) 
TITLE =RETAINER, FILTER 
REFER-DRAWING =423943 
FILLER1 = 
SIZE =LD 
FILLER2 = 
UPDATE =R 
FILLER3 = 
NEXT-ASSEMBLIES =427275 427271 
PLEASE HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE 
THIS ROUTINE ALLOWS THE USER TO SEARCH THE DATA BASE BY 
RECORD NUMBER. DRAWING NUMBERS MAY BE RECORDED HERE FOR 
CORRECTION OF MISMATCH ERRORS. NO OUTPUT WILL BE SPOOLED. 
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PLEASE ENTER A ZERO (0) TO EXIT THE PROGRAM. 
WHICH FILE WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEARCH? 
(0) EXIT PROGRAM 
( 1) DRA~II NG FILE 
(2) PAR1S FILE 
(3) SPECIFICATION FILE 
ENTER OPTION> 6 
** INVALID OPTION ENTERED ** PLEASE TRY AGAIN ** 
ENTER OPTION> 0 
7.4.2 SEARCH OPTIONS FOR SCC FILE 
When the Search menu for the SCC fl Ie is selected from the main menu, 
the fol lowing menu is displayed: 
UARS MECHANICAL DRAWING SCC SEARCH / QUERY MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
==============================~= 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
Search 
/ Retr ieve on Draw ing Number 
/ Retr i €lve on Part Number 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Retr ieve on 
Retr ieve on 
Retr ieve on 
Retr ieve on 
Retr ieve on 
Retr ieve on 
Retr ieve on 
Part Descrip1 Ion 
Susceptable Material 
Failsafe Analysis 
Multiple Load Path Analysis 
Fracture Critical 
Comment 
Released < .03 
SELECl OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
AI I searches are partial searches and operate very simi larly except 
option 9. The user must enter a search value, such as 'TEST' for the des-
cription search. Searching on 'TEST' would retrieve those records contain-
ing both 'TEST PHASE' and 'PROCEDURES CONTESTED' in the description field. 
Those records retrieved wil I be displayed at the terminal screen in a spe-
cially formatted report which may be spooled for printer output. Option 9, 
the Released < .03 search, searches only for the specific values of 'Y', 
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'N'. or '1'. The records which are re1rleved are displayed In a report 
similar to the reports used for each of the other search options. The 
fol lowing examples Illustrate two of the searches most often used: option 1. 
the Drawing Number search. and option 3. the Part Description search. See 
Appendix 0 for an example of the sec wide report output format. 
Example 1 - option 1 - Drawing Number search 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
ENTER LARC DRAWING NUMBER> 817340 
12/11/84 
LARC DRAWING: LA 817340 
DRAWING TITLE: 
BEARING. BALL DUPLEX - HALOE 
REVISION: 
TRW REFERENCED DRAWING: C425324 
page 
ITEM# NAME 
PART NUMBER 
S A ASP R F F P R M M F 
U L N T R E ROT E R 0 R 
QUANTITY S S N E 0 L Q N C L Q N C 
COMMENT 
BEARING 
-1 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
Example 2 - option 3 - Part Description search 
2 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE DESCRIPTION QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ON THE SCC PARTS LIST OF THE UARS MECHANICAL DRAWING FILE. 
ENTER DESCRIPTI ION TO BE SEARCHED ON > ST 
DESCRIPTION SEARCH FOR ST FOUND 212 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •... PLEASE STAND BY. 
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12/11/84 PAGE 
LARC DRAWING: LE 817347 REVISION: 
DRAWING TITLE: 
DRIVE ASSY BIAXIAL GIMBAL ASSY 
TRW REFERENCED DRAWING: 425328 
ITEM# NAME 
PART NUMBER 
S A ASP R F F P R M M F 
U L N T R E R D T E R D R 
QUANTITY S S N E 0 L Q N C L Q N C 
COMMENT 
36 INSTALLATION OF THREADED FASTENERS 0 
PR 9-18 
MORE ? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
7.5 REPORT OPllON 
When the Report option is selected frcm the main menu, the Mech-
anlcal Drawing fi Ie Report menu appears as fol lows: 
UARS MECHANICAL DRAWING FILE REPORT MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
=================~=~=:========== 
1. Pr I nt A I I 
2. Display by LARC Number 
3. Display by TRW Number 
4. Special Parts Inventory Report 
5. Special Haloe Materials Listing 
6. Pr i nt A I I SCC F I Ie 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
The report examples irat appear in this section have been modified 
for the purpose of illustration ir this document. When run from the program 
these reports appear much wider On the terminal screen and in printer output 
format. 
Option 1 displays the entire ~Echanical Drawing file data base In one 
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of two formats: drawing Information only or drawing Information with a parts 
Inventory list. The report may be sorted by LARC drawing number or by TRW 
drs\'dng number. No records will be displayed at the terminal screen as only 
printer output Is available. After entering the appropriate responses to the 
spooling menu prompts, the user will be returned to the Report menu. See 
the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRA~I DISPLAYS THE ENTIRE DRAWING FILE DATA BASE WITH TWO (2) 
OPTIONAL OUTPUT FORMATS: (1) DRAWING INFORMATION ONLY 
(2) DRAWING INFORMATION WITH PARTS INVENTORY LIST 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
OUTPUT SORT BY: 1) LARC DRAWING NUMBER 
2) TRW DRAWING NUMBER 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 3 
OUTPUT TO 
0) 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
START OVER 
LQP C - SINGLE 
LQP D - SINGLE 
LQP E - SINGLE 
LQP F - SINGLE 
ETI SYSTEM 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 5 
ENTER NUMBER OF COPIES> 
(MAX. OF 5) 
(0 TO ABORT> 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
PRINTER / H 
See Appendix C-l for an example of the Drawing Information Only report output 
format and Appendix C-2 for an example of the Drawing Information with Parts 
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Inventory List report output format. 
Option 2 generates a report on a single drawing with two avai lable 
formats: drawing Information only or drawing Information with a parts inven-
tory list. The user must enter the LARC drawing number of the desired draw-
ing record. The report may be sorted by LARC drawing number or by TRW draw-
ing number, and wil I be displayed at the terminal screen with optional 
printer output. After generating the report, the user WI I I be returned to 
the Report menu. The fol lowing examples I I lustrate each of the two report 
formats. 
Example 1 - Drawing Information Only 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM DISPLAYS A SPECIFIED DRAWING IN TWO (2) FORMATS: 
(1) DRAWING INFORMATION ONLY 
(2) DRAWING INFORMATION WITH PARTS INVENTORY LIST 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
ENTER LARC DRAWING NUMBER> 817347 
OUTPUT SORT BY: (1) LARC DRAWING NUMBER 
(2) TRW " " 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
12/13/84 
DRA~/I NG REPORT - BR I EF 
=====================~=== 
LARC NUMBER REV. TITLE 
TRW NUMBER L.R. NEXT ASSEMBLIES 
LE 817347 
425328 R 
DRIVE ASSY BIAXIAL GIMBAL ASSY 
425325 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
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PAGE 
See Appendix C-1 for an example of the Drawing Information Only report output 
format and Appendix C-2 for an example of the Drawing Information with Parts 
Inventory List report output format. 
Example 2 - Drawing Information with Parts Inventory List 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM DISPLAYS A SPECIFIED DRAWING IN TWO (2) FORMATS: 
(1) DRAWING INFORMATION ONLY 
(2) DRAWING It-FORMATION WITH PARTS INVENTORY LIST 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
ENTER LARC DRAWING NUMBER> 817347 
12/13/84 
PARTS INVENTORY LIST FOR LARC DRAWING LE 817347 
REVISION 
PAGE 1 
TRW REFERENCED DRAWING: 425328 NEXT ASSE~BLIES: 425325 
TITLED DRIVE ASSY BIAXIAL GIMBAL ASSY 
PROCESSES: PR 12-6 PR 4-34 YP-23P-02 PR 9-18 
ITEM PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
425330-1 MODULE ASSY 
~ATERIAL ('*' AT DETAIL DWG/SPEC LEVEL) CATEGORY REQD HAVE 
o 
* * 
MORE? NO 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
See Appendix C-l for an example of the Drawing Information Only report output 
format and Appendix C-2 for an example of the Drawing Information with Parts 
Inventory List report output format. 
Option 3 generates a report on a single drawing which must be re-
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trleved by the TRW drawipg number. The report may be sorted by LARC drawing 
number or by TRW drawing number, and wll I display drawing information only. 
The records found wil I be cisplayed at the 1erminal screen with an op1 ion for 
printer output. After the report has been generated, the user wll I be re-
turned tc the Report menu. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRA~ DISPLAYS A SPECIFIED DRAWING IN TwO (2) FORMATS: 
(1) DRAW I NG I t-FORMAT I ON SORTED BY LARC DRAW I NG NUMBER 
(2) DRAWING INFORMATION SORTED BY TRW DRAWING NUMBER 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
ENTER TRW DRAWING NUMBER> 425333 
12/13/84 PAGE 
LARC NUMBER 
TRW NUMBER 
LD 817351 
425333 
REV. 
L.R. 
DRAWING REPORT - BRIEF 
========================= 
TITLE 
NEXT ASSEMBLIES 
A(L) GEAR, SPUR - TORQUER 
R 425328 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
Option 4 generates a parts inventory report with either the assocl-
ated LARC drawing number or the associated TRW dr-awing number. The report may 
include al I drawings, only those with a value of 'R' in the 'update' data 
field, or only those without a value of 'R' Ir the 'update' data field. 
Several sort messages wil I appear on the terminal screen, but only printer 
output Is available for the report. After the report has been generated, the 
data base wll I be resorted back to its original form, and the user wll I be 
returned to the Report menu. See Appendix C-3 for an example of the Special 
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Parts Inventory report output format. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS PROGRAM PRINTS A PARTS INVENTORY REPORT IN TWO (2) FORMATS: 
(1) WITH ASSOCIATED LARC DRAWING NUMBER 
(2) WITH ASSOCIATED TRW DRAWING NUMBER 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
OPTIONS FOR PARTS LISTING 
(0) QUIT / EXIT 
(1) ALL DRAWINGS 
(2) UPDATE = R 
(3) UPDATE NOT = R 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
DATA NOW BEING SORTED ..•• PLEASE STAND BY. 
SORT COMPLETED ••. REPORT NOW BEING GENERATED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED 1111 
PLEASE STA~D BY ••• DATA BASE RESORTING BACK TO STANDARD FORM 
Option 5 generates a report on the Haloe Mechanical Parts file. The 
report may Include only a specific category or al I categories, and may be 
sorted by Material Supply, by part number, or may remain unsorted. Only 
printer output is available for the report. After the report has been 
generated, the data base wll I be resorted back to Its original form, and the 
user wll I be returned to the Report menu. Appendix C-4 contains an example 
of the Special Materials Listing report output format. Refer to the fol low-
Ing example. 
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SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS REPORT GENERATOR PERFORMS THE CATEGORY QUERY / MATERIALS 
LISTING REPORT ON THE HALOE MECHANICAL PARTS FILE. 
THE CURRENT CATEGORIES AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
=================================================== 
( o ) QUIT / EXIT 
( 1 ) 
* ( 2 ) INORGANIC 
( 3 ) POLYMERIC 
( 4 ) LUBRICANT 
( 5 ) PROCESS 
( 15 ) NONE 
( 99 ) ALL CATEGORI ES 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE SELECTED > 5 
PLEASE STAND By •••• CATEGORY SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 1,522 RECORDS FROM THE PARTS FILE FOR QUERY 
SORTING OPTIONS: (0) NO SORTING 
ENTER OPTION # > 
(1) MATERIAL SUPPLY 
(2) PART-NUMBER 
SORTING OF CATEGORY / MATERIAL DATA NOW IN PROGRESS ... ST~ND BY 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
PLEASE STAND By •.•• DATA BASE BEING RESORTED BACK TO STANDARD FORM 
WHICH DRAWING NUMBER IS TO BE DISPLAYED: 
(1) TRW (2) LARC 
ENTER OPTION> 
PRINTER OUTPUT NOW BEING BUILT ••. PLEASE STAND BY 
Option 6 generates a I isting of the entire SCC file data base. The 
report may be spooled for printer output only. After the report has been 
generated, the user wil I be returned to the Report menu. See Appendix 0 for 
an example of the SCC standard report output format. Refer to the fol lowing 
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example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 6 
THIS PROGRAM DISPLAYS THE ENTIRE SCC FILE DATA BASE 
BEGIN REPORT GENERATION ( Y OR N ) > Y 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED 11I1 
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8.0 ELECTRICAL DRM/ING FILE 
The UARS Electrical Drawing file contains the Upper Atmosphere Re-
search Sate I I ite Electrical Drawings and their associated parts inventories 
for the Projects' Directorate. 
Data in this area is stored In two (2) files: the Drawing File and 
the Parts File. The fol lowing is a list of field names for each file. 
Field names for the Drawing File: 
DRAWl NG NUMBER 
Field names for the Parts File: 
DRAWING NUMBER 
MANUFACTURER 
REQUIRED COUNT 
DESCRIPTION 
DRAWING TITLE 
PART NUMBER 
GENER I C NUMBER 
HAVE COUNT 
APPROVAL FIELD 
ITEM NUMBER 
CATEGORY 
LOCATION 
TYPE 
The Electrical Drawing file main menu appears as fol lows: 
UARS ELECTRICAL DRAWING FILE ~AIN MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
==;===~=~===~==~=~============== 
1. Input Menu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete fwlenu 
4. Search Menu 
5. Report ~enu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Each of these options wil I be discussed in the fol lowing sections. 
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8. 1 I NPUT OPT I ON 
When the Input option is selected from the main menu, the Electrical 
Drawing file Input menu appears as fol lows: 
UARS ELECTRICAL DRAWING FILE INPUT MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
=========================:====== 
1. Input to Drawing File 
2. Input to Category Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
8.1.1 INPUT TO DRA~/ING FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to Input a record into the Drawing File 
data base. Within this routine, the following menu is displayed: 
1) DRAWING RECORD INPUT 
2) PARTS INVENTORY LIST 
OPTION> 
If the user chooses option 1, the Drawing File Input screen wil I be dls-
played for input, fol lowed by the Parts File Input screen. If option 2 Is 
chosen, only the Parts Fi Ie Input screen wll I be displayed for Input. After 
Input has been completed for either option, the message 'PLEASE WAIT ••• ' 
wil I be displayed, during which time the Drawing File wll I be sorted by 
Drawing Number, and the Parts File wll I be sorted by Drawing NUIDber and by 
Item Number. When the sort has been completed, the user wll I be returned to 
the I nput menu. The fo I 10,,"" n9 are the I nput screens for each f II e. 
Input screen for the Drawing File: 
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ELECTRICAL DRAWING INPUT / REVISE SCREEN 
~=::==;================================= 
DRA~II NG NUMBER > 
DRAWING TITLE: 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
Input screen for the Parts FI Ie: 
ELECTRICAL PARTS INPUT / REVISE SCREEN 
PART NUMBER > •••••••••••••••••• FOR DRAWING NUMBER > •••••••••• 
I TE~1 NUMBER > •• f..IANUF ACTURER > •••••••••••••••••• 
GENERIC NO. > •••••••••••••••••••• LOCATION > •••••••• 
DE SC R I PT I ON >............................................................ < 
APPROVAL FIELD > •••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
CATEGORY NO. > •• 
1. CAPACITORS 5. 
2. CONN~CTORS 6. 
3. CRYSTALS 7. 
4. DIODES 8. 
FILTERS 
FUSES 
INDUCTORS 
MICROCIRCUITS 
9. PC BOARDS 
10. RELAYS 
11. RESISTORS 
12. SOLDER 
8.1.2 INPUT TO CATEGORY LOOKUP TABL[ 
REQU I RED >.... HAVE > •••• 
TYPE (P, G, S) > 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
THERMISTORS 
TRANSFORMERS 
TRANS I S TORS 
WIRE & CABLE 
17. M I SCELL. 
18. NONE 
Option 2 al lows the user to Input records into the Category Lookup 
Table. A current list of ihe records in ihe table is displayed within the 
routine. The user wi I I then enter the Category and Description for each new 
record. To end the input and exit the routine, the user must enter a return 
at the prompt for 'CATEGORY>'. A new listing of the records in the table 
wi II be displayed, and the user WI I I then be returned to the Input menu. 
See the fol lowing example. 
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SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRA~1 INPUTS TO THE CA1EGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=========================================:==================:=== 
$RECNO CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 1 CAPACITORS 
2 2 CONNECTORS 
3 3 CRYSTALS 
4 4 DIODES 
5 5 FILTERS 
6 6 FUSES 
7 7 INDUCTORS 
8 8 MICROCIRCUITS 
9 9 PC BOARDS 
10 10 RELAYS 
11 11 RESISTORS 
12 12 SOLDER 
13 13 THERMISTORS 
14 14 TRANSFORMERS 
15 15 TRANSISTORS 
16 16 WIRE & CABLE 
17 17 toll SCELLANEOUS 
18 18 NONE 
19 19 MAGNETIC PT 
20 
CATEGORY>20 
DESCRIPTION>MEMORY 
21 
CATEGORY> ** return ** 
1 RECORD(S) ADDED 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
==========:===========~==:===========================:=::-~= 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 CAPACITORS 
2 CONNECTORS 
3 CRYSTALS 
4 DIODES 
5 FILTERS 
6 FUSES 
7 INDUCTORS 
8 MICROCIRCUITS 
9 PC BOARDS 
10 RELAYS 
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11 11 
12 12 
13 13 
14 14 
15 15 
16 16 
17 17 
18 18 
19 19 
20 20 
RESISTORS 
SOLDER 
THERMISTORS 
TRANSF ORME RS 
TRANSISTORS 
\t.' I RE & CARLE 
MISCELLANEOUS 
NONE 
MAGNETIC PT 
MEMORY 
8.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the Update option is selected from the main menu, the Electrical 
Drawing file Update rr~nu appears as fol lows: 
UARS ELECTRICAL DRAWING FILE UPDATE ~ENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
1. Change / Revise Drcwing 
2. Change / Revise Drawing Part 
3. Change / Revise Category Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
8.2.1 UPDATE A DRAWING 
Option 1 01 lows the user to update a record within the Drawing FI Ie 
data base. At the prompt 'DRAW-NUMBER?>' the user must enter the drawing num-
ber of the record that is to be changed. ~hen the desired record is found, 
It wil I be displayed in an update screen identical to the corresponding input 
screen ill ustrated insect ion 6.1.1 of th is docurrent. If mu I tip Ie re-
cords are found havin!; the san,e drc.wing number, onl~ the first record found 
wil I be displayed on the input / update screen. To retrieve the subsequent 
records, type an '=' at the prompt 'DRAW-NUMBER?>'. If no records are found 
having the desired drawing number, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' wi I I be displayed, and 
the user must enter a new drawing number, or enter a carriage return in order 
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to return to the Update menu. The fol lowing example Illustrates this exit 
path. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS REVISIONS TO THE DRAWING FILE BY ENTERING 
THE DRAWING NUMBER OF THE RECORD YOU WANT TO BE CHANGED. 
DRAW-NUMBER?> 318275 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
DRAW-NUMBER?> ** return ** 
8.2.2 UPDATE A DRAWING PART 
Option 2 al lows the user to update a record within the Parts FI Ie 
data base. The user must first enter the appropriate drawing number. If 
no records are found having the desired drawing number, a message stating so 
wll I be displayed and the user may enter another drawing number or a enter 
a carriage return to exit. After entering a valid drawing number, the user 
must enter the item number of the record to be updated. If the desired 
record Is found, It wll I be displayed In an update screen Identical to the 
corresponding Input screen Illustrated In section 8.1.1 of this document. If 
multiple records are found having the same item number, only the first record 
found wll I be displayed on the input / update screen. To retrieve the sub-
sequent records, type an ,=, at the prompt 'ITEM-NO?>'. If no records are 
found having the desired Item number, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' wll I be displayed, and 
the user must enter another Item number, or enter a carriage return In order 
to return to the Update menu. The fol lowing example Illustrates this exit 
path. 
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SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS REVISIONS TO THE PARTS FILE FOR ANY DRAWING 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER OF PART TO BE CHANGED> 288098 
NO SUCH DRAWING NUMBER AS 288098 IS IN THE CURRENT DATA FILE 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER OF PART TO BE CHANGED> D424167 
ITEM-NO?> 3 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
ITEM-NO?> ** return ** 
8.2.3 UPDATE THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
Option 3 al lows the user to update a record in the category lockup 
table. A I isting of the records in the lookup table IS displayed within 
the update routine. The user enters the record number of the record to be 
changed at the prompt 'RECNO?>'. The user wi I I then be prompted for the 
Category and Description of the updated record. Entering a carriage return 
at a prompt for a new field value wil I leave that particular field unchanged. 
To exit the routine, the user WI I I enter a carriage return at 'RECNO?>'. The 
user wi I I then be returned to the Update menu. See the fol lOWing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM UPDATES RECORDS IN THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWINC RECORDS 
==~==========================~======~=~=~~==~~==~===~~===~~~==== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 CAPACITORS 
2 CONNECTORS 
3 CRYSTALS 
4 DIODES 
5 FILTERS 
6 FUSES 
7 INDUCTORS 
8 MICROCIRCUITS 
9 PC BOARDS 
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10 10 RELAYS 
11 11 RESISTORS 
12 12 SOLDER 
13 13 THERMISTORS 
14 14 TRANSFORMERS 
15 15 TRANSISTORS 
16 16 WIRE & CABLE 
17 17 MISCELLANEOUS 
18 18 NONE 
19 19 MAGNETIC PT 
RECNO?> 18 
18 
CATEGORY =18 
DESCRIPTION =NONE 
CATEGORY> ** return ** 
DESCRIPTION>MEMORY 
RECNO?> ** return ** 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
8.3 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 CAPACITORS 
2 CONNECTORS 
3 CRYSTALS 
4 DIODES 
5 FILTERS 
6 FUSES 
7 INDUCTORS 
8 MICROCIRCUITS 
9 PC 60ARDS 
10 RELAYS 
11 RE S I Sl OR S 
12 SOLDER 
13 THERt-I I STORS 
14 TRANSFORMERS 
15 TRAN51STORS 
16 WIRE & CABLE 
17 t-ll SCELLANEOUS 
18 MEMORY 
19 MAGNETIC PT 
DELETE OPTION 
When the Delete option is selected from the main menu, the Electrl-
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cal Drawing fi Ie Delete menu appears as fol lows: 
UARS ELECTRICAL DRAWING FILE DELETION ~lENU FCR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
1. Delete a Part 
2. Delete a Drawing 
3. Delete a Category in Lookup Table 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
8.3.1 DELE1E A PART 
Option 1 al lows the user to delete a record from the Parts File data 
base. The user must enter the appropriate drawing number and then the 
desired item number for the part that is to be deleted. If no records are 
found having the desired drawing number, the fol lowing message is displayed: 
**** ERROR **** NO SUCH DRAWING NUMBER AS 288098 IN THE FILE 
The user wil I then be returned to the Delete menu. If the desired record IS 
retrieved, it wi I I be displayed at the terminal screen along with a prompt 
for the user to indicate whether that record is to be deleted. A response 
of 'N' wi I I cause the record to rema i n unchanged, and the user wi I I be re-
turned to the Delete menu. A response of 'Y' wil I generate a delete message, 
the record wil I then be deleted, and the user wil I be returned to the 
Delete menu. See the following example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS A PART TO BE DELETED FROM A SPECIFIED DRAWING 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER> D424103-1 
ENTER ITEM NUMBER> 2 
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134 
ITEM-NO = 2 
DRAW-NUMBER =0424103-1 
PART-NUMBER =lH171-001Z-410 
SUBSTITUTE-NO =HARRIS 
GENERIC-NUMBER =HA2-2700-8 
CATEGORY = 8 
REQD-COUNT = 3 
HA VE-COUNT = 96 
LOCATION =L2 S4 
DESCRIPTION =IC, OPNL AMP 
APPROVAL-FIELD = 
LOT-NUMBER 
MANUF-DATE 
TYPE 
FILLER 
= 
= / / 
=G 
= 
DELETE PART (Y OR N) > Y 
PLEASE STAND By •••• RECORD BEING DELETED. 
8.3.2 DELETE A DRAWING 
Option 2 al lows the user to delete a record from the Drawing Fl Ie 
data base. It should be noted that when a Drawing FI Ie record Is deleted, 
al I the associated Parts File records for that drawing number are automatl-
cally deleted as wei I. The user must enter the appropriate drawing number 
to retrieve the desired record. If no records are found having the desired 
dra~J1 ng number, the fo I low I ng message w II I be d I s-p I ayed: 
'*********** ERROR ********** DRAWING NUMBER 288098 NOT FOUND 
TRY AGA I N I F YOUR ERROR --------- I\:OT I FY ANALYST OTHERW I SE ' 
The user wll I then be returned to the Delete menu. When a record Is found 
having the desired drawing number, it wll I be displayed cn the screen with 
a prompt for the user to indicate whether that record Is to be deleted. 
A response of 'N' will cause the record to rerr,aln unchanged, and the user 
wll I be returned to the Delete menu. A response of 'Y' wll I generate a 
delete message, the record wll I be deleted, and the user wll I be returned to 
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the Delete menu. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS FOR THE DELETION OF A RECORD FROM THE 
DRAWING FILE BY ENTERING THE NUMBER FOR THE DESIRED RECORD 
ENTER DRMIING NUMBER> D424103-1 
6 
=D424103-1 DRAW-NUMBER 
TITLE 
FILLER 
=RADIOMETER PREAMP - CF2 C/2 
IS THIS THE CORRECT RECORD TO BE DELETED (Y OR N) > Y 
PLEASE STAND By ••.. RECORD ~EING DELETED. 
8.3.3 DELETE RECORD FROM CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
Option 3 al lows the user to delete a record from the category lookup 
table. A I isting of the records contained in the lookup table is dIsplayed 
within the delete routine. The user must enter the record number of the 
record that is to be deleted. When deletion has been completed, a new 
I isting of the lookup table wil I be displayed, and the user WI I I be returned 
to the Delete menu. See the fol lowing example. 
SE LECl OPT I ON BY EN1ER I NG NUMBER (RfTURN TO QU IT) > 3 
lHI5 PROGRAM DELETES A RECORD IN THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE 
THE CURRENT CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
============================================~=======~=========== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 CAPACITORS 
2 CONNECTORS 
3 CRYSTALS 
4 DlOOE5 
5 FILTERS 
6 FUSES 
7 INDUCTORS 
8 MICROCIRCUITS 
9 PC BOARDS 
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10 10 
11 11 
12 12 
13 13 
14 14 
15 15 
16 16 
17 17 
18 18 
19 19 
20 20 
RELAYS 
RESISTORS 
SOLDER 
THERM I STORS 
TRANSFORMERS 
TRANSISTORS 
WIRE & CABLE 
MISCELLANEOUS 
NONE 
MAGNETIC PT 
MEMORY 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE DELETED > 20 
CATEGORY 20 DESCRIPTION MEMORY NOW BEING DEL~TED 
THE CATEGORY LOOKUP TABLE NOW CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS 
=========~===================~===;==~;====~=~:============== 
$RECNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
8.4 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
1 CAPACITORS 
2 CONNECTORS 
3 CRYSTALS 
4 DIODES 
5 FILTERS 
6 FUSES 
7 INDUCTORS 
8 MICROCIRCUITS 
9 Pc. BOARDS 
10 RELAYS 
11 RESISTORS 
12 SOLDER 
13 THERMISTORS 
14 TRANSFORMERS 
15 TRANSISTORS 
16 WIRE & CABLE 
17 ~, I SCELLANEOUS 
18 NONE 
19 MAGNEllC PT 
SEARCH OPTION 
When the Search option is selected from the main menu, the Electri-
cal Drawing file Search menu appears as fol lows: 
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UARS ELECTRICAL DRAWING SE.ARCH / QUERY MENU FOR THE PROJECTS' DIRECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
1. Drawings Title 
2. Parts List Part Number 
3. Parts List Substitute Number 
4. Parts List Generic Number 
5. Parts List Location 
6. Parts List Description 
7. Parts List Approval Field 
8. Parts List Type 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
AI I options generate special reports which are displayed at the 
terminal screen and may be spooled for printer output. The reports in this 
section have been modified for the purpose of illustration in this docun~nt. 
These reports normally appear much wider on the terminal screen as wei I as 
on the printer output format. 
Option performs the Drawings Title search for the Drawing File. This 
is a partial search. The user must enter the appropriate title to retrieve 
the desired records. The entire title need not be entered. A search on 
'PRE' would retrieve titles such as 'PRE-FLIGHT REPORT' and 'AIR PRESSURE'. 
A report of those records found wil I be displayed on the screen, which the 
user may spool for printer output. After responding to the spool option, the 
user wil I be returned to the Search menu. See Appendix E-1 for an example of 
the drawings report output format. Refer to the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFOR~S THE 1 ITLE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ON THE DRAWING INFORMATION Of THE UARS ELECTRICAL DRAWING FILE. 
EN1~R llTLE TO BE SEARCHED ON > PRE 
TITLE SEARCH FOR PRE FOUND 10 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENEKATED •..• PLEASE STAND BY. 
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11/ 8/84 
DRAWl NG # 
0424103-1 
0424103-2 
0424103-3 
0424110-1 
MORE? N 
DRA~/I NG REPORT - ER I EF 
======================== 
TITLE 
RADIOMETER PREAMP - CF2 C/2 
RADIOMETER PREAMP - H20/03 
RADIOMETER PRE~1P - C02 
GAS CH PREAMP HG CD TE (NO) 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED 11111 
PAGE 
See Appendix E-2 for an example of the drawings with parts list 
report output forn~t which Is used for searches options 2 through 8. 
Option 2 performs the Part Number search for the Parts File. This is 
also a partial search. A search on the number '75' would retrieve records 
having '1435758' and '7584098' as part numbers. Before entering the desired 
part number, the llser rrl..st select a category for which the search is to be 
performed. AI I categories may be selected by entering a carriage return. 
A report of those records found wll I be displayed at the terminal screen, 
which may be spooled for printer output. After responding to the spool 
option, the user will be returned to the Search menu. SEE' 1he following 
example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE PART NUMBER QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ON THE PARTS LIST OF THE UARS ELECTRICAL DRAWING FILE. 
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THE CURRENT CATEGORIES AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 
( 10 ) 
( 11 ) 
( 12 ) 
( 13 ) 
( 14 ) 
( 15 ) 
( 16 ) 
( 17 ) 
( 18 ) 
( 19 ) 
CAPACITORS 
CONNECTORS 
CRYSTALS 
DIOOES 
FILTERS 
FUSES 
INDUCTORS 
MICROCIRCUITS 
PC BOARDS 
RELAYS 
RESI STORS 
SOLDER 
THERMISTORS 
TRANSFORMERS 
TRANSISTORS 
WIRE & CABLE 
~11 SCfLLANEOUS 
NONE 
MAGNEllC PT 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > ** return ** 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 1,475 RECORDS FROM THE PARTS FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER PART NUMBER TO BE SEARCHED ON > 75 
PART NUMBER SEARCH FOR 75 FOUND 27 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED PLEASE STAND BY 
11/ 8/84 PAGE 
PARTS INVENTORY LIST FOR DRAWING D424085 
TITLED FINE SUN SENSOR ANALOG 
ITEM PART NUMBER MANUFACTURER GENERIC NUMBER CATEGORY 
18 RCR05G751JS AB RESISTORS 
REQD HAVE TYPE APPROVAL INFORMATION LOCATION 
2 4 P L3 S3 
DESCRIPTION: 750 OHM, 5%, 1/8 W 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
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NO OUTPUT SPOOLED II II 
Option 3 performs the Substitute Number search for the Parts File. 
This search Is also a partial search and operates simi larly to search option 
two (2). See the fo Ilowl ng examp Ie. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE SUBSl IrUTE NUMBER QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ON THE PARTS LIST OF THE UARS ELECTRICAL DRAWING FILE. 
THE CURRENT CATEGORIES AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHI~G ARE: 
=====:=================================~:~==~=~==== 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 
( 10 ) 
( 11 ) 
( 12 ) 
( 13 ) 
( 14 ) 
( 15 ) 
( 16 ) 
( 17 ) 
( 18 ) 
( 1 9 ) 
CAPACITORS 
CONNECTORS 
CRYSTALS 
DIODES 
FILTERS 
FUSES 
INDUCTORS 
MICROCIRCUITS 
PC BOARDS 
RELAYS 
RESISTOR5 
SOLDER 
THER~ISTORS 
TRANSFORMERS 
TRANSI5TCRS 
WIRE & CABLE 
MISCFLLANEOUS 
NONE 
'~AGNET I C PT 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > ** return ** 
YOU NAVE SELECTED 1,475 RECORDS FR().l THE PARTS FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER SUBSTITUTE NUMBER TO BE SEARCHED ON > 14 
SUBST I TUTE NU~1BE R 5EARCH FOR 1 4 FOUND 4 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERAlED PLEASE STAND BY. 
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11/ 8/84 PAGE 
PARTS INVENTORY LIST FOR DRAWING : 0424110-1 
TITLED GAS CH PREAMP HG GO TE (NO) 
I TEM PART NU~1BER ~IANUF ACTURER GENER I C NUMBER CATEGORY 
13 RNC55H1503FR TRW 4/DALE 14 RESISTORS 
REQD HAVE TYPE APPROVAL INFORMATION LOCATICN 
4 18 P L3 S5 
DESCRIPTION: 1~0 K, 1%, 1/10 W, RNC55 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRI~ITER (Y OR N) > N 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED I!! I 
Option 4 performs the Generic Number search for the Parts File. This 
search is also a partial search and operates simi larly to search op1 I~n two 
(2). See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
lHIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORf.1S THE GENERIC NUMBER QUERY I RETRIEVAL 
ON THE PARTS LIST OF THE UARS ELECTR I CAL DRA~/I NC FILE. 
THE CURRENT CATEGORIES AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
( 1 ) CAPACITORS 
( 2 ) CONNECTORS 
( 3 ) CRYSTALS 
( 4 ) DIOOES 
( 5 ) FILTERS 
( 6 ) FUSES 
( 7 ) INDUCTORS 
( 8 ) MICROCIRCUITS 
( 9 ) PC BOARDS 
( 10 ) RELAYS 
( 11 ) RESISTORS 
( 12 ) SOLDER 
( 13 ) THERMISTORS 
( 14 ) TRANSFORMERS 
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15) TRANSISTORS 
16) WIRE & CABLE 
17) ~11 SCELLANEOUS 
18) NONE 
19) MAGNETIC PT 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > ** return ** 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 1.475 RECORDS FROM THE PARTS FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER GENERIC NUMBER TO BE SEARCHED ON > 22 
GENERIC NUMBER SEARCH FOR 22 FOUND 24 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •••• PLEASE STAND BY. 
111 8184 PAGE 1 
PARTS INVENTORY LIST FOR DRAWING : D424085 
TITLED : FINE SUN SENSGR Ar~LOG 
ITEM PART NUMBER MANUFACTURER GENERIC NUMBER CATEGORY 
38 1P085-001V-203 TI JANTXV2N2222A TRANSISTORS 
REQD HAVE TYPE APPROVAL INFORMATION LOCATION 
4 78 P L5 S2 
DESCRIPTION: 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRI~ITER (Y OR N) > N 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED III 
Option 5 performs the Location search for the Parts FI Ie. This search 
Is also a partial search and operates similarly to search op110n two (2). 
See the fol lowlrg example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE LOCATION QUERY 1 RETRIEVAL 
ON THE PARTS LIST OF THE UARS ELECTRICAL DRAWING FILE. 
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THE CURRENT CATEGORIES AVAILABLE FOR S~ARCHING ARE: 
==;~~~~======:~==~======~==~:=~===============:==== 
( 1 ) CAPACITORS 
( 2 ) CONNECTORS 
( 3 ) CRYSTALS 
( 4 ) D I OOES 
( , ) F I L TERS 
( 6 ) FUSES 
( 7 ) INDUCTORS 
( B ) MICROCIRCUITS 
( 9 ) PC BOARDS 
( 10 ) RELAYS 
( 11 ) RESISTORS 
( 12 ) SOLDER 
( 13 ) THER~' I STORS 
( 14 ) TRA NSF 0Rt-1E RS 
( 15 ) TRANSISTORS 
( 16 ) WIRE & CABLE 
( 17) t--ll SCfLLANEOUS 
( 18 ) NONE 
( 1 9 ) MAGNETIC PT 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > B 
YOU HAVE ~ELECTED 296 RECORDS FR~ THE PARTS FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER LOCATION TO BE SEARCHED ON > 1 
LOCATION SEARCH FOR 1 FOUND 117 RECORDS 
TER~INAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GE"NERATED ..•. PLEASE STAND BY. 
11/ 8/84 PAGE 
PARTS INVENTORY L I ~ 1 FOR DRAv; I ~IG : D424083 
TITLED : COARSE SUN SENSOR AZIMUTH 
ITEM PARl NUMBER MANUFACTURER GENERIC NUMBER CATEGORY 
26 M38510/11201BCX FAIRCHILD LM139AD MICROCIRCUITS 
REQD HAVE TYPE APPROVAL INFOR~Al ION LOCAl lOt-. 
2 32 P Ll S2 
DESCRIPTION: COMPARATOR 
MeRE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRimER (Y OR N) > N 
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NO OUTPUT SPOOLED 1111 
Op110n 6 perfor~s the Description search for the Parts File. This 
search Is also a partial search and operates similarly to search option two 
(2). See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 6 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE DESCRIPTION QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ON THE PARTS LISl OF THE UARS ELECTRICAL DRAWING FILE. 
THE CURRENT CATEGORIES AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
~:~===~====:=====;~===========================:~=== 
( 1 ) CAPACITORS 
( 2 ) CONNECTORS 
( 3 ) CRYSTALS 
( 4 ) o lODES 
( 5 ) FILTERS 
( 6 ) FUSES 
( 7 ) INDUCTORS 
( 8 ) M I CROC I RCU ITS 
( 9 ) PC BOARDS 
( 10 ) RELAYS 
( 11 ) RESISTORS 
( 12 ) 50LDER 
( 13 ) THERMISTORS 
( 14 ) TRANSFORMERS 
( 15 ) TRANSISTORS 
( 16 ) WIRE & CABLE 
( 17) MISCELLANEOUS 
( 18 ) NONE 
( 19 ) MAGNETIC PT 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE SELECl E.D (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > ** return ** 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 1,475 RECORDS FR~ THE PARTS FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER DESCRIPTION TO BE SEARCHED ON > TO 
DESCRIPllON SEARCH FOR TO FOUND 45 FIE CORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERP,lED ..•• PLEASE STAND BY. 
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11/ 8/84 PAGE 1 
PAR1S INVENTORY LISl FOR DRAWING : D424083 
11TLED : COARSE SUN SENSOR AZIMUTH 
I TEM PART NUMBER ~;ANUFACTURER GENER I C NUMBER CATEGORY 
26 M38510/11201BCX FAIRCHILD LM139AD MICROCIRCUITS 
REQD HAVE TYPE APPROVAL INFORMATION LOCATION 
2 32 P Ll S2 
DESCRIPTION: COMPARATOR 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED !!!! 
Option 7 performs the Approval Field search for the Part: File. This 
search is also a partial search and operates sirr,ilarly to search op1 Icr two 
(2). See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OP110N BY EN1ERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 7 
11-115 SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE APPROVAL FIELD QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ON THE PARTS L I 51 OF THE UARS ELECTR I CAL DRA~II NG FILE. 
THE CURRENT CATEGORIES AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 
( 10 ) 
( 11 ) 
( 12 ) 
( 13 ) 
( 14 ) 
( 15 ) 
CAPACITORS 
CONNECTORS 
CRYSTALS 
DIODES 
F ILTEf'S 
FUSES 
INDUCTORS 
~11 CROC I RCU 115 
PC BOARDS 
RELAYS 
RES I S10RS 
SOLDER 
THERMISTORS 
TRANSFOR~1ERS 
TRANSISTORS 
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16 WIRE & CABLE 
17 ~, 15CfLLANEOUS 
18 NONE 
19 MAGNETIC PT 
ENTER CATEGCRY 10 E:E SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL> > ** return ** 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 1,475 RECORDS FRQ\1 THE PARTS FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER APPROVAL FIELD TO BE SEARCHED ON > 2 
APPROVAL FIELD SEARCH FOR 2 FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERM I NAL OUTPUT NOW BE I NG GENERATED •..• PLEASE STAND BY. 
11/ 8/84 PAGE 1 
PARTS INVENTORY LIST FOR DRAWING : D424125-4 
TITLED GAS CHANNEL SIG~AL PROCESSING HF 
ITEM PAHT f\U~~BEF! ~'A~UFACTURER GENER I C NUMBER CATEGORY 
32 RNC55J6C43FR DALE RESISTORS 
REQD HAVE TYPE APPROVAL INFORMATION LOCATION 
4 98 P 2 
DESCRIPTION: 604 K, 1%, lil0 W, RNC55 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED 1111 
L4 Sl 
Option 8 performs the Type search for the Parts File. This search is 
also a partial search and operates simi larly to search optl~n two (2). See 
the fol lowing example. 
SELECT (~TION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 8 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE TYPE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ON THE PARTS LIST OF THE UARS ELECTRICAL DRAWING FILE. 
THE CURRENT CATEGORIES AVAILABLE FOR SEARCHING ARE: 
( 1) CAPACITORS ( 2) CONNECTORS 
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( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 
( 10 ) 
( 11 ) 
( 12 ) 
( 13 ) 
( 14 ) 
( 15 ) 
( 16 ) 
( 17 ) 
( 18 ) 
( 19 ) 
CRYSTALS 
D lODES 
FILTERS 
FUSES 
INDUCTORS 
MICROCIRCUITS 
PC BOARDS 
RELAYS 
RESISTORS 
SOLDER 
THERMISTORS 
TRANSFORMERS 
TRANSISTORS 
WIRE & CABLE 
~, I SCE"LLANEOUS 
NONE 
MAGNETIC PT 
ENTER CATEGORY TO BE SELECTED (ZERO - 0 - FOR ALL) > ** return ** 
YOU HAVE SELECTED 1,475 RECORDS FROM THE PARTS FILE FOR QUERY 
ENTER THE TYPE TO bE SEARCHED ON > G 
TYPE" SEARCH FOR G FOUND 249 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING CENERATED ..•.••• PLEASE STAND BY. 
11/ 8184 PAGE 
PARTS INVENTORY LIST FOR DRAWING : D424083 
TITLED COARSE SUN SENSOR AZIMUTH 
ITEM PART NUMBER MANUFACTURER GENERIC NUMBER CATEGORY 
1H574-001Z-410 PMI OP07AJ/883 MICROCIPCUITS 
REQD HAVE TYPE APPROVP.L I NFORMAT I ON LOCAl ION 
6 100 G BUY 
DE SCR I PT I ON: OPNL A~lP 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED III! 
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8.5 REPORT OPTION 
When the Report optlcn Is selected from the main menu, the Electrl-
cal Drawing fl Ie Report rrenu appears as fol lows: 
UARS ELECTR I CAL DRA~/I NG FILE REPORT ~1ENU FOR THE PROJECTS' D I RECTORATE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
1. Pr I nt All 
2. Display by Drawing Number 
3. Special Parts Inventory Report 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
A II opt Ions generate spec I a II y formctted reports, some of wh ich are 
sent directly to the printer for spooled output, and some which are first 
displayed at th~ terminal screen with the option for printer output. 
The sample reports in this section have been nodified for the purpose of 
Illusiratlon In this docurr~nt. When run from the program, these reports 
appear much wider on the terminal screen and on printer output. 
Option 1 generates a repurt of the entire Drawing Fi Ie data base In 
one of two formats: Drawing Information Only, or Drawing Information with 
Parts Inventory List. After the user selects the desired opt ion, the report 
wil I be generated for output and the spooling menu wi I I be displayed. Note 
that the report Is not visible or the terminal screen. After spool ing has 
been completed, the user wil I be returned to the Report menu. See the fol-
low Ing exarr.p Ie. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PRO(,F-,t.~· DISPLAYS THE Et--lIRE DRAWING FILE DATA BASE WITH TWO (2) 
OPT 10NAL OUTPUT FORMATS: (1) DRAW I NG I NFORMAT I 01\' ONLY 
(2) DRAWING INFORMATION WITH PARTS INVENTORY LIST 
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ENTER OPTION> 1 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED !!I! 
/ LARC, NASA 
/ DALLAS, TX 
/ LARC, NASA 
See Appendix E-1 for an example of the Drawing Information Only report output 
format and Appendix E-2 for an exa~ple of the Drawing Infor~a1ion with Parts 
Inventory List report output format. 
Option 2 generates a report on a specified drawing in one of two 
formats: Drawing Information Only, or Drawing Information with a Parts 
Inventory List. The user must first enter the desired format number, and 
then the desired drawing number. The report wil I then be displayed at the 
terminal screen, along with a prompt to indicate whether printer output is 
desired. After answering the output prompt, the user wil I be returned to the 
Report menu. The fol lowing examples illustrate both formats available for 
this op1ion. 
Example 1 - Format 1 - Drawing Infor~atlon Only 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
lHIS PROGRAM DISPLAYS A SPECIFIED DRAWING IN TWO (2) FORMATS: 
( 1) DRAW 11\(. I 1'F0RMP.l I ON ONLY 
(2) DRAWING INFORMATION WITH PARTS INVENTORY LIST 
ENTER OPTION> 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER> 0424103-1 
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11/ 8/84 PAGE 
DRAWING REPORT - BRIEF 
=====~~==========:=~==== 
DRAWl NG # TITLE 
D424103-1 RADIOMETER PREAMP - CF2 C/2 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
See Appendix E-l for an example of the Drawing Information Only report output 
format and Appendix E-2 for an example of the Drawing Information with Parts 
Inventory Li5t report output format. 
Examp Ie 2 - Format 2 - Drc~t1 ng I nformat Ion with Parts Inventory LI st 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM DISPLAYS A SPECIFIED DRAWING IN TWO (2) FORMATS: 
(1) DRAWING INFORMATION ONLY 
(2) DRAWING INFORMATION WITH PARTS INVENTORY LIST 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
ENTER DRAWING NUMBER> D424103-1 
11/ 8/84 PAGE 
PARTS INVENTCRY LIST FOR DRAWING : D424103-1 
TITLED : RADIOMETER PREAMP - CF2 C/2 
ITEM PART NUMBER MANUFACTURER GENERIC NUMBER CATEGORY 
1 M38510/11401BGX NATIONAL LF155AH MICROCIRCUITS 
REQO HAVE TYPE APPROVAL INFORMATION LOCATION 
---- ---- --------------~~---------------------------- -----------
3 4 P 
DESCRIPTION: IC, OPNL AMP 
MORE? N 
BUY 
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OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED 1111 
See Appendix E-1 for an example of the Drawing Information Only report output 
format and Appendix E-2 for an example of the Drawing Information with Parts 
Inventory List report output format. 
Option 3 generates a Special Parts Inventory report for the Parts 
File. This report may be formatted using the entire Parts File, the Spare 
Parts only, or the Drawing Parts only. AI I of these reports may be sorted 
either by part number or by generic number. The report is sent directly 
to the printer for spooled output and is not visible on the terminal screen. 
After responding to the spool menus options, the user wil I be returned to the 
Report menu. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RfTUPN TO QUIT) > 3 
PARTS INVENTORY REPORT OPTIONS 
(1) ~ELECT E~l IRE PARTS FILE 
(2J SELECT SPARE PARTS ONLY 
(3) SELECT DRAWING PARTS ONLY 
ENTER OPTION> 
DATA SORTED BY (1) PART NUMBER OR (2) GENERIC ~UMBER 
ENTER NUMBER > 
DATA NOW BEING SORTED .••• PLEASE STA~D BY. 
SORT C()\1PLETED .•• REPORT NOW BE I NG GENERA TED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1> SCOUT PROJECT OFF ICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED !!!I 
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See Appendix E-3 for an example of the Entire Parts or Spare Parts Only 
Special Parts Inventory report output format. See Appendix E-1 for an ex-
arr,p I e of the Draw I ng Parts On I y report output format. 
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9.0 FIPPS PROCE~SING FILE 
The FIPPS Processing fi Ie rr,ain menu appears as follows: 
PROCESSING DOCUMENTS DATA FILE (FIPPS) 
Available Options are as fol lows: 
( 0) Exit - quit program (Return) 
(1) Input - add new record to file 
( 2) Update - revise or delete record 
(3) Search - query & retrieve records 
( 4) Archive - purge & save old records 
Enter Op1ion > 
In order to access the Input, Update, and Archive routi~es, the 
user must have the proper security clearance (placed Internally on the user 
ID). The Search routine has open access to al I users. 
9. 1 I NPUl OPl I O~ 
When the I nput opt ion IS se I ected fron the nla I n menu, and the proper 
security clearance has been passed, the Input routine operates as fol lows: 
Enter Option> 1 
WELCOME TO THE PROCESSING FILE INPUT ROUTINE 
PLEASE INPUT INFORMATION BETWEEN THE EXCLAMATION MARKS 
I DOCUMENT NUMBER! REV. I 
TEST-1 A 
TEST-1 A 
I TITLE 
FUNCTIONAL llST PRC-
I TITLE 
CEDURE FOR HALOE EMPTY 
I TITLE 
CELL LEAK 
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FUNCTIONAL 1EST PRO-
CEDURE FOR HALOE EMPTY 
CELL LEAK 
COpy ON FILE (Y OR N) > Y 
PROPR I ET ARY (Y OR N) > Y 
APPLI CABLE: 
ERBE (X OR BLANK) > X 
HALOE (X OR BLANK) > X 
REV I Ew DATE 
I GSFC NAME I MWDD/YYI 
SAUNDERS 01/03/65 
REV I EW DATE 
! LARC NAt.1E I ~lM/DD/YY 1 
JONES 01/06/85 
APPROVAL: 
LARC USE 
IMM/DD/YYl 
01/15/85 
LARC SUBSTITUTE 
1~/DD/YYl 
01/17/85 
REMARKS 
** return ** 
RH1ARKS 
** return ** 
REMARKS 
** return ** 
#1 #3 
#2 
DOCUMENT NO. 
REVISION TITLE 
TEST-1 
A 
FUNCTIONAL lEST PRO-
CEDURE FOR HALOE EMPTY 
CELL LEAK 
#4 #5 #6 #7 
COpy PRO- APPLICABLE 
ON PRIE 
FILE TARY ERBE HALOE 
Y Y X x 
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#8 
#9 
NAME 
DATE 
GSFC 
REV I EW 
SAUNDERS 
01/03/85 
#10 
# 11 
NAME 
DATE 
LARC 
JONES 
01/06/85 
#12 #13 
APPROVAL 
APPROVED COMPARABLE 
FOR USE LARC 
AT LARC SUBSllTUTE 
01/15/85 01/17/85 
RECORD CORRECT / NEED REVISE (COR OR REV) > COR 
More Input (Y or N) N 
#14 
REt·1ARKS 
It should be noted that the format of the record has been modified 
for the purpose of Illustration in this document. The Input record appears 
much wider at the terminal screen when input is performed through the pro-
gram. 
Several cata fields are internally checked during input and wil I 
accept cnly certain values. For example, if a character other than 'V' or 
'N' is entered for the 'Copy on File.' field or the 'Proprietary' field, the 
message 'I~'PROPER RESPOt-.5E H** MU5T BE 'Y' FOR YES OR 'N' FOR NO' wi II be 
displayed. In the 'ERBE' and 'HALOE' fields, only an 'X' or a blank response 
are acceptable. If another character is entered for either of these fields, 
the message 'I MPROPER RESPONSE **** MUST bE A BLANK OR AN 'X" wi I I be d I s-
played. 
After indicating that the Input record IS correct and that no more 
input Is desired, the user wil I be returned to the program main rrenu. 
9.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the Update option is selected from the main menu, the FIPPS 
Proce£sing fi Ie Update routine is invoked. In order to retrieve the record 
thc.1 is to be modiflec the user must enter the appropriate processing docu-
ment number. See the fo I low i ng examp Ie. 
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Enter Op1 Ion > 2 
WELCO~1E TO THE PROCESSING FILE REVISE RCL>TINE 
PLEA!>E INPUT INFORMATION BETWEEN THE EXCLAtJATION ~1ARKS 
WHICH PROCESSING DOCUMENT IS TO BE REVISED OR DELllED 
I I 
TEST-1 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
#1 
#2 
#3 #4 #5 #6 #7 
DOCUMENT NO. 
Copy PRO- APPLICABLE 
ON PRIE 
REVISION TITLE FILE TARY ERBE HALOE 
TEST-1 
#8 
#9 
A 
#10 
# 11 
FUNCTIONAL lEST PRO-
CEDURE FOR HALOE EMPTY 
CELL LEAK 
#12 
Y 
#13 
NAME 
DATE 
GSFC 
REVIEw 
NAME 
DATE 
LARC 
APPROVAL 
APPROVED COMPARABLE 
FOR USE LARC 
AT LARC SUBSliTU1E 
SAUNDERS 
01/03/85 
JONES 01/15/85 01/17/85 
01/06/85 
Is this the correct dccument (Y or N) > Y 
To be REVISED or DELETED (REV or DEL) > REV 
How many items are to be Revised (Max 14) > 2 
Enter item number > 5 
(5) PROPRIETARY (Y OR N) 
I I 
N 
N 
Enter Item number > 6 
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Y x x 
#14 
RH!'ARKS 
(6) APPLICABLE: ERBE (X OR BLANK) 
I I 
** return ** 
#1 
#2 
#3 #4 #5 #6 #7 
DOCUMENT NO. 
COpy PRO- APPLICABLE 
ON PRIE 
REVISION TITLE FILE TARY ERE£ HALOE 
TEST-1 
A 
#8 
#9 
REVI Ew 
NAME 
DATE 
GSFC 
SAUNDERS 
01/03/85 
#10 
# 11 
FUNCllONAL TEST PRO-
CEDURE FOR HALOE EMPTY 
CeLL LEAK 
#12 #13 
APPROVAL 
Y 
NAME APPROVED CQ\1PARABLE 
DATE FOR USE LARC 
LARC AT LARC SUBSTITUTE 
JONES 01/15/85 01/17/85 
01/G6/85 
RECORD CORRECT / NEED REVISE (COR OR REV) > COR 
N X 
#14 
REt.1ARKS 
It should be noted that the format of the record has t.et-n modified 
for the purpose of i I I ustrat IOn in th is document. When updated frolT! the 
program, the record appears much wider on the terminal screen. 
At the prompt 'RECORD CORRECT / NEED REVISE (COR OR REV) >', if the 
user enters 'REV', the fields of the record may be updated again. The 
number of fields to be modified must be entered as wei I as which fields 
are to be changed. After indicating thet the record is correct, the user 
~d II be returned to the program main menu. 
9.3 DELETE OPTION 
The Delete routine is Invoked In the FIPPS Processing file by going 
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through the Update option on the main menu. Once the proper security clear-
ance has been passed, the user must en1er the number of the document that 
Is to be deleted, and then the letters 'DEL' to Indicate that the record 
is to be deleted rather than revised. The rcutlne operates as fol lows. 
Enter Option> 2 
WELCOME TO lHE PROCESSING FILE REVISE ROUTINE 
P LEASE I NPUT I NF ORMAT ION BETWEEN THE EXCLAMAT I ON ~1ARK S 
WHICH PROCESSING DOCUMENT IS TO BE REVISED OR DELETED 
I 
TEST-2 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW I ~I PROGRESS. 
#1 
#2 
#3 #4 #5 #6 #7 
DOCUMENT NO. 
COPY PRO- APPLICABLE 
ON PRIE 
REVISIO~ TITLE FILE TARY ERBE HALOE 
TEST-2 
#8 
#9 
NAME 
DATE 
GSFC 
B 
REV I E.W 
HALOE WEDGED ~/I NDOW Y 
ALIGNMENT TEST PROCEDURE 
#10 
#11 
NAME 
DATE 
LARC 
;15 #13 
APPROVAL 
APPROVED COMPARABLE 
FOR USE LARC 
AT LARC SUB5T ITUTE 
BOSTICK PUGHES 12/01/84 12/15/84 
3/31/84 04/14/84 
Is this the correct document (Y or N) > Y 
To be F<E \' I SED or DELE TED (REV or DEL> > DEL 
N x 
#14 
REMARKS 
When the 'DEL' response has been entered, the record wll I then be 
Internally purged, and the user wll I be returned to the program main menu. 
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9.4 SEARCH OPTION 
When the Search option IS selected from the main menu, the FIPPS 
Processing file is automatically sorted by processing document number. After 
a three to five second delay, the Search menu wil I be displayed as fol lows. 
Enter Option> 3 
PLEASE STAND BY : PROCESSING DATA FILE HOUSEKEEPING NOW IN PROGRESS 
PROCESSING FILE CONTAINS 213 DOCUMENTS 
Welcome to the Processing Search Routine 
Available Options are as fol lows: 
(0) Return to Main Menu 
(1) All 
(2) Title 
(3 ) Processing Document II 
(4) Copy on File 
(5) Proprie-tary 
(6) Appliccblf-: f:.RBE 
(7) App I icab Ie: HALOE 
(8) GSFC t,ame 
(9) GSFC Review DatE' 
( 10) LaRC Name 
( 1 1) LaRC Review Date 
( 12) Approval Date: LaRC Use 
(13) Approval DatE': LaRC Subs11tute 
Enter Opiicn > 
AI I repori examples shown in this section have been rrodifled for the 
purpose of illus1ration in this document. The records appear much wider 
when viewed at tbe 1ermlnal screen and when spooled for printer output. See 
Appendix F for an example of ihe FIPPS report output format. 
Option 1, the AI I search, prints the entire FIPPS Processing fil~ data 
base at the terminal screen with an option for printer output. The user rrust 
first indicate whether to begin printing or exit the routine by entering a 
'Y' or an ' N ' • 
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Option 2 performs the Title search which Is a partial search. The 
user enters a word to search on, such as 'BOLT', and those titles containing 
the desired word ~II I be displayed at the terminal screen. A search on 
'BOLT' would re1r leve such titles as 'BOLT CHECK' and 'BOLT INVENTORIES'. 
The user may enter anclther search word to retr I eve a sing I e record or a 
sma I ler group of records from the titles displayed at the terminal screen. 
When no more searching Is desired, the user must type 'QUIT' and then the 
records that were retrieved wil I be displayed a1 the terminal screen In 
their entirety. Printer output of these records is available. The user 
wil I be returned to the Search menu after completing the search routine. 
See the following example. 
Enter Option > 2 
WHAT I S THE DES I RED I~()RD (F I N I SHED, TYPE 'QU I 1') 
TEST 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
CONTINUITY TESTING OF MULTILAYER PWB'S 
THERE ARE 1 DOCUMENTS CONTA I N I NG THE ~'ORD TESl 
WHAl I S THE DE51 RED ~/ORD (F I N I SHED, TYPE 'QU 111) 
QUIT 
*******************************~***~***************************************** 
COpy PRO- APPLICABLE 
DOCUMENT NO. ON PRIE 
REVISION TITLE FILE TARY ERBE HALOE 
~*****************************************************~********~***~~~~~***** 
FIPP 7-13-07 
BICl 
CONTINUITY TESTING OF 
MULTILAYER PWB'S 
N Y x 
*********************************~*************************~***************** 
REVIEW APPROVAL 
NAME NAME APPROVED CQ\1PARABLE 
DATE DATE FOR USE LARC 
GSFC LARC AT LARC SUBSTITUTE REMARKS 
*************************************************************~~************** 
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FOR IN-HOUSE PWB CONSTRUCTION 
Hard Copy to Printer (Y or N) > N 
Option 3 performs the Processing Document Nurrber search. The user 
must enter the docun~nt number of the desired record. When found, the record 
wil I be displayed at the terminal screen and may be spooled for output. The 
user wi I I then be returned to the Search menu. See the fol lowing example. 
Enter Option > 3 
WHAl IS THE DESIRED DOCUMENT NUMBER> YP-17F-03 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
****************************************************************************** 
Copy PRO- APPLICABLE 
DOCUMENT NO. ON PRIE 
REVISION TITLE FILE TARY ERBE HALOE 
*************~*************************************************************** 
YP-17F-03 HALOE WEDGED WINDOW Y N x 
ALIGNMENT lEST PROCEDURE 
***************************************************************************** 
NAME 
DATE 
GSFC 
REV I EW 
NAME 
DinE 
LARC 
APPROVAL 
APPROVED COMPARABLE 
FOR USE LARC 
AT LARC SUBSTITUTE RH1P.RK S 
***************************************************************************** 
THERE ARE 1 PROCESSING DOCUMENTS ~ITH A NUMBER OF YP-17F-03 
Hard Copy to Pr inter (Y or N) > N 
Option 4 performs the Copy On File search. The user may search for 
records containing a value of 'V' or a value of 'N' for the Copy On Fi Ie 
data field. Those records retrieved wll I be displayed at the terminal screen 
and may be spooled for printer output. The user wil I ihen be re-turned to 
the Search menu. See the fol lowing example. 
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Enter Option > 4 
COPY ON FILE SEARCH (Y OR N) > N 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS. 
~~~*~******~~~~****~********************~*******************************~**** 
DOCUMENT 1\10. 
REVISION TITLE 
COpy PRO- APPLICABLE 
ON PRIE 
FILE TARY ERBE HALOE 
********~******************~*************~~*****~~~*~~~****************~~~*** 
FIPP 0-00-21 
B/C2 
TOUCH-UP OF FILM & GLASS N 
PLA1ES FOR PN MULTILAYER 
BOARDS & BOARD ASSY. 
Y x 
***********************************~***************~***~***********~**~****** 
NAME 
DATE 
GSFC 
REV I EW 
NAME 
DATE 
LARC 
APPROVAL 
APPROVED COMPARABLE 
FOR USE LARC 
AT LARC SUBSTITUTE RE~1ARKS 
*************************************************~****~**************~~~~**** 
*************************************************************~*~*******~***** 
COPY PRO- APPLICABLE 
DOCU~1ENT NO. ON PRI E 
REVISION TITLE FILE TA~Y ERBE HALOE 
********~~*****~*~***********~~***~~****~~************************~~****~**** 
FIPP 7-11-02 
D/E1 
INSTALLION OF COMPRES-
SION MOUNTED lEFLON 
INSULATED TERMINALS 
N N x x 
*******~*************************************~********************~********** 
NAME 
DATE 
GSFC 
REV I EW 
NAME 
CATE 
LARC 
APPROVAL 
APPROVED COMPARABLE 
FOR USE LARC 
AT LARC SUBSllTUTE RE~1ARKS 
******~***~~*~****~*****~***********~****~**************~***~*~*~***~~***~*** 
THERE ARE 
REVIEW AT LARC: D~TE 
UNKNOWN - TRW SUBSTI 
TUTED 7-18-03J 
2 PROCESSING DOCUMENTS \\ITH A tOpy ON FILE OF N 
Hard Copy to Printer (Y or N) > N 
Option 5, the Proprietary search, operates identical to cp110r 4. The 
user may searGh on values of 'Y' or 'N'. Those records retrieved wll I be 
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displayed at the terminal screen and may be spooled for printer output. The 
user wll I then be returned to the Search nenu. 
Option 6 perfoms the App I icab Ie: ERBE search. The user enters no 
Information ~s the rcutine automatically searches for those records contain-
Ing an 'X' In the Applicable: ERBE data field. Those records found WI I I be 
displayed at the terminal screen and may be spooled for printer output. The 
user wll I then be returned to the Search nenu. S~e the fol lowing example. 
Enter Option > 6 
~,TAND BY. SEARCH NOW I N PROGRESS. 
****~************************~***************************~******************* 
COpy PRO- APPLICABLE 
DOCU,..1ENT NO. ON PRIE 
REVI~I('N r 11 LE fiLE TARY ERBE HALOE 
**********~**~~******~**~*************************~************************** 
2A014 
F 
CONNECTORS, RECTA~GULAR 
MUL1PIN, MIL-C-24308 
TYPE 
Y N X X 
*************~*~*****~***********~*~*~******~******************************** 
NAME 
DATE 
GSFC 
REVlni 
NAME 
DATE 
LARC 
APPPOVAL 
APPROVED COMPARABLE 
FOR USE LARC 
AT LARC SUBSllTUTE REMARKS 
***************************************************************************** 
***************************************************************************** 
DOCUMENT NO. 
REVISION TITLE 
COpy PRC- APPLICABLE 
ON PRI E 
FILE TAF-,Y ER8E HALOE 
***************************************************************************** 
2A016 
C 
CONTRACTS, CRIMP TYPE, 
ELECTRICAL, REMOVABLE 
FOR 2P,O 14 CONNECTORS 
Y N X X 
********~******************************************************************** 
NAME 
DATE 
GSFC 
REVlnl 
NA~IE 
DATE 
LARC 
APPPOVAL 
APPROVED C(~PARABLE 
FOR USE LARC 
AT LARC SUBSTITUTE REMARKS 
***************************************************************************** 
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THERE ARE 2 PROCESSING DOCUMEN15 AFFECTING ERBE 
Hard Copy to Printer (Y or N) > N 
Option 7, the Applicable: HALOE search operates identical to option 
6. The routine automatically searches for those records containing an 'X' 
In the Appllccble: HALOE data field. The retr leved records 
played at the terminal screen and may be spooled for printer 
user wil I then be returned to the Search nenu. 
w III be d Is-
output. The 
Option 8 performs the GSFC Name search. The user must enter the 
appropriate name for the desired records. The retrieved records ~il I be 
displayed at the 1erminal screen and may be spooled for printer output. The 
user wll I then be returned to the Search nenu. 
Option 9 performs the GSFC Review Date search. This data field is 
a date field but may also contain charac1er data, such as 'YES'. When 
searching for a date in this field, the user ~~st en1er the desired date In 
the format MM/DD/YY. Note that the slashes (/) must be included. The re-
cords retrieved in this search wi II be displayed a1 tie 1ernllnal screen and 
may be spooled for printer output. The lIser wil I then be returned to the 
Search menu. 
Option 10, the LARC Name search, operates identical to optiop 8, the 
GSFC Name search. See 1 he fo I I c'Ili ng examp Ie. 
Enter Option > 10 
WHAT 15 THE DESIRED LARC NAME> E. HOGGE 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW I~. PROGRESS. 
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DOCUMENT NO. 
REVISICt- TITLE 
copy PRO- APPLICABLE 
Of'.. PRIE 
FILE TARY ER8E HALOE 
*************************************************~*********************~~**** 
M600369 
B 
BONDING KAPTON HEATERS 
CALL PROJECTS) 
Y N x x 
*****~**~******************************************************************** 
NAME 
DATE 
GSFC 
REVIEW 
NAt-IE 
DATE 
LARC 
APPROVAL 
APPROVED CCfw:PAHABLE 
FOR USE LARC 
AT LARC SUBSTITUTE 
***************************************************************************** 
E. HOGGE 
08/18/82 
YES APPROVED BY SHERRILL 
***************************************************************************** 
COPY PRO- APPLICABLE 
DOCUMENT NO. ON PRI E 
REVISICN Til LE FILE 1 Af~Y ERBE. HALOE 
***************************************************************~~~~~~~~~¥~~** 
PR 2- 8 
F 
SOLVENT CLEANING Y N x x 
************~************************************~*****~********************* 
NAME 
DATE 
GSFC 
REV I E~I 
NAME 
DATE 
LARC 
APPROVAL 
APPROVED COMPARABLE 
FOR USE LARC 
AT LARC SUBSTITUTE REMARKS 
******************~~~«******************************************************* 
E. HOGGE 
11/18/81 08/18/82 
YES APPROVED BY SHERRILL 
THERE ARE 2 PROCESSING DOCUMENTS ~ITH LARC NAME OF E. HOGGE 
Hard Copy to Printer CY or N) > N 
Option 11, the LARC Revle~ Date 5earch, operates Identical to the 
GSFC Rev I ew Date ~.earch I n opt Ion 9. Here aga in, character data may be 
entered for this data field, but when searching for a date the user must use 
the format MM/DD/YY. See the fol lowing example. 
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Enter Opilon > 11 
EN1ER THE LARC REV I EW DATE tv'11/DD/YY > 08/22/82 
STAND BY. SEARCH NO~I I N PROGRESS. 
***************************************************************************** 
COpy PRO- APPLICABLE 
DOCUMENT f'JO. ON PRI E 
REVISICN TITLE FILE TARY ERBE HALOE 
************************************************************************~**** 
~i600369 
B 
BONDING KAPTON HEATERS 
(ALL PROJECTS) 
Y N x x 
***************************************************************************** 
NAME 
DATE 
GSFC 
REVIDI 
NAME 
DAlE 
LARC 
APPROVAL 
APPROVED COMPARABLE 
FOR USE LARC 
AT LARC SUBSTITUTE REMARKS 
***************************************************************************** 
E. HOGGE 
08/22/82 
YES APPROVED BY SHERRILL 
THERE ARE 1 DOCUMENTS WITH A DATE OF 08/22/82 
Hard Copy to Printer (Y or N) > N 
Options 12 and 13, the Approval Date: LARC Use and the Approval Date: 
LARC Subsiltute searches operate Identical to options 9 ana 11. These fields 
are date fields but may also contain character data, such as 'YES'. When 
searching for a date, however, the user must enter the desired date In ihe 
form MM/DD/YY. Note that the slashes (/) must be included. The records 
reirieved ~i I I be displayed at the terminal screen and may be spooled for 
printer output. The user wll I then be returned to the Search menu. 
9.5 ARCHIVE OPTION 
When the Archive option has been selected froP"' the main menu, and 
the proper security clearance has been passed, the FIPPS Proces~ing fi Ie 
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Archive rcutlne Is Invoked. The user must first enter how many docun~nts are 
to be archived, and then enter 1he processing document number for each 
desired record. If the user responds that four (4) docunents are to be 
archived and then makes an error In entering one of the processing decunent 
numbers, only three of the desired documents wil I be archived. Tbe incorrect 
number entered wil I produce the nBssage 'PROCESSING RECORD NOT FOUND IN DATA 
FILE', and the user wll I need to reenter the archive rcutlne to archive the 
one documen1. Therefore, the user should enter the document number accu-
rately. See the following exarr'ple. 
Enter Option > 4 
WE LCOt-1E TO THE PROCE S S I I\G FILE ARCH I VE ROL TINE 
HOW MANY DOCUMENTS DO YOU WISH TO ARCHIVE> 
WHICH PROCESSING RECORD IS TO BE ARCHIVED> YP-17F-03 
STAND BY. SEARCH NOW IN PRO(.J<ESS. 
#1 
#2 
#3 #4 #5 #6 #7 
DOCUMENT t'JO. 
copy PRv- APPLICABLE 
ON PRIE 
REVISION TITLE FILE TARY ERBE HALOE 
YP-17F -03 HAlOE WEDGED WINDOW Y N x 
ALIGNMENT TESl PROCEDURE 
#8 #10 #12 #13 #14 
#9 # 11 
REVln' APPROVAL 
NAME NAME APPROVED CQ'JlPARABLE 
DATE DATE FOR USE LARC 
GSFC LARC fIT LARC SUB~ll TUTE REMARKS 
IS THI~ THE CORRECT DOCUMENT CY OR N) > Y 
PROCESSING HAS BEEN ARCHIVED. 
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0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, 1) 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 3 
0) START OVER 
1) LQP C - SINGLE 
2) LQP D - SINGLE 
3) LQP E - SINGLE 
4) LQP F - SINGLE 
5) ETI SYSTE~1 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 5 
SHEET 
SHEET 
~~:~ E 1 
SHEET 
PRINTER / H 
EN1ER NUMBER OF COPIES (MAX 5) > 1 
OUTPUT SPOOLED TO PRINTER 
A listin~ of the documents that have been archived is available for 
printer output after archiving has been corrpleted. The user wil I 1hen be 
returned to the program main menu. 
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10.0 ACEE COI\fERENCE REGI5lFATION FILE 
The ACEE Conference Regis1ration file contains conference regis-
tratlon Information, attendee information, and registration fees and totals. 
Data Is stored in this area In the fol lowing data fields. 
ENTRY DATE LAST NAME FIRST NAME, M. I • 
TITLE COMPANY STRED 
CITY STATE ZIP COOE 
AREA COOE PHONE NUMBE R EXTEt\S I 01\1 
P.1TEND FORMS RECE.IVED: FEDD FORMS RECEIVED: ALIEN 
PREPAID FEE BLAKE ISLAND BOEING TOUR 
7000 TOUR SOCIAL TUE SO,L\Y LUNCH 
\\'EDNE SDA Y LUNCH TOTAL RECEIVED 
The ACEE Conference Registration fl Ie program rrain n~nu appears as 
follows: 
CONFERENCE. REGIS1RATIO~ PROGRAM MAIN MENU FOR ACEE PROJECT 
AVA I LABLE OPll ONS ARE AS FOL LOW~ 
===~:===~~~~~~===~============== 
1. Input ~lenu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete Menu 
4. Report ~1enu 
5. Search Menu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Each of these options Is discussed In detai I in 1he fed lowing sec-
tlons. 
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1 (I. 1 I NPUT OPT I ON 
When the Inpu1 op1 ion is selected fronl the main menu, the ACEE Con-
ference Registration fl Ie Input n~nu is displayed as feo! lows: 
CONFERENCE FILE INPUT MENU FOR THE ACEE PROJECT 
AVAILABLE OPTIO~S ARE AS FOLLOWS 
o. Return to fviaster Menu 
1. Input to Conference Registration FI Ie 
2. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY EN1ERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
10.1.1 INPUT 10 CONFERENCE FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to input records Into the conference file 
data base. An input screen Is automatically generated for a new record to 
be input unti I the user enters a carriage return at a blank Input screen. 
The Input screen appears as fol lows: 
ACEE CONFERENCE REGISTRATION INPUT / UPDATE SCREEN 
ENTRY DATE LAS1 NA~1E FIRST NAME, M.I. 
> •••••••••• < > ••••••••••••••• < > ••••••••••••••• < 
TITLE C()t1PANY 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
STREET CITY STATE 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < > •••••••••••••••••••• < > •• < 
ZIP COOE AREA CODE PHONE NUMBER EXTENS I 0"" ATIEND 
> ••••• < > ••• < > •••••••• < > •••••••• < >.< 
FORMS RECVD PREPAID EXTP,A TICKETS TOTAL 
FEDD ALIEN FEE BLAKE BOE ING 7000 SOCIAL LUNCHES RECEIVED 
ISLAND TOUR TOUR TUES WED 
>.< >.< > ••••••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••••••••• < 
After Input has been completed, the fol lowing n~ssages wll I appear 
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on the terminal screen: 
'PLEASE NOTE :::: NE~' ITEMS I N DATA BASE IIII 
DATA FILE MUST BE ~ORTED IN ORDER TO SEARCH & RETRIEVE RECORDS.' 
The user wil I then be returned to the program main n~nu. 
10.1.2 ~ORTING AND HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 2 performs the sorting and housekeeping for the conference 
file data base. The file is sorted by Last Name, and First Name. Records 
that have been ~arked for deletion by the dele1e routine may be internally 
purged by running the housekeeping option. An opticn is provided for per-
forming both the 50rt and housekeeping operailcns. No input is required from 
the user. Several messages wil I be displayed il'1dicating which tasks have 
been completed. The following examples illustrates all three options In this 
rcutlne. 
E~awple 1 - Option 1 - Sort File 
SELECl OPTION BY EN1ERING NUMBER (PETUPN TO QUIT) > 2 
lHI5 PROGRAM PERFORMS FILE HOUSEKEEPING: 
~ORTING, CLEAN UP, AND PURGING OF DEL~TED RECORDS 
THIS IS A SLOW ROUTINE !I! 
(0) EX IT 
(1) SORT FILE 
(2) HOUSEKEEPING (PURGE) FILE 
(3) PERFORM BOTH ~ORT & PURGE ON FILE 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
PLEASE STAND BY SORTING OF FILE IS NOW IN PROGRES~ 
50RT IS FINALLY DONE IIIII!I 
ALL DONE ! II 
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Example 2 - Option 2 - Housekeeping (Purge) File 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
CLEAN UP OF DElllED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS •.. 
ALL DONE II! 
Example 3 - Option 3 - Both Sort and Purge 
ENTER OPTION> 3 
PLEASE STAND By •••• SORTING OF FILE IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
::'(;F~T I S F I NALL Y DONE I I ! I 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED REOCRDS NOW I N PROGRESS ..• 
ALL DONE III 
After the desired option has been performed, the user wil I be returned 
to the program main menu. 
10.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the Update option is selected fron' ihe nlain menu, the ACEE Con-
ference Regisiration fi Ie Update nEnu appears as fol lows: 
CONFERENCE REGISTRATION UPDATE MENU FOR THE ACEE PROJECT 
AVAILABLE:. OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLO~'S 
O. Return to Master ~~nu 
1. Update Confer~nce File 
2. Sorting & I-Icu!:ckeeplng Routine 
SELECT (JPl 10'" BY ENTER I NG NUMBER (RETURN TO QU In> 
10.2.1 UPDATE CONFERENCE FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to update records within the conference 
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file data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter 
the appropriate Last Name. If the desired record Is found it wll I be dls-
played In an update screen Identical to the Input screen Illustrated In 
section 10.1.1 of this document. When lTIultlple recorcs are found having 
the same Last Name, only the first record found wil I be displayed in the 
input / update screen. To retrieve the subsequent records, type an ,=, 
at the prompt 'Last-Name ?>'. If no records are reirieved, 'ITE~l NOT FOUND' 
wll I be displayed a1 t~e ierminal screen and the user must either enter 
another Last Name, or enter a carriage r~turn in order to return to the 
Update menu. The fol lowing example illustrates this exit path. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
LAST-NAME?> HARRIS 
ITEM NOl FOUND 
LAST-NAME?> ** re1urn ~~ 
10.2.2 SORTING AND HOUSKEEPING RCUTINE 
Option 2 performs the same sorting and housekeepin9 routine dis-
cussed In detai I in sed ion 10.1.2 of this docuo.ent. 
10.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the Delete option Is sel~cted from the main menu, the ACEE 
Cc,nference Registration file DelElte menu appears as follows: 
CONFERENCE REGISTRATION DELETE MENU FOR THE ACEE PROJECT 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
==~=====================~=~===~~ 
o. Return to Master ~~nu 
1. Delete record In Conference File 
2. Sorting & Hc~sekeeping Rcutlne 
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SELEC1 OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
10.3.1 DELETE RECORD FROM CONFERENCE FILE 
Opi Ion 1 a I lows the user to de I ete recorcs f rom the con ference f I Ie 
data base. In order to retrieve the desired record. the user must enter the 
appropriate Last Name. If multiple records exist in the data base with the 
des i red Last Name. the user must then enter the appropr I ate First Name. If 
multiple records exist having identical first and last narr~s. selected fields 
from each record along with their assigned record nurrbers wil I be displayed 
and the user must then enter the record number of the record that Is to be 
deleted. After entering the record number. or if the First Name entered was 
a unique one. 81 I of the fields of the selected record wi I I then be displayed 
and the user must indicate whether the record is the correct ~ne for de-
letion. If the record is to be deleted. a message reminding the user that 
the Sort and Houskeeping routine rrust be run to Internel Iy purge the record 
wil I be displayed at the terminal screen. The user may then select another 
record for deletion. or type 'QUIT' to return to the program main menu. If 
the selected record Is not to be deleted, the user may select another record 
or type 'QUIT' to return to ihe main menu. No oiher messages wi II be dls-
played. Refer to the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPT I ON BY ENl ER I NG "'UMBER (RETURN TO QU IT» 1 
lHIS PROGRA~1 WilL DELETE SHEC1ED RECORD FR()1 DATil BASE 
TYPE QU IT 10 RETURN TO f\'lA I N MENU 
ENTER LAST NAME> HARRIS 
ENTER FIRST NAME M.I. > BRADLEY K. 
SEARCH IN PROGRESS 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• 
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2 RECORDS ~iERE FOUND :: LAST NA~.E = HARRI S 
AND FIRST NAME = BRADLEY K. 
$RECNO 
286 
287 
C<»1PANY 
PR I t·1E Cor.1PUTER, INC. 
PR I t;1E COMPUTER, INC. 
ENTER RECORD NUMBER 10 BE DELETED> 287 
THE FOLLOw I NG r'AS BEEN FOUND: 
CITY 
BOSTON 
WI LL I AMSBURG 
LAST NAME >HARRIS FIRST NAME >BRADLEY K. 
TITLE >FIELD ENGINEER C~PANY >PR I ~1E COMPUTER, INC. 
STREET >1611 INDEPENDENCE BOULEVARD CITY >WI LL I A~1SBURG 
STATE 
MA 
VA 
STATE >VA ZIP COOE >23515 AREA COOE >804 PHONE NO. >918-4443 EXT. >4444 
FEDD >N ALIEN >Y PREPAID FEE> 75.00 
BLAKE ISLAND > 0 BOEING TOUR> 7000 TOUR > 0 
SOCIAL> 0 LUNCHES: TUES > WED > 
TOTAL RECEIVfD > 75.00 
DEL~TE THIS RECORD (Y OR N) > Y 
PLEAS~ NOTE ::: RECORD DELETED •.. MUST RUN HOUSEKEEP I NG TO PURGE RECORD 
TH I S PRC(J\P~I ~II LL DELETE ~EL~CI E:.D RECORD FR().i1 D/ITA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER LAST NAHE > ~UIT 
10.3.2 SORTING AND HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 2 performs the same sorting and housekeepin£ routine dis-
cussed in detail in section 10.1.2 of this d~current. 
10.4 REPORT OPTION 
When the Report opt Ion is se I ected frorr- the ma i n menu, the ACEE Con-
ference Registr81 ien fi Ie Report menu appears as fed lows: 
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION REPORT MENU FOR THE ACEE PROJECT 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE A~ FOLLOWS 
O. Return to the Master ~~nu 
1. Registration List Report 
2. Mailing or Conference List 
3. Financial Report with Totals 
4. Conference Sign-In Sheet 
5. Attendee Report - Short Format 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
AI I options generate specially formatted reports of the conference 
file data base. The reports or~ for printer output only and wil I not be 
displayed at He 1errrinel screen. After generating each report, the user 
wi I I be returned to the Report n~nu. 
Option 1 ~enerates the Registration List report. The records may be 
sorted by various fields, which are I isted within the report routine. If 
the user chooses to have the report sorted by nanE, subsequent options for 
excluding certain groups of records in the report wit I be provided. When 
the report is sorted by a field other then name these options are not 
Included. Be 10"" are two exan:ples illustrating the user options entered in 
generating this report. The first example illustrates bUilding the report 
sorted by name. The second example illustrates bui Idin~ the report sorted by 
state. See Appendix G-1 for an example of the Registration List report out-
put format. 
Example 1 - Report Sorted by Narr.e 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A REPORT FOR THE ACEE CONFERENCE RE&ISTRATION 
WITH 1.IE FOLLOWIN& OPTIONS AVAILABLE: 
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(0) EX I T 
(1) SORT BY NAME 
(2) SORT BY CU,:PANY 
(3) SORT BY ~TATE 
(4) SORT BY PREF-"dD FEE 
(5) SORT BY ENTRY DATE 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
ENTER OPTION FOR LISTING: (0) E~l IRE DATA BASE 
(1) BOEING COMPANY / SEATTLE ONLY 
(2) RECORDS OTHER THAN BOEING / S~ATTLE 
ENT~R OPTION> 2 
ENTER OPTION FOR ATTENDEES: (0) ENTIRE DATA BASE 
(1) ATTENDEES ONLY 
(2) NON-ATTENDEE~ ONLY 
ENT~R OPTION> 1 
239 RECORDS FOUND AND SORTED. OUTPUT BEING FORMATlED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT I!! 
1) SCOUT PROJECT (~FICE / LARC. NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS. TX 
3) PROJfCTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPl ION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED !!!I 
FILE BEING RE-~ORTED IN ORIGINAL FORM. 
ALL FINISHED !II GOING BACK TO REPORT MENU 
Example 2 - Repori S<.>r1ed by S1ate 
SELECT OPT I ON BY ENTER I NG NUMBER (RETURN TO QU IT) > 1 
HI I S PROGRAM PRey I D~S A RE.POHl f O~: THE ACEE CONFERENCE REG I ~ 1 Fill ION FILE 
\'tITH THE F-OlLml!t;c OPTIOI\S AVAILABLE: 
(0) EX IT 
(1) SORT BY NAME 
(2) SORT BY C():iPANY 
(3) SORT BY STATE 
(4) SORT BY PREPAID FEE 
(5) SORT BY ENTRY DATE 
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EN1ER OPTION> 3 
814 RECORD~ FOUND AND SORTED. OUTPUT BE I NG FORtl,ATTED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORAl ION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPllON NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED !!!I 
FILE BEING RE-~ORTED IN ORIGINAL FORM. 
ALL FIN I SHED ! J! (,(' I NG BACK TO REPORT ~IENU 
Option 2 generaies the Mel ling or Conference listing of the ccnference 
file data base. Two formats are available: the Mailing format and the 
Conference format. The Mei ling format displays 1he business address of each 
record with spacing so thai 1he report may be used to generate mall ing 
labels. The Conference format includes 1he title and business phone nunber 
in cddl1ion 10 the business address. See Appendix G-2 for an example of the 
Mai ling or Conference list report cutput format. Refer 10 the fol lowing 
example. 
SELECT OPllON f:Y ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
TH I S PROGRA~1 PROV I DES A L I 5T I ~JG 1 (J PE SPOOLED f CR PR INTER 
OUTPUT (f ALL ACEE CONFERENCE ATTENDEES AND HAS 
TWO FORMAlS AVAILABLE (TYPE ZERO (0) TO QUIT): 
(1) MAl LING FOR~1AT - I NCLUDES NA~E, COMPANY, AND COMPANY ADDRESS 
(2) CONFERENCE FOR~IAT - INCLUDES lHE 11EMS FROM MAILING FORMAT, 
PLUS TITLE, BUSINESS AREA CODE, AND PHONE NO. 
EN1ER OPTION> 2 
PLEASE STAND BY OUTPUT BE I NG FORMA TIED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
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0) NO OUTPUT I I I 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPT I ON I\.U~1BER > 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED II11 
Cption 3 generates the Financial report of the conference fl Ie data 
base with two forma1s available: a standard report with grand totals on the 
fields that contain dollar values, or a report sor1ed by con~any with sub-
totals provided for each company as wei I as grand totals. See Appendix G-3 
for an exarr,p I e of the F i nanc i a I Report wit h Tota I s report outp ut format. 
Refer to the fol lowing exa~ple. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NU~1BER (RETURN TO QlJIT) > 3 
1HIS PROGRAt-1 GENERATES A REPOR1 OF lHE ACEE CONFERENCE 
REGISTRATION DATA BASE ~:ITH F INAI\.CIAL TOTALS. IT IS TO 
BE SPOOLED FOR PF~ I NTER OUTPUT. AND HAS TWO FORMATS: 
(0) EXIT / QUIT 
(1) F I NANC I AL REPORT ~II TH GRAND TOTALS ONLY 
(L) FINANCIAL REPORl ~OR1ED BY C:~PANY. WITH 
~UBTOTALS FOR EACH COMPANY P,r-.;D GRANDTOTALS 
ENTER OPl ION> 2 
PLEASE STAND BY OUTPUT BEING FOru1AT1~D. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) 
1) 
2) 
3) 
NC OUTPUl !! I 
SCOUT PROJECT OF F ICE 
VOUGHT CORPORATION 
PROJECTS DIRECTORATE 
ENTER OPTION NUMbER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED I!!! 
/ LARC, NASA 
/ DALLAS, TX 
/ LARC, NASA 
Option 4 generates a report of the conference file data base which is 
used for a sign-In sheet. The report IS best suited for printing on a letter 
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quality printer which uses 8.5 x 11 paper. See Appendix G-4 for an example 
of the Conference Sign-In Sheet report output format. Refer to the follow-
ing example. 
~ELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THI S PROGRAr., PROV IDES A SPEC I ALLY FOR~:ATTED SIGN IN 
SHEET FOR THE ACEE PROJECT CONFERENCE AND IS TO BE 
SPOOLED TO A LE1TER QUALITY PRINTER (LQP). PRIN1ER B 
IS lHE SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE LQP BEST SUITED FOR THIS REPORT. 
THE FOlLmllNG OPllONS ARE AVAILABLE: (0) 
(1) 
ENTER OPTION> 3 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUl III 
(2) 
(3 ) 
1) SCOUT PROJECl Off ICE. / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
EN1~R OPTION NUMBER> 0 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED 1111 
QUIT 
ONLY BOEING / SEATTLE 
RECORDS OTHER THAN BOEING / ~~flllLE 
PREPAID ATT~NDEES ONLY 
Option 5 generates a brief report of the conference file data base 
II,hich displays Nen.e and Company only for e-ach rE'cord. Several q.1 j('n5 are 
provided for excluding certain groups of records. See Appendix G-5 for an 
exa~ple of the Attendee brief report output format. Refer to the fol lowing 
example. 
SELECT C*'110N BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDE~ A REPORl UF THE A('EE CONFERENCE A1TENDEES 
Af'V D I SPLAYS M~IE AND COMPANY ONLY. 
P L E A!>E HIl E R THE APPROPR lATE NUMBER: 
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(0) QUIT 
(1) ENTIRE DATA BASE 
(2) BOEING C()!FAI'IV I ~H\i1lE. ONLY 
(3) RECORDS OlHlR THAN BGE I NG / ~E:/.rTLE 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
PLEASE STAND By •.•• tJ',AKING RECORD SELECTIONS. 
PLEASE ~AKE IllENDEE SELECTION: 
(0) ENTIRE DATA BASE 
(1) ATTENDEES ONLY 
(2) NON-ATTENDEES ONLY 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
PLEASE STA~D By ••••• 142 RECORDS FOUND. 
OUTPUT NOW BE I NG F O~'ATTED • 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT 111 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFF ICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORAl ION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIf!ECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> C 
NO OUTPUT SPOOLED !!! 1 
10.5 SEARCH OPl IO~ 
When the Search option is selected fron th& Rlaln rrenu, the ACEE 
Conference RegistraticfI fi Ie, SElorc.h r.enu app&ors as follows: 
CONFERENCE REGISTRATION SEARCH MENU FOR THE ACEE PROJECT 
AVAILABLE CPTION5 ARE AS FOLLOWS 
O. Return to the Master t<lenu 
1. Title Search 
2. Company Search 
3. Last Name Search 
4. State Search 
5. Prepaid Fee Search 
6. Entry Date Search 
7. Lunches Search 
8. Fcrrr's Rece I ved Search 
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SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
All searches retrieve records that meet certain criteria and display 
them at the terminal screen with the option to spool the report for printer 
output. When the search has been completed the user wll I be returned to the 
Search menu, The reports that appear In this section have been modified for 
the purpose of II lu~tratlon In this document. When run from the search rou-
tines the reports appear much wider at the terminal screen and when spooled 
to the printer. See Appendix G-6 for an example of the ACEE Conference fl Ie 
standard search report output format. 
Option 1 performs the Title search which is a partial ~earch. Enter-
ing the string 'SYS' would retrieve records containing titles such as 
'SYSTEM ANALYST' and 'SOFTWARE SYSTEMS ENGINEER'. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE TITLE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ENTER TITLE TO BE SEARCHED ON > PROG 
PLEASE STAND By •••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
TITLE SEARCH FOR PROG FOUND 9 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED .••• PLEASE STAND BY. 
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1/15/85 
REGISTRATION ATTENDEE LIST 
========================== 
ENTRY DATE NAME 
COMPANY 
7/31/1984 ANDERSON I ROBERT L. 
HERCULES INCORPORATED 
EXTRA TICKETS 
PREPAID -----------------------------------------
REG. BLAKE BOEING 7000 LUNCHEONS 
FEE ISLAND TOUR TOUR SOCIAL TUES WED 
70.00 o o o o o o 
MORE? NO 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
FORMS 
RECEIVED 
FEDD ALIEN 
Y N 
PAGE 
TOTAL 
RECEIVED 
70.00 
Option 2 performs the Company search which IS also a partial search 
and operates simi lar to the Title search. Two options are avai lable for 
the report: a standard report or a report sorted by company with financial 
subtotals and grand totals. The financial report is illustrated In the 
fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE COMPANY QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ENTER COMPANY TO BE SEARCHED ON > LOCK 
PLEASE STAND BY ... SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
COMPANY SEARCH FOR LOCK FOUND 31 RECORDS 
ENTER OPTION FOR TERMINAL OUTPUT FORMAT: 
(1) STANDARD REPORT 
(2) FINANCIAL REPORT WITH TOTALS 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
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** PLEASE STAND BY ••• OUTPUT BEING FORMATTED. ** 
1/15/85 
REGISTRATION ATTENDEE LIST 
========================== 
ENTRY DATE NAME 
COMPANY 
8/2/1984 BARRE 
LOCKHEED 
EXTRA TICKETS 
, K.M. 
PREPAID -----------------------------------------REG. BLAKE BOEING 7000 LUNCHEONS 
FEE ISLAND TOUR TOUR SOCIAL TUES WED 
o 
ENTRY DATE NAME 
COMPANY 
8/2/1984 EDWARDS 
LOCKHEED 
o 
EXTRA TICKETS 
o o o o 
, J.J. 
PREPAID -----------------------------------------REG. BLAKE BOEING 7000 LUNCHEONS 
FEE ISLAND TOUR TOUR SOCIAL TUES WED 
o o o o o o 
0.00 o o o o o o 
MORE? NO 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
SORTING DATA BASE BACK TO ORIGINAL FORM. 
ALL DONE III GOING BACK TO SEARCH MENU. 
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FORMS 
RECEIVED 
FEDD ALIEN 
Y N 
TOTAL 
RECEIVED 
FOFf.1S 
RECEIVED 
FEDD AL I EN 
y N 
TOTAL 
RECEIVED 
0.00 
PAGE 
Option 3 performs the Last Name search which is also a partial search 
and operates simi lar to the Title search. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE LAST NAME QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ENTER LAST NAME TO BE SEARCHED ON > SMI 
PLEASE STAND By .... SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
LAST NAME SEARCH FOR SMI FOUND 9 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED 
1/15/85 
PLEASE STAND BY. 
ENTRY DATE NAME 
COMPANY 
REGISTRATION ATTENDEE LIST 
========================== 
6/19/1984 SMITH , NORBERT F. 
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPERATION 
EXTRA TICKETS 
PREPAID -----------------------------------------
REG. BLAKE BOEING 7000 LUNCHEONS 
FEE I SLAND TOUR TOUR SOC I AL TUES ~/ED 
70.00 22 o o o o 
MORE? NO 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
FORMS 
RECEIVED 
FEDD AL I EN 
Y N 
TOTAL 
RECEIVED 
92.00 
PAGE 
Option 4 performs the State search which is also a partial search 
and operates simi larly to the Title search. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE STATE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ENTER STATE TO BE SEARCHED ON > MD 
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PLEASE STAND BY ••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
STATE SEARCH FOR MD FOUND 6 RECORDS 
TE~lINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED 
1/15/85 
PLEASE STAND BY. 
ENTRY DATE NAME 
COMPANY 
8/ 2/1984 BIRDWELL 
REGISTRATION ATTENDEE LIST 
--------------------------
--------------------------
, T. M. JR. 
EXTRA TICKETS 
FORMS 
RECEIVED 
FEDD ALIEN 
Y N 
PAGE 
PREPAID -----------------------------------------
REG. BLAKE BOEING 7000 LUNCHEONS 
TOTAL 
RECEIVED 
FEE ISLAND TOUR TOUR SOCIAL TUES WED 
o o o o o o 
MORE ? NO 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
Option 5 performs the Prepaid Fee search. The user may search for 
those who have prepaid or for those who have not. Specific dollar values 
are not used for record retrieval. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE PREPAID FEE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
TYPE ZERO (0) TO EXIT 
TYPE ONE (1) FOR LISTING OF THOSE WHO HAVE NOT PREPAID 
TYPE TWO (2) FOR LISTING OF THOSE WHO HAVE PREPAID 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
SEARCH FOR PREPIAD FEE GREATER THAN ZERO FOUND 97 RECORDS. 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •••• PLEASE STAND BY. 
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1/15/85 
REGISTRATION ATTENDEE LIST 
======================~=== 
ENTRY DATE NAME 
COMPANY 
8/ 1/1984 AGEE , LOU 
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
EXTRA TICKETS 
PREPAID -----------------------------------------
REG. BLAKE BOEING 7000 LUNCHEONS 
FEE ISLAND TOUR TOUR SOCIAL TUES WED 
15.00 22 o o o o o 
MORE? NO 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
FORMS 
RECEIVED 
FEDD ALIEN 
Y N 
TOTAL 
RECEIVED 
37.00 
PAGE 
Option 6 performs the Entry Date search. The user may search for 
records within a range of dates or on a specific date. A low range value 
Is iirst entered, and then a high range value is input. For searching a 
specific date the user must make the high range value the same as the date 
entered for the low range value. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 6 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE ENTRY DATE SEARCH FOR THE ACEE 
PROJECT CONFERENCE REGISTRATION DATA BASE 
ENTER RANGE Of DATES FOR SEARCH - FIRST DATE ENTERED IS LOW VALUE IN RANGE 
ENTER FIRST ENTRY DATE> &/1/84 
ENTER LAST ENTRY DATE> 8/12/84 
SEARCH FOR ENTRY DATES BETWEEN 8/ 1/84 & 8/12/84 FOUND 26 RECORDS 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED ••. PLEASE STAND BY. 
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1/15/85 
ENTRY DATE NAME 
COMPANY 
REGISTRATION ATTENDEE liST 
--------------------------
--------------------------
8/ 1/1984 AGEE , lOU 
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
EXTRA TICKETS 
PREPAID -----------------------------------------
REG. BLAKE BOEING 7000 LUNCHEONS 
FEE ISLAND TOUR TOUR SOCIAL TUES WED 
15.00 22 o o o o o 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
FORMS 
RECEIVED 
FEDD ALIEN 
Y N 
TOTAL 
RECEIVED 
37.00 
PAGE 
Option 7 performs the lunches search. The user nlay search on the 
Tuesday lunch or on the Wednesday lunch. Records containing zero values 
for those fields wll I not be retrieved. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTiON BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 7 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE lUNCH QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
TYPE ZERO (0) TO EXIT 
TYPE ONE (1) FOR SEARCH ON LUNCH FOR TUESDAY 
TYPE TWO (2) FOR SEARCH ON LUNCH FOR WEDNESDAY 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
SEARCH FOR \~DNESDAY LUNCH FOUND 1 RECORDS. 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• TERMiNAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED. 
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1/15/85 
REGISTRATION ATTENDEE LIST 
========================== 
ENTRY DATE NAME 
COMPANY 
e/ 1/1984 AGEE , LOU 
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
EXTRA TICKETS 
PREPAID -----------------------------------------REG. BLAKE BOEING 7000 LUNCHEONS 
FEE ISLAND TOUR TOUR SOCIAL TUES WED 
15.00 22 o o o o 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
FORMS 
RECEIVED 
FEDD AL lEN 
Y N 
TOTAL 
RECEIVED 
37.00 
PAGE 
Option 8 performs the Forms Received search. The user may search 
on the Fedd form or on the AI len form. A further option is provided for 
the user to search either on those who have submitted the desired form or 
on those who have not submitted the desired form. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 8 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE FORMS RECEIVED QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
TYPE ZERO (0) TO EXIT 
TYPE ONE (1) FOR SEARCH ON FEDD FORM 
TYPE TWO (2) FOR SEARCH ON ALIEN FORM 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
PLEASE ENTER A Y FOR A SEARCH ON THOSE WHO HAVE SUBMITTED THE DESIRED FORM 
OR AN N FOR A SEARCH ON THOSE WHO HAVE NOT SUBM ITTED THE DE S I RED F OR~1. 
ENTER OPTION> N 
SEARCH FOR FEDD FORM HA V I NG VALUE OF N FOUND 50 RECORDS. 
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TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •••• PLEASE STAND BY. 
1/15/85 
ENTRY DATE NAME 
COMPANY 
REGISTRATION ATTENDEE LIST 
========================== 
7/12/1984 ANDREWS , STANLEY T. 
BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE COMPANY 
EXTRA TICKETS 
PREPAID -----------------------------------------REG. BLAKE BOE I NG 7000 LUNCHEONS 
FEE ISLAND TOUR TOUR SOCIAL TUES WED 
o o o o o o 
MORE? NO 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER <Y OR N) > N 
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FORMS 
RECEIVED 
FEDD ALIEN 
N Y 
TOTAL 
RECEIVED 
PAGE 1 
11 .0 LSAST COt-.fERENCE REG I STRAT I ON FILE 
The LSAST Conference Registration fl Ie contains conference regis-
tratlon Information, attendee Information, and registration fees and totals. 
Capability Is provided to generate mal ling labels and badg~ identification 
labels. Data Is stored In the fol lowing data fields. 
IWUT DATE LAST NAME FIRST NAME, M. I . 
ENTRY DATE TITLE CO\1PANY 
NUMBER AND STREET CITY STATE 
BUILDING OR MISCELLANEOUS ZIP COOE AREA CODE 
PHONE NUMBER EXTENSION CITIZENSHIP 
SPEAKER REGISTRATION FEE SOCIAL 
DINNER DINNER FEE TOTAL RECEIVED 
ATTEND 
The LSAST Conference Registration file program main menu appears as 
fOllows: 
PROGRAM MAIN MENU FOR THE LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1 • I nput Menu 
2. Update Menu 
3. Delete Menu 
4. Report Menu 
5. Search Menu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Each of these options Is discussed In detail in the following sec-
tlons. 
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11. 1 I NPUT OPT ION 
When the Input option Is selected from the main menu, the LSAST 
Conference Registration file Input menu Is displayed as fol lows: 
INPUT MENU FOR THE LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
========================:~~L==== 
O. Return to Master Menu 
1. Input to Conference Registration FI Ie 
2. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
11.1.1 INPUT TO CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to input record~ into the conference fi Ie 
data base area. An Input screen is automatically generated for a new record 
to be Input until the user enters a carriage return at a blank input screen. 
The input screen appears as fol lows: 
LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE INPUT / UPDATE SCREEN 
===================================;=~===== 
It-PUT DATE LAST NAME FIRST NAME, M.I. ENTRY DATE 
> •••••••••• < > •••••••••••••••••••• < > •••••••••••••••••••• < > •••••••••• < 
TITLE CC»1PANY 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < ) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
NUMBER AND STREET CITY 
> ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < > ••••••••••••• 
BUILDING OR MISCELLANEOUS ZIP CODE 
> ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < > •••••••••••••.. < 
AREA CODE PHONE NUMBER EXTENSION CITIZENSHIP 
> ••• < > •••••••• < > •••••••• < > ••••••••••••••• < 
STATE 
< > •••••••• < 
SPEAKER 
>.< 
REGISTRATION FEE SOCIAL DINNER DINNER FEE TOTAL RECEIVED ATTEND 
> ••••••• < > ••• < > •• < > ••••••• < > ••••••••• < >.< 
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After Input has been completed, the fol lowing messages wi I I appear on 
the terminal screen: 
'PLEASE NOTE :::: NEW ITEMS IN DATA BASE 1111 
DATA FILE MUST BE SORTED IN ORDER TO SEARCH & RETRIEVE RECORDS.' 
The user will then be returned to the Input menu. 
11.1.2 SORTING AND HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Opt I on 2 performs the sort I ng and housekeep I ng for the conference f i Ie 
data base. The fl Ie Is sorted by Last Name and First Name. Records that 
have been marked for deletion by the delete routine may be internally purged 
by running the housekeeping option. An option Is provided for perfornting 
both the sort and housekeeping operations. No input is required from the 
user. Several messages wi I I be displayed Indicating which tasks have been 
completed. The fol lowing examples Illustrate al I three options in this 
routine. 
Example 1 - Option 1 - Sort Fi Ie 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS FILE HOUSEKEEPING: 
SORTING, CLEAN UP, AND PURGING OF DELETED RECORDS 
THIS IS A SLOW ROUTINE 
(0) EXIT 
( 1) SORT FILE 
(2) HOUSEKEEPING (PURGE) FILE 
(3) PERfORM BOTH SORT & PURGE ON FILE 
ENTER OPT I ON > 1 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• SORTING OF FILE IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS FINALLY DONE 111111111111111 
ALL DONE 1111 
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Example 2 - Option 2 - Housekeeping (Purge) File 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS ••. 
ALL DONE III 
Example 3 - Option 3 - Perform Both Sort and Purge 
ENTER OPTION> 3 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• SORTING OF FILE IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS F I NALLY DONE 1111111111111111 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS 
ALL DONE 1111 
After the desired option has been performed, the user wi I I be returned 
to the program main menu. 
11.2 UPDATE OPTION 
When the Update option Is selected from the main menu, the LSAST Con-
ference Registration file Update menu appears as fol lows: 
UPDATE MENU FOR THE LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
O. Return to Master Menu 
1. Update Conference File 
2. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
11.2.1 UPDATE CONFERENCE FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to update records within the conference 
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file data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter 
the appropriate Last Name. If the desired record Is found, it wil I be dis-
played In an update screen identical to the Input screen Illustrated in sec-
tlon 11.1.1 of this document. When multiple records are found having the 
same Last Name, only the first record found wi I I be displayed in the input / 
update screen. To retrieve the subsequent records, type an ,==, at the prornpt 
'LAST-NAME?>'. If no records are retrieved, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' WI I I be dis-
played at the terminal screen and the user must either enter another Last 
Name or enter a carriage return In order to return to the Updaie menu. The 
fol lowing example Illustrates this exit path. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
LAST-NAME?> RUBINS 
I TEM NOT FOUND 
LAST-NAME?> ** return ** 
11.2.2 SORTING AND HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 2 performs the same sorting and housekeeping routine dis-
cussed In deta i I I n sect Ion 11.1.2 of th Is document. 
11.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the Delete option is selected from the main menu, the LSAST Con-
ference Registration fi Ie Delete menu appears as fol lows: 
DELETE MENU FOR THE LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
O. Return to Master Menu 
1. Delete record In Conference File 
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2. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
11.3.1 DELETE RECORD FROM CONFERENCE FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to delete records from the conference fl Ie 
data base. To retrieve the desired record. the user must enter the appropri-
ate Last Name. If multiple records exist In the data base with the desired 
Last Name. the user must then enter the appropriate First Name. If multIple 
records exist having Identical First and Last Names. selected fields from 
each record along with their assigned record numbers wi I I be displayed and 
the user must then enter the record number of the record that is to be 
deleted. After entering the record number. or if the First Name entered 
was a unique one. all of the fields of the selected record wil I then be dis-
played and the user must indicate whether the record Is the correct one for 
deletion. If the record Is to be deleted. a rr~ssage reminding the user that 
the sort and housekeeping routine must be run to Internally purge the record 
wil I be displayed at the terminal screen. The user may then select another 
record for deletion. or type 'QUIT' to return to the program main menu. If 
the selected record Is not to be deleted. the user may select another record 
for deletion or type 'QUIT' to return to 1he main menu. No other messages 
wll I be displayed. Refer to the following example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
TH I S PROGRAt-1 ~n LL DELETED SELECTED RECORD FRQt.1 DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO DELETE MENU 
ENTER LAST NAME > HARRIS 
ENTER FIRST NAME M.I. > REBEKAH L. 
SEARCH IN PROGRESS 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• 
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2 RECORDS WERE FOUND :: LAST NAr..,E = HARRI S 
AND FIRST NAME = REBEKAH L. 
$RECNO 
141 
142 
C()1PANY 
PRIME COMPUTER, INC. 
IBM 
ENTER RECORD NUMBER TO BE DELETED > 142 
THE FOLLOWING HAS BEEN FOUND: 
CITY 
NATICK 
RESTON 
LAST NAME >HARRIS FIRST NAME >REBEKAH L. 
CITIZENSHIP >USA 
TITLE >MARKETING ANALYST - PRE-SALE C().1PANY > I 8M 
STREET >3535 DIGITAL STREET CITY >RESTON 
BUILDING OR MISC. >BUILDING 909, FLOOR 2 
STATE 
MA 
VA 
STATE >VA 
ZIP CODE >23678 AREA CODE >703 PHONE NUMBER >533-7272 
EXTENSION >7273 REGISTRATION FEE> 100.00 ATTEND >Y 
DINNER TICKETS >1 DINNER FEE> 25.00 SPEAKER >N SOCIAL >1 
TOTAL RECEIVED> 125.00 ENTRY DATE >12/17/1984 INPUT DATE> 1/23/1985 
DELETE THIS RECORD <Y OR N) > Y 
PLEASE NOTE ::: RECORD DELETED ••• MUST RUN HOUSEKEEPING TO PURGE RECORD 
TH IS PROGRAt<1 ~/I LL DELETE SELECTED RECORD FR()1 DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO DELETE MENU 
ENTER LAST NAME > QU IT 
11.3.2 SORTING AND HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 2 performs the same sorting and housekeeping routine dis-
cussed In detai I in section 11.1.2 of this document. 
11.4 REPORT OPTION 
When the Report option Is selected from the main menu, the LSAST Con-
ference Registration fi Ie Report menu appears as fol lows: 
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R~PORT MENU FOR THE LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
o. Return to the Master Menu 
1. Registrat Ion List Report 
2. Mailing or Conference List 
3. Conference Sign-In Sheet 
4. Financial Report 
5. Badge Sticker Report 
SELECT OPll ON BY ENTER I NG NUMBER (RETURN TO QU I 1> > 
A II opt Ions generate spec I a II y formatted reports of the conference 
file data base. The reports are for printer output only and wi I I not be dls-
played at the terminal screen. After generating each report, the user ~II I 
be returned to 1he Report menu. 
Option 1 senerates the Registration List report. Records may be 
sorted by various fields, which are I isted within the routine. If the user 
chooses to have the report sorted by name, subsequent options for excluding 
certain groups of records in the report wll I be provided. When the report 
Is sorted by a field other than Name, these opticns are not Included. Below 
are two exarr-ples illus1rating the user options entered in generating this 
report. The first example illustrates building the report sorted by nan~. 
The second example Illustrates bul Idlns the report sorted by company. See 
Appendix H-1 for an example of the Registration List report output format. 
Example 1 - Report Sorted By Name 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A RE.PORT FOR THE L5AST-1984 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS AVAILABLE: 
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(0) EXIT 
(1) ~ORT EY NAME 
(2) ~ORT BY COMPANY 
(3) SORT BY STATE 
(4) SORT BY REGISTRATION FEE 
(5) 50RT BY ENTRY DATE 
(6) ~ORT BY TITLE 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
ENTER OPTION FOR LISTING: (0) ENTIRE DATA BASE 
(1) LANGLEY PERSONNEL ONLY 
(2) RECORDS OTHER THAN LANGLEY PERSONNEL 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
126 RECORDS FOUND AND SORTED. OUTPUT BEING FORMATTED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 3 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) START OVER 
1) LQP C - SINGLE 
2) LQP D - SINGLE 
3) LQP E - SINGLE 
4) LQP F - SINGLE 
5) ETI SYSTEM 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 5 
ENTER NUMBER OF COPIES> 
(MAX. OF 5) 
(0 TO ABORT) 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
PRINTER / H 
FILE BEING RE-SORTED IN ORIGIANL FORM. 
ALL FINISHED 111 GOING BACK TO REPORT MENU 
Example 2 - Report Sorted By Company 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A REPORT FOR THE LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS AVAILABLE: 
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(0) EXIT 
( 1) SORT BY NAME 
(2) SORT BY COMPANY 
(3) SORT BY STATE 
(4) SORT BY REGISTRATION FEE 
(5) SORT BY ENTRY DATE 
(6) SORT BY TITLE 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
405 RECORDS FOUI'D AND SORTED. OUTPUT BEING FORMATTED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT 111 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC. NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS. TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC. NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 3 
OUTPUT TO 
0) 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
START OVER 
LQP C - SINGLE 
LQP D - SINGLE 
LQP E - SINGLE 
LQP F - SI~GLE 
ETI SYSTEM 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 5 
ENTER NUMBER OF COP I ES > 
(MAX. OF 5) 
(0 TO ABORT) 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
PRINTER / H 
FILE BEING RE-SORTED IN ORIGINAL FORM. 
ALL FINISHED 111 GOING BACK TO REPORT MENU 
Option 2 generates the Mai ling or Conference Listing of the conference 
file data base. Two formats are ava i I ab Ie: the Ma III ng format and the 
Conference format. The Mailing format displays the business address of each 
record with spacing so that the report may be used to generate mall ing 
labels. The Conference format includes the title and business phone number 
in addition to the business address. A test group may be spooled which con-
talns only ten (10) records. This wil I enable the user to properly align 
the labels to be used before the entire group must be spooled. See Appendix 
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H-2 for an example of the output format for thIs report. Refer to the fol-
lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A LISTING TO BE SPOOLED FOR PRINTER 
OUTPUT OF ALL LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE ATTENDEES AND HAS 
TWO FORMATS AVAILABLE (TYPE ZERO (0) TO QUIT): 
(1) MAILING FORMAT - I NCLUDES NAME, COMPANY, AND C()t1PANY ADDRESS 
FOR LABELS, SPOOL TO SCOUT LQP A 
(2) CONFERENCE FORMAT - INCLUDES THE ITEMS FR()t1 MAILING FORMAT, 
PLUS TITLE, BUSINESS AREA CODE, AND PHONE NO. 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
ENTER NUMBER TO SELECT OPTION: (0) ENTIRE FILE 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
(1) ATTENDEES ONLY 
(2) NON-ATTENDEES 
(3) TEST GROUP (10) 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• OUTPUT BEING FORMATTED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 3 
OUTPUT TO 
0) START OVER 
1) LQP C - SINGLE 
2) LQP 0 - SINGLE 
3) LQP E - SINGLE 
4) LQP F - SINGLE 
5) ETI SYSTEM 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 5 
ENTER NUMBER OF COP I ES > 
(MAX. OF 5) 
(0 TO ABORT> 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
PRINTER / H 
Option 3 generates a special sign-In sheet for the conference file 
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data base. The report Is desl9ned for 8.5 x 11 paper and should be spooled 
to a printer using that size paper. An option for excluding certain groups 
of records is included as wei I as an option for a conference date to be 
printed at the head of the sign-in sheet. See Appendix H-3 for an example of 
the sign-in sheet report output format. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A SPECIALLY FORMATTED SIGN IN SHEET FOR 
THE LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE AND IS TO BE SPOOLED TO A LETTER 
QUALITY PRINTER (LQP). PRINTERS E, F, I, AND P ARE THE 
LQP PRINTERS BEST SUITED FOR THIS REPORT. 
THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE: 
(0) QUIT (2) LANGLEY PERSONNEL ONLY 
(1) ENTIRE FILE (3) RECORDS OTHER THAN LANGLEY PERSONNEL 
ENTER OPTION> 3 
PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER FOR THE DESIRED DATE TO BE PRINTED 
AT TOP Of REPORT: (4) DECEMBER 4, 1984 
(5) DECEMBER 5, 1984 
(6) DECEMBER 6, 1984 
ENTER NUMBER > 6 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• OUTPUT BEING FORMATTED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 3 
OUTPUT TO 
0) START OVER 
1) LQP C - SINGLE 
2) LQP 0 - SINGLE 
3) LQP E - SINGLE 
4) LQP F - SINGLE 
5) ETI SYSTEM 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 1 
ENTER NUMBER OF COP I ES > 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
PRINTER / H 
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(MAX. OF 5) 
(0 TO ABORT) 
Option 4 generates a financial report for the conference fl Ie data 
base with two formats available: a standard report with grand totals on the 
fields that contain numerical values. or a report sorted by company with 
subtotals provided for each company as wei I as grand totals. See Appendix 
H-4 for an example of the financial report output format. Refer to the 
fo I low I ng examp Ie. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS PROGRAM GENERATES A REPORT OF THE LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE 
REGISTRATION DATA BASE WITH FINANCIAL TOTALS. IT IS TO 
BE SPOOLED FOR PRINTER OUTPUT. AND HAS TWO FORMATS: 
(0) EXIT / QUIT 
(1) FINANCIAL REPORT WITH GRAND TOTALS ONLY 
(2) FINANCIAL REPORT SORTED BY COMPANY. WITH 
SUBTOTALS FOR EACH COMPANY AND GRANDTOTALS 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• OUTPUT BEING FORMATTED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC. NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS. TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC. NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 3 
OUTPUT TO 
0) 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
START OVER 
LQP C - SINGLE 
LQP D - SINGLE 
LQP E - SINGLE 
LQP F - SINGLE 
ETI SYSTEM 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 5 
ENTER NUMBER OF COP I ES > 
(MAX. OF 5) 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
PRINTER / H 
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(0 TO ABORT) 
Option 5 generates the Badge Sticker report In which only the Name 
and Company wll I be printed for the use of badge identification. A test 
group may be spooled containing only ten (10) records in order for the user 
to properly align the label paper being used before an entire group of 
records Is spooled. An option for a single badge to be printed is also 
Included. The user must enter the Last Name and First Name to retrieve 
the appropriate record. The fol lowing examples Illustrate these options. 
See Appendix H-5 for an example of the Badge Sticker report output format. 
Example 1 - Test Group 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS PROGRAM GENERATES A REPORT TO PRINT 
NAMES AND COMPANIES ONLY FOR BADGE STICKERS. 
THE OUTPUT MUST BE SPOOLED TO LQP A IN THE 
SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE. 
PLEASE ENTER A ZERO (0) TO QUIT, ONE (1) TO CONTINUE 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
ENTER OPTION FOR REPORT: (1) ENTIRE FILE 
(2) TEST GROUP (10) 
(3) ONE BADGE 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• OUTPUT BEING FORMATTED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 3 
OUTPUT TO 
0) 
1> 
2) 
3) 
START OVER 
LQP C - SINGLE 
LQP 0 - SINGLE 
LQP E - SINGLE 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
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4) LQP F - SINGLE SHEET 
5) ETI SYSTEM PRINTER / H 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 2 
ENTER NUMBER OF COP I ES > 
(MAX. OF 5) 
(0 TO ABORT) 
Example 2 - Single Badge 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
THIS PROGRAM GENERATES A REPORT TO PRINT 
NAMES AND COMPANIES ONLY FOR BADGE STICKERS. 
THE OUTPUT MUST BE SPOOLED TO LQP A IN THE 
SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE. 
PLEASE ENTER A ZERO (0) TO QUIT, ONE (1) TO CONTINUE 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
ENTER OPTION FOR REPORT: (1) ENTIRE FILE 
ENTER OPTION> 3 
(2) TEST GROUP (10) 
(3) ONE BADGE 
ENTER LAST NAME FOR BADGE> HARRIS 
ENTER FIRST NAME, M.I. FOR BADGE> JACK E. 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• OUTPUT BEING FORMATTED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT III 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 3 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) START OVER 
1) LQP C - SINGLE 
2) LQP 0 - SINGLE 
3) LQP E - SINGLE 
4) LQP F - SINGLE 
5) ETI SYSTEM 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> 1 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
SHEET 
PRINTER / H 
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ENTER NUMBER OF COP I ES > 1 
(MAX. OF 5) 
(0 TO ABORT) 
11.5 SEARCH OPllON 
When the Search option Is selected from the main menu, the LSAST Con-
ference Registration file Search menu appears as fol lows: 
SEARCH MENU FOR THE LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
o. Return to the Master Menu 
1. Tit Ie Search 
2. Company Search 
3. Last Name Search 
4. State Search 
5. Registration Fee Search 
6. Dinner Fee Search 
7. Entry Date Search 
8. I nput Date Search 
9. Speaker Search 
10. Citizenship Search 
11. Dinner Attendee Search 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
AI I searches retrieve records that meet certain criteria and display 
them at the terminal screen with the option to spool the report for printer 
output. When the search has been completed, the user wll I be returned to 
the Search menu. 
Options 1, 2, 3, 4, and 10, the Title, Company, Last Name, State, and 
Citizenship searches al I are partial searches and operate similarly. For 
example, when performing a Company search, a search on the string 'NG' would 
retrieve those records with a Company of 'BOEING' and 'HANGAR DIVISION'. 
The fol lowing example Illustrates the Company search, option 2. 
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SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE COMPANY QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ENTER C<J.1PANY TO BE SEARCHED ON > BOE I 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
C()1PANY SEARCH FOR BOE I FOUND 6 RECORDS 
1/22/85 
LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION REPORT 
========================================= 
NAME 
COMPANY 
STREET 
BUILDING OR MISCELLANEOUS 
TITLE 
CITIZENSHIP 
CITY 
ZIP CODE 
PAGE 
AREA CODE PHONE NUMBER EXTENSION ENTRY DATE REG. FEE DINNER FEE 
GATES , RICHARD M. 
BOEING AEROSPACE COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 3999 
tJ.AIL STOP BC-58 
206 773-5197 
LAMBERTY , BERNARD J. 
BOEING AEROSPACE COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 3999 
MAIL STOP BM/13 
206 773-1969 
MORE? NO 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
SEATILE 
98124-2499 
11/13/1984 20.00 14.00 
SEA TILE 
98124 
11/19/1984 20.00 14.00 
STATE 
SPEAKER 
TOTAL 
WA 
Y 
WA 
N 
34.00 
34.00 
Searches 5, 6, and 9, the Registration Fee, Dinner Fee and Speaker 
searches operate similarly. The user may search on those ~Iho have or have 
not paid the Registration fee or Dinner fee, or on those who are or are not 
listed as speakers. The fol lowing example illustrates the Registration Fee 
search, option 5. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 5 
T~IS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE REGISTRATION FEE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
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TYPE ZERO (0) TO EXIT 
TYPE ONE (1) FOR LISTING OF THOSE WHO HAVE NOT PAID REGISTRATION 
TYPE TWO (2) FOR LISTING OF THOSE WHO HAVE PAID REGISTRATION 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
SEARCH FOR REGISTRATION FEE OF ZERO (0) FOUND 207 RECORDS. 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED ••• PLEASE STAND BY. 
1/22/85 
NAME 
COMPANY 
STREET 
LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION REPORT 
======;================================== 
TITLE 
CITIZENSHIP 
CITY 
BUILDING OR MISCELLANEOUS ZIP CODE 
PAGE 
AREA CODE PHONE NUMBER EXTENSION ENTRY DATE REG. FEE DINNER FEE 
FELSHER , HAL C. 
360 DA~/SON LANE 
o 
VILLARREAL , CARLOS 
820 WEST SCHUNIOR 
512 383-1520 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
12/18/1984 
JERICHO 
11753 
EDINBURG 
78539 
12/18/1984 
STATE 
SPEAKER 
TOTAL 
NY 
N 
TX 
N 
Option 7 performs the Entry Date search. A range of dates may be 
searched on as wei I as a single date. The first date Is entered Is the low 
value In the range, and the second date Is the high value. To search on a 
single date, the user must enter the same date for the high value that was 
entered for the low value. Refer to the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 7 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE ENTRY DATE SEARCH FOR THE LSAST-1984 
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION DATA BASE 
ENTER RANGE OF DATES FOR SEARCH - FIRST DATE ENTERED IS LOW VALUE IN RANGE. 
(FOR EXAMPLE - MM/DD/YY) 
ENTER FIRST ENTRY DATE> 10/01/84 
ENTER LAST ENTRY DATE > 1/ 4/85 
SEARCH FOR ENTRY DATES BETWEEN 10/ 1/84 & 1/ 4/85 
FOUND 359 RECORDS. 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED ••• PLEASE STAND BY. 
1/22/85 
NAME 
C().1PANY 
STREET 
LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION REPORT 
========================================= 
TITLE 
CITIZENSHIP 
CITY 
BUILDING OR MISCELLANEOUS ZIP CODE 
PAGE 
AREA CODE PHONE NUMBER EXTENSION ENTRY DATE REG. FEE DINNER FEE 
FELSHER , HAL C. 
360 DAWSON LANE 
o 
VILLARREAL , CARLOS 
820 WEST SCHUNIOR 
512 383-1520 
MORE? NO 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
12/18/1984 
JERICHO 
11753 
EDINBURG 
78539 
12/18/1984 
STATE 
SPEAKER 
TOTAL 
NY 
N 
TX 
N 
Option 8 performs the Input Date search which al lows the user to 
search on a single date only. The user must enter the date In the format 
'MM/DD/YY'. See the fol lowIng example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 8 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE INPUT DATE SEARCH FOR THE LSAST-1984 
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION DATA BASE 
INPUT DATE FORMAT EXAMPLE: MM/DD/YY 
ENTER INPUT DATE FOR SEARCH> 11/14/84 
SEARCH FOR INPUT DATE 11/14/84 FOUND 12 RECORDS. 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED •.• PLEASE STAND BY. 
1/22/85 
LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION REPORT 
========================================= 
NAME 
COMPANY 
STREET 
BUILDING OR MISCELLANEOUS 
AREA CODE PHONE NUMBER EXTENSION 
t-EWTON , RON 
AEROJET TECHSYSTEMS COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 13222 
BLDG. 2001, DEPT. 9990 
916 355-2506 
HILL , J. E. 
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY 
1111 LOCKHEED WAY 
ORG. 62-42, BLDG. 130 
408 742-9012 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
TITLE 
CITIZENSHIP 
CITY 
ZIP CODE 
ENTRY DATE REG. FEE DINNER FEE 
SACRAMENTO 
95813 
11/14/1984 20.00 14.00 
SUNNYVALE 
94088-3504 
11/14/1984 20.00 14.00 
PAGE 
STATE 
SPEAKER 
TOTAL 
CA 
N 
CA 
N 
34.00 
34.00 
Option 11, the Dinner Attendee search, compiles a special report of 
either those who are attending the dinner or of those who are not attending 
the dinner. A total of attendees or non-attendees Is provided at the end 
of the report. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 11 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE DINNER QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
A TOTAL NUMBER OF THOSE ATTENDING THE DINNER WILL BE PROVIDED 
IN THE REPORT. 
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TYPE ZERO (0) TO EXIT 
TYPE ONE (1) FOR LISTING OF THOSE WHO WILL ATTEND THE DINNER 
TYPE TWO (2) FOR LISTING OF THOSE WHO WILL NOT ATTEND THE DINNER 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
SEARCH FOR DINNER ATTENDEES FOUND 
164 RECORDS. 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED .•• PLEASE STAND BY. 
1/22/85 
LSAST-1984 CONFERENCE DINNER ATTENDEES REPORT 
==========================================~== 
NAME 
COMPANY 
REGISTRATION FEE DINNER FEE 
BENTON , MAX D. 
AEC-ABLE ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC. 
20.00 14.00 
NEWTON , RON 
AEROJET TECHSYSTEMS COMPANY 
20.00 14.00 
ASWANI , MOHAN 
AEROSPACE CORPORATION 
20.00 14.00 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
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TITLE 
DINNER ATTENDEES 
PAGE 
12.0 ERBE CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FILE 
The ERBE Conference Registration file contains conference regis-
tration information, registration fees and totals, and logo ordering infor-
mation. Data is stored in two data files in this data base area: the Con-
ference file and the Logo Ordering file. Information for each file is stored 
in the following fields. 
Data fields for the Conference file: 
ENTRY DATE LAST NAME 
I t-PUT DATE TITLE 
BUILDiNG OR MISCELLANEOUS CITIZENSHIP 
CITY STATE 
AREA CODE PHONE NUMBER 
KSC TOUR CAR PASS 
SOCIAL BREAKFASTS (1 & 2) 
PREPAID FEE 
Data fields for the Logo Ordering file: 
LAST NAME FIRST NAME, M.I. 
MISC. ADDRESS STREET 
STATE / COUNTRY ZIP COOE 
PHONE NUMBER EXTENSION 
LOGO BORDER LOGO B PAID 
LOGO C-F PAID LOGO GORDER 
LOGO H ORDER LOGO H PAID 
ENTRY DATE 
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FIRST NAME, M.I. 
C<J4PANY 
STREET 
ZIP COOE 
EXTENSION 
DINNER 
WHOLE PACKAGE 
TOTAL RECEIVED 
ORGAN I ZAT ION 
CITY 
AREA CODE 
LOGO A ORDER 
LOGO C-F ORDER 
LOGO G PAID 
LOGO I-N / COMMENTS 
The ERBE Conference Registration file program main menu appears as 
follows: 
LAUNCH REGISTRATION PROGRAM MAIN MENU FOR ERBE PROJECT 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Input 
Update 
Delete 
Report 
Search 
Menu 
Menu 
Menu 
Menu 
Menu 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Each of these options Is discussed In detail In the fol lo~lng sec-
tlons. 
12 • 1 I NPUT OPT I ON 
When the Input option Is selected from the main menu, the ERBE Con-
ference Registration file Input menu is displayed as fol lows: 
LAUNCH FILE INPUT MENU FOR THE ERBE PROJECT 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
O. Return to Master Menu 
1. Input to Conference Registration File 
2. Input to LOGO Order Accounting File 
3. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
12.1.1 INPUT TO CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FILE 
Option 1 allows the user to Input records Into the conference fl Ie 
data base. An Input screen Is automatically generated for a new record to 
be Input untl I the user enters a carriage return at a blank Input screen. 
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The Input screen appears as fol lows: 
ERBE LAUNCH REGISTRATION INPUT / UPDATE SCREEN 
============================================== 
ENTRY DATE LAST NAME FIRST NAME, M.I. INPUT DATE 
> •••••••••• < > ••••••••••••••• < > ••••••••••••••• < > •••••••••• < 
TITLE COMPANY 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
BU I LD I NG OR MISCELLANEOUS CIT I ZENSH I P 
> ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < > ••••••••••••••• < 
STREET CITY STATE 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < > •••••••••••••••••••• < > •• < 
ZIP CODE AREA COOE PHONE NUMBER EXTENSION 
> ••••••••••••••• < > ••• < > •••••••• < > •••••••• < 
KSC CAR BREAKFASTS WHOLE PREPAID TOTAL 
TOUR PASS DINNER SOCIAL 1 2 PACKAGE FEE RECEIVED 
> ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••• < > ••••••• < > ••••••••• < 
After Input has been completed, the fol lowing messages wi I I appear on 
the terminal screen: 
'PLEASE NOTE ::: NEW ITEMS IN DATA BASE 1111 
DATA FILE MUST BE SCRTED IN ORDER TO SEARCH & RETRIEVE RECORDS' 
The user wll I then be returned to the Input menu. 
12.1.2 INPUT TO LOGO ORDER ACCOUNTING FILE 
Option 2 al lows the user to Input records Into the Logo Order file 
data base. Input operations for this file are Identical to those for the 
Conference file, described In section 12.1.1. The Input screen for the 
Logo Order f I leap pears as fo I lows: 
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ERBE LOGO ORDERING FILE INPUT / UPDATE SCREEN 
========================:==================== 
LAST NAME > •••••••••••••••••••• < FIRST NAME M.I. > •••••••••••••••••••• < 
ORGAN I ZA T I ON > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < ENTRY DATE > •••••••••• < 
MISC. ADORE 5S > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
STREET > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
C I TV > •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 5T A TE / c au NTRY > •••••••••••••••••••• < 
ZIP COOE > •••••••••••••••••••• < AREA CODE > ••• < PHONE > •••••••• < EXT. > •••••••• < 
ORDER PAID 
LOGO A > ••• < > FREE < 
LOGO B > ••• < > ••••••• < 
LOGO C-F > ••• < > ••••••• < 
LOGO G > ••• < > ••••••• < 
LOGO H > ••• < > ••••••• < 
LOGO I-N / C<J.1MENTS: 
> •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• < 
After Input has been completed, the fol lowing messages wll I appear on 
the terminal screen: 
'PLEASE NOTE ::: NEW ITEMS IN DATA BASE 1111 
DATA FILE MUST BE SORTED IN ORDER TO SEARCH & RETRIEVE RECORDS' 
The user wil I then be returned to the Input menu. 
12.1.3 SORTING AND HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 3 performs the sorting and housekeeping for the Conference 
file and Logo Ordering file data base areas. The files are sorted by Last 
Name and First Name. Records that have been marked for deletion by the 
delete routine may be Internally purged within the Conference file. This is 
not necessary for the Logo Ordering file. No Input is required from the 
user. Several messages wll I be displayed indicating which tasks have been 
completed. The fol lowing examples Illustrate al I four options available In 
this routine. 
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Example 1 - Option 1 - Sort Conference File 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS FILE HOUSEKEEPING: 
SORTING, CLEAN UP, AND PURGING OF DELETED RECORDS 
THIS IS A SLOW ROUTINE I 
(0) EXIT 
(1) SORT CONFERENCE FILE 
(2) HOUSEKEEPING (PURGE) CONFERENCE FILE 
(3) PERFORM BOTH SORT & PURGE ON CONFERENCE FILE 
(4) SORT LOGO ORDER FILE 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
PLEASE STAND BY •.• SORTING OF FILE IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS FINALLY DONE 11111111111111 
ALL DONE 1111 
Example 2 - Option 2 - Housekeeping (Purge) Conference File 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS ••. 
ALL DONE 11111 
Example 3 - Option 3 - Perform Both Sort and Purge on Conference File 
ENTER OPTION> 3 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• SORTING OF FILE IS NOW IN PROGRESS 
SORT IS FINALLY DONE 111111111 
CLEAN UP OF DELETED RECORDS NOW IN PROGRESS ••• 
ALL DONE 1111 
Example 4 - Option 4 - Sort Logo Order File 
ENTER OPTION> 4 
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PLEASE STAND BY ••• SORT I NG OF FILE I S NOW I N PROGRESS 
SORT I S F I NALLY DONE 11 11 11 1 I 1 11 1 1 
ALL DONE 1111 
After the desIred optIon has been performed, the user wll I be returned 
to the program main menu. 
12.2 UPDATE CPT ION 
When the Update optIon Is selected from the maIn menu, the ERBE Con-
ference RegIstratIon fIle Update menu appears as fol lows: 
LAUNCH REGISTRAllON UPDATE MENU FOR THE ERBE PROJECT 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
=============================~== 
O. Return to Master Menu 
1. Update Conference File 
2. Update LOGO Order FIle 
3. Sorting & Housekeeping RoutIne 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
12.2.1 UPDATE CONFERENCE FILE 
Option 1 al lows the user to update records wIthin the Conference 
fIle data base. In order to retrieve the desired record, the user must enter 
the approprIate Last Name. If the desIred record Is found, It wi I I be dls-
played In an update screen IdentIcal to the Input screen Illustrated In 
section 12.1.1 of this document. When multiple records are found having 
the same Last Name, only the first record found wil I be dIsplayed In the 
Input / update screen. To retrIeve the subsequent records, type an '=' at 
the prompt 'LAST-NAME?>'. If no records are retrIeved, 'ITEM NOT FOUND' wll I 
be dIsplayed at the terminal screen and the user must either enter another 
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Last Name or enter a carriage return In order to return to the Update menu. 
The fol lowing example Illustrates this exit path. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
LAST-NAME?> HARRIS 
ITEM NOT FOUND 
LAST-NAME?> ** return ** 
12.2.2 UPDATE LOGO ORDER FILE 
Option 2 al lows the user to update records within the Logo Order 
file data base. The update operations for this routine are Identical to 
those for the update of the Conference file, described In section 12.2.1 of 
this document. Records are updated In an update screen Identical to the 
Input screen Illustrated In section 12.1.2 of this document. Refer to 
section 12.2.1 of this document for details on the update routine and an 
example of the exit path. 
12.2.3 SORTING AND HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 3 performs the same sorting and housekeeping routine dls-
cussed In detail In section 12.1.3 of this document. 
12.3 DELETE OPTION 
When the Delete option Is selected from the main menu, the ERBE Con-
ference Registration file Delete menu Is displayed as fol lows: 
LAUNCH REGISTRATION DELETE MENU FOR THE ERBE PROJECT 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
o. Return to Master Menu 
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1. Delete record In Conference File 
2. Delete record in LOGO Order File 
3. Sorting & Housekeeping Routine 
SELECl OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
12.3.1 DELETE RECORD FROM CONFERENCE FILE 
Option 1 allows the user to delete records from the Conference file 
data base. To retrieve the desired record. the user must enter the appro-
prlate Last Name. If multiple records exist in the data base having the de-
sired Last Name. the user must then enter the appropriate First Name. If 
multiple records exist having identical First ar.d Last Names. selected fields 
from each record along with their assigned record numbers wi I I be displayed 
and the user must then enter the record number of the record that is to be 
deleted. After entering the desired record number. or if the First Name 
entered was a unique one. al I of the fields of the selected record wil I then 
be displayed ~nd the user must indicate whether the record is the correct 
one for deletion. If the record is to be deleted. a message reminding the 
user that the sort and housekeeping routine must be run to internally purge 
the record wil I be displayed at the terminal screen. The user may then 
select another record for deletion. or type 'QUIT' to return to the program 
main menu. If the selected record is not to be deleted. the user may select 
another record for deletion or type 'QUIT' to return to the main menu. No 
other messages wil I be displayed. Refer to the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM WILL DELE1E SELECTED RECORDS FROM DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER LAST NAME> SMITH 
ENTER FIRSl NAME M.I. > JACOB. P. 
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SEARCH IN PROGRESS 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• 
2 RECORDS WERE FOUND ::: LAST NAME = SMITH 
AND FIRST NAME = JACOB, P. 
$RECNO 
10 
11 
C()1PANY 
PRIME COMPUTER, INC. 
IBM 
ENTER RECORD NUMBER TO BE DELETED> 11 
THE FOLLOWING HAS BEEN FOUND: 
CITY 
NATICK 
BOSTON 
LAST NAME >SMITH FIRST NAME >JACOB, P. 
TITLE >CUSTOMER SERVICE COMPANY > IBM 
CITY >BOSTON 
STATE 
MA 
MA 
CITIZENSHIP >USA 
STREET >222 BYTE AVENUE 
STATE >MA ZIP CODE >31345 
>9899 
AREA CODE >655 PHONE NO. >204-9897 EXT. 
PREPAID FEE> 100.00 KSC TOUR >1 
CAR PASS >1 DINNER >1 WHOLE PACKAGE > 
SOCIAL > 0 BREAKFASTS: 1 > 2 > 
TOTAL RECEIVED> 100.00 
DELETE THIS RECORD (Y OR N) > Y 
PLEASE NOTE ::: RECORD DELETED •.• MUST ~UN HOUSEKEEPING TO PURGE RECORD 
THIS PROGRAM WILL DELETE SEL~CTED RECORD FROM DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER LAST NAME> QUIT 
12.3.2 DELETE RECORD FROM LOGO ORDER FILE 
Option 2 al lows the user to delete selected records from the Logo 
Order file. The operation of this routine Is Identical to the delete routine 
for the Conference file, described In section 12.3.1 of this document. This 
routine does Internally purge the record as soon as the user declares that 
It Is to be deleted, unlike the Conference file delete routine which requires 
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the housekeeping routine to be run in order to purge the records marked for 
deletion. See the following example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM WILL DELETE SELECTED RECORDS FROM THE DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER LAST NAME > S~11 TH 
ENTER FIRST NAME M.I. > JACOB. P. 
SEARCH IN PROGRESS 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• 
2 RECORDS WERE FOUND :: LAST NAME = SMITH 
ORGANIZATION 
CITY 
STATE-COUNTRY 
ORGANIZATION 
CITY 
STATE-COUNTRY 
AND FIRST NAME = JACOB. P. 
15 
16 
=WYLE LAB. 
=HAMPTON 
=VA 
=PRIME COMPUTER, INC. 
=NATICK 
=MA 
ENTER RECORD NUMBER TO B~ DELETED> 15 
THE FOLLOWING HAS BEEN FOUND: 
LAST NAME >SMITH FIRST NAME >JACOB. P. 
ORGANIZATION >WYLE LAB. 
STREET >1122 RESEARCH DRIVE CITY >HAMPTON 
STATE >VA ZIP CODE >23666 AREA CODE >804 
PHONE NO. >865-1111 EXT. >1112 ENTRY DATE> 1/31/1985 
LOGO I-N / COMMENTS: 
DELETE THIS RECORD (Y OR N) > Y 
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THIS PROGRAM WILL DELETE SELECTED RECORDS FROM THE DATA BASE 
TYPE QUIT TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU 
ENTER LAST NAME> QUIT 
12.3.3 SORTING AND HOUSEKEEPING ROUTINE 
Option 3 performs the same sorting and housekeeping routine dis-
cussed In detail In section 12.1.3 of this document. 
12.4 REPORT OPTION 
When the Report option Is selected from the main menu, the ERBE Con-
ference Registration file report menu Is displayed as fol lows: 
LAUNCH REGISTRATION REPORT MENU FOR THE ERBE PROJECT 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
O. Return to the Master Menu 
1. Registration List Report 
2. Mailing or Conference List 
3. Conference Sign-In Sheet 
4. Logo Ordering File Report 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
Options 1 through 3 generate specially formatted reports of the 
Conference file data base and provide printer output only. No reports are 
displayed at the terminal screen. Option 4 generates listing of the Logo 
Ordering file and does provlae terminal screen output with optional printer 
output available. After each report option has been completed, the user 
wll I be returned to the Report menu. 
Option 1 provides a report on the Conference file which may be sorted 
by various data fields. A list of the available sort options Is generaied 
within the report routine. After running the report, the system automatl-
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cally sorts the Conference file back in its orlglnal order. See Appendix 
1-1 for an example of the output format. Refer to the fol lowing example 
Illustrating terminal actions performed In running this routine. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A REPORT FOR THE ERBE LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING OPTION> AVAILABLE: 
(0) EXIT 
( 1) SORT BY NA~ 
(2) SORT BY COMPANY 
(3) SORT BY STATE 
(4) SORT BY PREPAID FEE 
(5) SORT BY ENTRY DATE 
(6) SORT BY TITLE 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
13 RECORDS FOUND AND SORTED. OUTPUT BE I NG FORMA TIED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT 111 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> ** return ** 
FILE BE I NG RE -SORTED I t-. OR I G I NAL FORt.,. 
ALL FINISHED 111 GOING BACK TO REPORT MENU 
Option 2 provides a listing of the Conference file showing selected 
fields of each record which may be used for mailing labels or attendee 
reports. See Appendix 1-2 for an example of the output format for this 
report. The following examp Ie illustrates the terminal actions used in 
running this routine. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 2 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A LISTING TO BE SPOOLED FOR PRINTER 
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OUTPUT OF ALL ACEE CONFERENCE ATTENDEES AND HAS 
TWO FORMATS AVAILABLE (TYPE ZERO(O) TO QUIT): 
(1) MAl LI NG FORMAT - INCLUDES NAME, COMPANY, AND COMPANY ADDRESS 
(2) CONFERENCE FORMAT - INCLUDES THE ITEMS FROM MAILING FORMAT, 
PLUS TITLE, BUSINESS AREA CODE, AND PHONE NO. 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
PLEASE STAND BY 
OUTPUT TO : 
. . . OUTPUT BE I NG FORMATTED • 
0) NO OUTPUT 111 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
ENTER OPTION NUMBER> ** return ** 
Option 3 provides a report of the Conference file In the form of a 
sign-In sheet which Is designed to be spooled to a Letter Quality Printer 
using 8.5 x 11 size paper. See Appendix 1-3 for an example of the output 
format for the sign-In sheet. Refer to the fol lowing example for terminal 
actions performed In running this routine. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 3 
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A SPECIALLY FORMATTED SIGN-IN 
SHEET FOR THE ACEE PROJECT CONFERENCE AND IS TO BE 
SPOOLED TO A LETTER QULAITY PRINTER (LQP). PRINTERS E, 
F, I, AND P ARE THE LQP PRINTERS BEST SUITED 
FOR THIS REPORT. 
THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE: (0) QUIT 
(1) SPOOL DATA BASE 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• OUTPUT BEING FORMATTED. 
OUTPUT TO : 
0) NO OUTPUT 111 
1) SCOUT PROJECT OFFICE / LARC, NASA 
2) VOUGHT CORPORATION / DALLAS, TX 
3) PROJECTS DIRECTORATE / LARC, NASA 
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ENTER OPTION NUMBER > ~* return ** 
Option 4 provides a listing of the entire Logo Ordering fl Ie data 
base. The total number of records contained In the file Is displayed on 
the terminal screen, fol lowed by the listing of the file records. Printer 
output Is optional. Refer to the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 4 
THIS ROUTINE WILL PROVIDE A LISTING OF THE ENTIRE ERBE LOGO 
ORDERING FILE. PLEASE TYPE A 1 TO CONTINUE OR A 0 TO 
QUIT. 
ENTER NUMBER > 
PLEASE STAND BY •.• TERMINAL OUTPUT ~OW BEING FORMATTED. 
THERE ARE CURRE~TLY 19 RECORDS IN THE LOGO ORDERING FILE. 
1/31/85 PAGE 
ERBE LOGO ORDERING FILE REPORT LISTING 
===============~====================== 
NAME 
ORGANIZATION 
LOGO B: ORDER PAID 
LOGO G: ORDER PAID 
LOGOS I-N / COMMENTS 
COX 
SED 
1 
o 
DREWRY 
ASD 
o 
o 
MORE? N 
, JOHN W. 
, JOSEPH W. 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
LOGO A: ORDER 
LOGOS C-F: ORDER PAID 
LOGO H: ORDER PAID 
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1 
o 
o 
12.5 SEARCH OPTION 
When the Search option Is selected from the main menu, the ERBE Con-
ference Registration fi Ie Search menu appears as fol lows: 
LAUNCH REGISTRATION SEARCH MENU FOR THE ERBE PROJECT 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
================================ 
o. Return to the Master ~~nu 
1. Title Search 
2. Company Search 
3. Last Name Search 
4. State Search 
5. Prepaid Fee Search 
6. Entry Date Search 
7. Breakfasts Search 
8. Input Date Search 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 
AI I search options provide reports on selec1ed groups of records 
from the Conference file data base. Terminal output is provided with op-
tlonal printer output. After each search option has been completed, the user 
wll I be returned to the Search menu. 
Options through 4, the Title search, Company search, Last Name 
search, and State search are al I partial searches and operate In an identical 
fashion. A Title search for'S' would retrieve records having titles such 
as 'COMPUTER SPECIALIST' and 'SOFTWARE ANALYST'. The fol lowing example 
Illustrates option 1, the Title search. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 1 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE TITLE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
ENTER TITLE TO BE SEARCHED ON > S 
PLEASE STAND BY ••• SEARCH NOW IN PROGRESS 
- page 199 -
TITLE SEARCH FOR S FOUND 1 RECORDS 
TERM I NAL OUTPUT NOW BE I NG GENERJI,TED PLEASE STAND BY. 
1/31/85 
ERBE PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
=======;:======================= 
NAME 
COMPANY 
STREET 
CITY 
Freeman , Michael 
Klate Holt 
2658 N. Armistead Ave. 
Hampton 
OUTPUT TO PRI~TER (Y OR N) > N 
TITLE 
STATE ZIP 
Supervisor 
VA 23666 
PAGE 
Option 5 performs the Prepaid Fee search, in which the user may search 
for records having a prepaid fee of zero or greater than zero. See the 
following example. 
SELECl OPT I ON BY ENTER I NG NUMBER (RETL'RN TO QU IT) > 5 
THIS SEARCH ROUllNE PERFORMS THE PREPAID FEE QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
TYPE ZERO (0) TO EXIT 
TYPE ONE (1) FOR LISTING OF THOSE WHO HAVE NOT PREPIAD 
TYPE TWO (2) FOR L I Sll NG OF THOSE ~/HO hA VE PREPP, I D 
ENTER OPTION> 1 
SEARCH FOR PREPAID FEE OF ZERO (0) FOUND 12 RECORDS. 
TERfJl1 NAL OuTPUT NOW BE I NG GENERATED •.• PLEASE STAND BY. 
- page 200 -
1/31/85 
ERBE PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
================================ 
NAME 
COMPANY 
STREET 
CITY 
Adelson 
TRW - DSSG 
One Space Park 
Redondo Beach 
, Harold, E. 
CAMPBELL , BRUCE 
ASTRO RESEARCH CORPORATION 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
TITLE 
STATE ZIP 
CA 90278 
PAGE 
Option 6 performs the Entry Date search. The user may search on a 
range of dates, the first date entered being the low value in the range and 
the second date entered being the high value In the range. In order to 
search on a single date, the user must en1er the same date for the high 
value that was entered for the low value. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 6 
THIS PROGRAM PERFO~1S THE ENTRY DATE SEARCH FOR THE ERBE 
PROJECT LAUNCH REGIS1RATION DATA BASE 
ENTER RANGE OF DATES FOR SEARCH - FIRST DATE ENTERED IS LOW VALUE IN RANGE 
ENTER FIRST ENTRY DATE> 10/1/84 
ENTER LAST ENTRY DATE> 1/30/84 
SEARCH FOR ENTRY DATES BETWEEN 10/ 1/84 & 1/30/85 FOUND 11 RECORDS. 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED ••• PLEASE STAND BY. 
- page 201 -
1/31/85 
ERBE PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
================================ 
NAME 
COMPANY 
STREET 
CITY 
CAMPBELL , BRUCE 
ASTRO RESEARCH CORPORATION 
HEDGEPETH , JOHN M. 
ASTRO RESEARCH CORPORATION 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
TITLE 
STATE ZIP 
PAGE 
Option 7 performs the Breakfasts search in which the user may search 
for records having nonzero values in the First Breakfast field or In the 
Second Breakfast fielo. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 7 
THIS SEARCH ROUTINE PERFORMS THE BREAKFAST QUERY / RETRIEVAL 
TYPE ZERO (0) TO EXIT 
TYPE ONE (1) FOR SEARCH ON FIRST BREAKFAST 
TYPE TWO (2) FOR SEARCH ON SECOND BREAKFAST 
ENTER OPTION> 2 
SEARCH FOR SECOND BREAKFAST FOUND 1 RECORDS. 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED PLEASE STAND BY. 
- page 202 -
1/31/85 
ERBE PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
================================ 
NAME 
COMPANY 
STREET 
CITY 
Freeman , Michael 
Klate Holt 
2658 N. Armistead Ave. 
Hampton 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
TITLE 
STATE ZIP 
Supervisor 
VA 23666 
PAGE 
Option 8 performs the Input Date search In which the user may search 
on a single date only. See the fol lowing example. 
SELECT OPTION BY ENTERING NUMBER (RETURN TO QUIT) > 8 
THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE INPUT DATE SEARCH FOR THE ERBE 
PROJECT CONFERENCE REGISTRATION DATP, BASE 
ENTER INPUT DATE FOR SEARCH> 12/ 4/84 
SEARCH FOR INPUT DATE 12/ 4/84 FOUND 11 RECORDS. 
TERMINAL OUTPUT NOW BEING GENERATED PLEASE STAND BY. 
1/31/85 PAGE 
ERBE PROJECT LAUNCH REGISTRATION 
================================ 
NAME 
COMPANY 
STREET 
CITY 
CAMP BE L L , BRUCE 
ASTRO RESEARCH CORPORATION 
HEDGEPETH , JOHN M. 
TITLE 
STATE ZIP 
- page 203 -
ASTRO RESEARCH CORPORATION 
MORE? N 
OUTPUT TO PRINTER (Y OR N) > N 
- page 204 -
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7/ 5/85 
lRW PROJECT CCR FILE I DOQJ~NT AFFECTED:: 27 
CCR NUIeER DATE ISSUED INITIATOR OOQJI-ENT AFFECTED CURRENT STATUS 
Effi 227 
Effi 260 
Effi 31l 
6/23/1982 lRW/CARMAN X427507 & X427506 
DESffilPTION : APERTURE, MFOV-REF Affi; APERTURE, WFOV-REF Affi (DESIGN & FAB 
FIELD STOPS TO CONVERT TO TIROS FIELDS OF VIEW) 
RE~~RKS : CLASS I - LARC APPROVAL REQUIRED 
APPROVED 
10/ 7/1982 lRW/DOHLIN 0425527 & 0425522 DISAPPROVED 
DESCRIPTION. CAGING ASSEMBLY 
REMARKS : CLASS II - FOR LARC REV lEW 
1/13/1983 rnW/VARIANO BEC 208902-1027-1 
DESCRIPTION COUTAMINATION COVER ASSY - MAOiINE SHOULDER SffiEWS TO PERMIT 
PLACI NG WASHER BEThEEN BELL ffiANK AND MOUNT ING SURFACE 
RHIARKS CLASS I - LARC APPROVED REQUIRED 
DISAPPROVED 
PAGE 
DISPOSITION 
TRW APPROVED 08/31/82 
LARC APPROVED 12/01/82 
TRW APPROVED 10/22/82 
LARC DISAPPROVED 01/26/83 
TRW 01 SAPPROVED 01/26/83 
LARC ACTION N/A 
7/ 5/85 PAGE 
ERBE PROJECT CCR FILE I CANCELLED / WITHDRAWN 
~ CCR NUmER DATE ISSUED INITIATOR DOCUt-ENT AFFECTED CURRENT STATUS DISPOSITION 
---------------- ----------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------- ------------------------------r 
r 6090 9/14/1983 GSFC/KOW AI. SK I ERBE-S TOCC SOFTWARE CANCELLED GSFC APPROVED 09/14/83 0 
C'> LARC ACT IOU PEND I NG 
n DESCR IPT ION I ERBE-S HOUSEKEEP I NG SAMPLING RATE O1ANGE TIROS ACTION PENDING 
n 
;;0 REMARKS I SUPERSEDED BY 6090A 
VI 
"'tJ 
IT1 
n 
l> l> 7174 10/22/1981 LARC/COX IDD CANCELLED 
I r 
N DESCRIPTION ERBE/ERBS I DO WE IGHT O1ANGE 
:;I:J 
IT1 
"'tJ REMARKS REPLACED BY 7181 
0 
;;0 
-I 
"'tJ 
3/ 5/1982 ;;0 7178 lARC/WILlIAMS UIIS WITHDRAWN LARC APPROVED 03/08/82 
z TIROS ACTION PENDING 
-I DESCRIPTION UPDATE TO TIROS-N UIIS, REV. H DATED APRIL 22, 1981 
0 
c:: 
WITHDRAWN BY LARC AT CCB IIEETING 12/08/82 -I REMARKS 
7179 3/ 5/1982 LARC/WILL lAMS UIIS WITHDRAWN LARC APPROVED 03/08/82 
TIROS ACTION PENDING 
DESCR I PT ION UPDATE TO TIROS-N UIIS, REV. G DATED AUGUST 4, 1961 
REMARKS WITHDRAWN BY lARC AT CCB t-EETING 12/06/62 
7160 3/25/1982 LARC/WILL lAMS UIIS CANCELLED LARC APPROVED 03/29/62 
TIROS ACTION PENDING 
DESCRIPTION I ERBE/TIROS-N UNIQUE INTERFACE WEIGHT O1ANGE 
REMARKS I REPLACED BY 7180A DATED OS/27/62 
:x 
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r-
r-
0 
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0 
;;tJ 
;;tJ 
ITI 
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7/ 5/85 
PROJECTS CORRESPONOENCE FI LE II REFERENCE NUr-BER :a 7 
INDEX 
PROJECT 
OOCOATE 
SOURCE 
AUTI10R 
REFERENCE NUr-BER 
15947 ERBE 
ERBE WOERNER 
2/ 12/ 1985 E00457 
16474 OAO 
ERBE HESTER 
3/14/1985 ERBE-~O-85-27 
16503 ERBE 
ERBE HOlLAND 
3/18/1985 65-E00477 
16810 TRW 
ERBE ETHINGTON 
4/ 6/1985 SR273103 
17521 OAO 
ERBE HESTER 
5/30/1965 ERBE-MQ-85-57 
17694 OAO 
ERBE TAYLOR 
6/ 5/1965 ERBE-OGC-85-07 
17712 ERBE 
ERBE WILLIAMS 
6/11/1985 E00570 
17671 ERBE 
ERBE BROO~ 
6/12/ 1985 E00573 
17739 ERBE 
ERBE WILLIAMS 
6/13/1985 E00576 
17743 ERBE 
ERBE WILLIAMS 
6/13/1985 E00575 
DESCRIPTION 
ANNUAL WALKTHROUGH INSPECTION 
SCCR DISPOSITION 
ERBE/SAGE II MICS REVIEW FOR FEBRUARY REPORT 
NASI-15900, SHIPPING REQUEST - ERBE RESIDUAL PARTS 
SCCR DISPOSITION 
NASI-I7708, TEOiNICAL PROGRESS REPORT 
UNPUROiASED PHILATELLIC COVERS 
NASI-15900, RECOM~NDATIONS OF THE ERBE AFEB FOR THE ELEVENTH 
PERIOD OF CONTRACT EFfORT 
NASI-15900, CLOSEOUT ISSUES 
UNPUROiASED PHILATELIC COVERS 
PAGE 
fiLE OODE 
FILE FOLDER 
DOWltNT fILE 
019000 
011000 
151050 
012700 
15900 
011000 
151040 
17706 
159200 
150000 
15900 
150000 
15900 
159200 
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7/ 5/85 PAGE 
INDEX 
PROJECT 
17890 
UARS 
17891 
UARS 
7/ 5/85 
INDEX 
PROJECT 
17892 
OOP 
7/ 5/85 
Ifl[,l X 
PROJECT 
17895 
OOP 
SOURCE 
AUTHOR 
REFERENCE NumER 
HALOE 
PAYTON 
HALOE-04-091 
HALOE 
PAYTON 
HALOE-04-090 
SOURCE 
AUTHOR 
REFERENCE NU~I3ER 
P.sfC 
LUCAS 
SC'lJrrl: 
~Unloll 
REf [UE/ICE IIUf\'lH 
W':;A!IQS 
EDHSOl 
PROJECT CORRESPONDENCE LOG FOR 5/ 7/ 1985 
~.asaaDD •••• = •• =.C= •••• C~ •••• ==.== ••••••••••• D. 
DESCRIPTION 
DATA KlDE TEST 
CAL KlDE TEST - INITIAL CALIBRATION WHEEL OiARACTERIZATION TEST 
PROJECT CORRESPONDENCE LOG FOR 6/ 7/1985 
:c==a=c.== •••• =C ••••••• ==2C==.: ••••••••••• === •• 
DESCRIPTION 
LETItR OF REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE IN IDENTIFYING CANDIDATES FOR THE 
POSITION OF DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS OFFICE, MSFC 
FROJECT CORflESPOtlDENCE LOG FOR 6/14/1965 
•• s •••••••••••••••••••• a •• = ••••• c •••• = ••••••••• 
DESCRIPTION 
IIOT I f I CAT lOll THAT NASA W ILL ENTER INTO 01 SCUSS IONS WITH LMSC THAT 
~'AY L[AD TO Nl IGREH£NT TO fLY LARGE NHENNA EXPERI~ENTS GI lHE 
SliUmE IN 1989 
FILE CXlDE 
FILE FOLDER 
OOaJf·£NT FILE 
110000 
HALOE 
0-244 
110000 
HAL DE 
0-243 
PAGE 3 
FI LE CODE 
FILE FOLDER 
DOCUI£NT FILE 
012500 
MSFC 
PAGE 5 
FI LE roDE 
FILE FOLDER 
DOCU~ENT F I L E 
161000 
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7/ 5/85 
DRAWING REPORT - BRIEF 
========================= 
LARC NU~SER REV. TITLE 
TRW NU~SER L. R. 
LD 817405 A(Ll MIRROR MOUNT, ALIGNMENT 
425388 R 
LD 817408 A(Ll MIRROR ASSY, ALIGNMENT 
425391 R 
LD 817437 
424053 
817456 
424000 
LC 817518 
427142 
LD 817605 
427745 
LD 817609 
427749 
LD 817612 
427752 
LC 818'64 
423833 
LE 818587 
425385 
A 
C(Ll 
R 
D(Ll 
R 
C(Ll 
R 
B(Ll 
R 
A(Ll 
R 
CELL, GRADED SEAL GLASS TO SAPA-i I RE, INSTRUMENT 
HALOE-INSTRUI.£NT ASSY 
HOOD, ALIGNMENT CUBE, SUNSENSOR 
ENERGY CONTAINMENT ASSEM3LY 
TUBE, CONTAINMENT 
TRAP, CONTAINI.£NT 
RING, AL IGNI-ENT 
INTERFACE CONTROL DRAWING-HALOE INSTRUMENT 
PAGE 
NEXT ASSEM3L IES 
425391 
425325 
427769 
427140 
423880 
427745 
427745 
427270 
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7/ 5/85 
PARTS INVENTORY LIST FOR LARC DRAWING LE 817346 
REVISION A(Ll 
TRW REFERENCED DRAWING: 425325 NEXT ASSEMBLIES: 424000 
TITLED BIAXIAL GIMBAL ASSY, HALOE INSTR. 
PROCESSES PR 7-2 PR 12-6 PR 4-7 PR 9-18 PR 4-5 PR 7-3 PR 2-8 PR 9-261 
ITEM PART NU~BER DESCRIPTION MATERIAL (1*1 AT DETAIL DWG/SPEC LEVELl CATEGORY 
PAGE 
REQD HAVE 
-------------------- ----------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------- ------ ------
40 MS25281-F4 
41 MS25281-F3 
42 819480-1 
CLA~lP 
CLA~1P 
PYRO PC HOUSING 
NYLON 
NYLON 
NYLON 
POL YMERIC 
POLYMERIC 
POLYMERIC 
5 
8 
2 
10 
25 
2 
7/ 5/85 PAGE 
PARTS INVENTORY REPORT 
:x 
ITI 
C"'I DESCRIPTION DRAW NO. PART NUMBER REQD HAVE MATERIAL (,., AT DETAIL DWG/SPEC LEVEL) CATEGORY 
:x: 
----------------------------------- -------- -------------------- --------------------_ .... _---------------- ---------- ------ ------
» 
z 
VITON SHRINK TUBING 818534 (RT1146) MIL-R-46846 SEE ELECT MTRLS LIST • 0 0 C"'I 
» 
r RETAINER 817354 -1 6 <Xl 1 AL ALY, QQ-A-250/11 I NORGAN IC 2 0 
VI 
." 
CLAI~P 817360 -1 6 (X) 1 AL ALY, QQ-A-250/11 INORGAN IC I 0 
RETAINER 817361 -I 6 (X) I AL AL Y, QQ-A-250/ II INORGANIC I 0 
ITI 
C"'I 
» 
r 
C"'I 
RETAINER 817363 -1 6 (X) 1 AL ALY, QQ-A-250/11 INORG.AWC I o . 
CLAMP 817365 -1 6 (X) 1 AL AL Y, QQ-A-250/11 INORGANIC I 0 
CLNlP 817366 -I 6 (X) 1 AL AL Y, QQ-A-250/ II INORGANIC I 0 
SUPPORT 817369 -1 6 (X) I AL AL Y, QQ-A-250/ II INORGANIC I 0 
I ." 
W » 
~ 
PIN 817371 -1 347 CRES/QQ-S-763 I NORGAN IC I 0 
SPACER 817373 -I 6 (X) I AL ALY, QQ-A-250/11 INORGANIC 1 0 
-I 
VI LEVER 817374 -1 347 CRES/QQ-5-763 INORGANIC 1 0 
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PAGE 
HALOE MATERIAL LISTING 
CATEGORY: PROCESS 
••• maa ••• c •• a_=c=c======c=:z:_==_ 
APPL ICATION 
roNDITION 
Am. 
roDE DESallPTION 
CLEANING AND CONTAMINATION COtHROL 
CLEAN ING AND CONTAMINATION CONTROL 
CLEANING AND CONTAMINATION CONTROL 
CLEANING AND CONTAMINATION CONTROL 
CLEANING AND CONTAMINATION roNTROL 
CLEAN ING AND CONTAMINATION CONTROL 
CLEAN ING AND CONTAf.lINATION CONTROL 
BONDING KAPTON HEATERS 
BONDING KAPTON HEATERS 
BONDING KAPTON HEATERS 
(}iEM FILM FOR AL & AL ALLOYS 
(}iEM F: LM FOR AL &AL ALLOYS 
(}iEM FILM fOR AL & AL ALLOYS 
(}iEM fiLM fOR AC & AL ALLOYS 
---- - - _ ........ :-.._- --- - - - - -
HEAT TREAT~ENT Of STAINLESS STEELS 
HEAT TREATMENT Of STAINLESS STEELS 
MARKING Of PARTS AND ASSE~BLIES 
~lARKING Of PARTS AND ASSEIBLIES 
~'ARKI NG Of PARTS AND ASSEM3L1ES 
AL AND AL ALLOYS roAT I NG 
AL AND AL ALLOYS COATING 
AL AND AL ALLOYS roATING 
Al NW AL ALLOYS roATING 
DRWG NO. PART NUM3ER 
423849 
423853 
423830 
423831 
423832 
423834 
423842 
427140 
427772 
423822 
819354 
819480 
819917 
425329 
423873 
423773 
425337 
C425316 
C425324 
425373 
425383 
425384 
427266 
HALOE-13-005 
HALOE-13-005 
HALOE-13-00S 
HALOE-13-005 
HALOE-13-005 
HALOE-13-005 
HALOE-13-005 
M600369 
~1600369 
M600369 
~IIL-C-554t, CLASS tA 
MIL-C-S54t, CLASS tA 
MIL-C-554t, CLASS tA 
MIL-C-S54t,CLASS lA 
PR 11-7 
PR 11-7 
PR 12-6 
PR 12-6 
PR 12-6 
PR 2-27 
PR 2-27 
PR 2-27 
PR 2-27 
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7/ 5/85 PAGE 
LARC DRAWING. LE 817347 REV IS ION: A(L) 
DRAWING TITLE: DRIVE ASSY BIAXiAl GIMBAl ASSY 
TRW REFERENCED DRAWING: 425328 
A=SCC SUSCEPT. B=Al STOCK<=.125 C=ANN EAlED D=S.T. EXPOSED E=PROTECTED F=RELEASE>.031 G=FAILSAFE REQD. 
H=FAILSAFE DONE I=PART CONTAINED J=RELEASED>.031 K=M.L.P. REQD L=M.L.P. DONE M=FRACTURE CRIT'L 
SCC LOGIC 
PART NUMBER NN£ QUANTITY ABC D E F G H I J K L M CO~NT 
425330-1 ~1)DULE ASSY 
425330-2 t-IlDULE ASSY 
425333-1 SPUR GEAR 
425334-1 COUPliNG 
425335-1 RESERVOIR 
425336-1 RETAINER 
425337-1 RETAINER 
425358-1 SHIM 
425358-2 SHIM 
AP48AS-28 (BERG) PINION GEAR 
425363-1 PINION GEAR 
425364-1 RETAINER 
425395-1 RESERVOIR 
425361-1 COVER 
C425323-1 POTENTIOMETER 
C425324-1 BEAR lNG, BAlL OUPlEX 
C425326-1 t-IlTOR 
C425327-1 HAR)1.{)NIC DRIVE 
4432 (PIC) SCREW, SHOULDER 
L2-1 (PIC) CLA~1P 
4410 (PIC) SCREW, SHOULDER 
C5-33 (PIC) PIN, SPIRAl 
C5-35 (PIC) PIN, SPIRAl 
NAS620C I 0 WASHER, FLAT 
NAS1352N04-4 SCREW, CAP, SOC HD 
NAS 1352N04-6 SCRE~I, CAP, SOC HD 
NAS 1351 N3-6 SCREW, CAP, SOC HD 
NAS 1352N08-8 SCREW, CAP, SOC HD 
NAS62OC4 WASHER, FLAT 
NAS62OC8 WASHER, FLAT 
BRAYCO MI CRON IC LUBRICANT 
C425323-2 POTENTIOMETER 
-3(PR 4-34) 100.14.7: 11.8.5.0 MIX 
818751-1 COVER, ACCESS 
NAS 1352N08-6 SCREW, CAP, SOC HD 
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2 
2 
2 
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0 
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* - - - - - - - Y 
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* - - - - - - - Y 
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TBD Y - - -
TBD Y - - -
* - - - - - - - Y - - -
* - - - - - - - Y - - -
* - - - - - - - N N Y N 
15 
- - - - - - - N N Y N 
* - - - - - - - Y - - -
* - - - - - - - N N Y N 
* - - - - - - - Y - - -
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- - - - - - - N Y - -
- - - - - - - Y - - -
1 
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- - - - - - - N Y - -
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1 
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1 
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1 
- - - - - - - N Y - -
1 
- - - - - - - N Y - -
LUB - - - - - - - - - - - N 
* - - - - - - - N N Y N 
POL - - - - - - - N Y - - N 
ANAl YS IS 10 
ANAlYSIS 10 
ANAlYSIS 10 
ANAl YS IS 10 
ANAlYSIS 10 
ANAl YS IS 10 
ANAlYSIS 10 
ANAlYSIS 10 
ANAlYSIS 10 
ANAlYSIS 10 
ANAl YS IS 10 
ANAl YS lSI DB 
ANAl YS IS IOC 
ANAl YS IS 10 
ANAl YS IS lOA 
ANAl YS IS 10 
ANAl YS IS 10 
ANAl YS IS 10 
NEW PART 
NEW PART 
ANAlYSIS 10 
ANAl YS IS 10 
ANAlYSIS 10 
NON-STRUCTURAl 
ANAl YS lSI 0 C 
NEW PART 
NEW PART 
7/ 5/85 PAGE 
DRAWING REPORT - BRIEF 
ORAW ING # TITLE 
----------
0424103-1 RADIOMETER PREAMP - CF2 C/2 
0424103-2 RADIOMETER PREAMP - H20/03 
IT1 
r 
IT1 0424103-3 RADIOMETER PREAMP - C02 
("") 
-l 
;;0 
("") 
):> 042411 0-1 GAS CH PREAMP HG CD TE (NO) 
r 
IT1 
I 0 
;;0 
):> 
:e:: 0424110-2 GAS CH PREAMP I N AS (CH4) 
z 
C'l 
VI 
;;0 0424110-3 GAS CH PREAMP I N AS (HCL) 
IT1 
-0 
0 
;;0 
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FIPP 7-13-07 CONTINUITY TESTING OF N Y X FOR IN-HOUSE PWB CON-
B/Cl MJLTILAYER PWB'S STRUCTION 
FI PP 7-23-01 DIELECTRIC WITHSTANDING N Y X FOR IN-HOUSE PWB CON-
A5 VOL TAGE TESTING OF MPWB STRUCTION 
BY MANUAL r-ETHOD 
FI PP 9-180-0102 INSTALL ./REI.f£lVAL, TEST- Y N X X 
G lNG, & SOlDER. OF FEED-
THRU CERAMIC FILTER CAP. 
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SURE FOR COARSE SUN 
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YP-17F -03 HALOE. WEDGW W INDOI~ Y N X 
AL IGtlfl.tH TEST PROCEDURE 
YP-17P-19 F-lIOTOVOL TAlC DETECTOR Y N X 
TEST fHOU-DURE 
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